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To His Excellency, Goodwin J. Knight
Governor of the State of California

Sacra?ne7?to, California

Sir:

We have the honor to submit herewith the Forty-Fifth Biennial Re-

port, covering the period July 1, 1956, through June 30, 1958.

This report covers in detail the activities of the Department of Fish

and Game during that period. Also included are reports of policy deci-

sions by the Fish and Game Commission affecting wildlife, accounts of

the activities of the Wildlife Conservation Board and the Marine Re-
search Committee.

A summarization of the many highlights of the period is contained in

the Director's Report for quick perusal.

Respectfully submitted.

Director
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California's official state fish, the golden trout, rendered on scratch board by Sacra-
mento artist Paul Johnson. This was the model from which Johnson executed Califor-
nia's first general fishing license stamp required under legislation passed in the

1957 session.
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Fish and Game Commission

The California Fish and Game Commission. Seated is President Weldon L. Ox/ey. Standing, from the left, are: Vice President Thomas H. Richards, Jr.,

Carl Wente, Jamie H. Smith, and V/illiam P. Elser. This was the makeup of the commission at the close of the period.—Fish and Game Photo

Major changes in the personnel of the Cahfornia Fish and Game Commission were made during
the biennium by the deaths of two commissioners and the expiration of the term of a third.

Harley E. Knox, president of the commission, died early in the biennium. William J. Silva, a past

president, died shortly thereafter. The term of Andy Kelly, president of the commission, expired

January 15, 1958.

William P. Elser of San Diego was appointed to succeed Knox and Thomas H. Richards, Jr. of

Sacramento succeeded Silva. In January, 1957, Governor Goodwin J. Knight made his third appoint-

ment, naming Jamie Smith of Los Angeles to succeed Kelly.
The commission is the body, appointed by the Governor and confirmed by the Senate, which sets

down policies for the guidance of the Department of Fish and Game. During the biennium, the

commission reaffirmed one key policy and adopted several other important policies.

[7]
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Concerned ^\•ith the unsarisfactory aspects of the three-day either-sex deer hunts in 1956, the

commission announced the following February that until such time as it is granted authority to control

the number and distribution of hunters taking antlerless deer, it M'ill authorize the harvesting of

surplus animals on a special hunt basis only.

Deer Management Principles Reaffirmed

The statement of policy also reaffirmed the commission's belief in the principles of deer manage-
ment as expressed in the Cahfornia Deer Management Policy it adopted in 1950.

In a resolution offered to the Legislature, the commission said its decisions have been based on

scientific research, long-range planning, good management practices and the advice of experts in the

field and are aimed at accomplishing the best results on a statewide basis. The Legislature was asked

to encourage this, rather than impose restrictions which make it difficult or impossible to conduct

sound fish and game conservation programs.

Under ne^^' legislation enacted in 1957, the commission in May, 1958, set hearings for three special
antlerless or either-sex hunts for July dates. It declined to schedule hearings on 1 1 other proposed

special hunts, but announced it \A^ould reconsider if county boards of supervisors submitted formal

requests for such hearmgs to the commission before a June 16th deadline.

The commission said its reason for declining to set the 1 1 public hearings at the May meeting
was based on objections received from supervisors in some of the counties in which the proposed
hunts \\'cre to be held. The commission said time, money and effort would be saved if the counties

desiring such hearmgs would so indicate. Boards of supervisors of the Counties of Modoc, Inyo,
Tulare and Los Angeles asked for the hearings, which were held in late July.

Ofher Policy Actions

In other important policy matters during the period, the commission took the following action:

Amended its policy on public land withdrawals and applications for such withdrawals to provide
for mineral entry;

x\dopted a policy calling for multiple use of lands administered by the department;

Clarified its policy in regard to dams and obstructions on the Klamath River.

After two public hearings on a special elk season in Colusa, Lake and Yolo Counties, the commis-

sion set a date for the season, then canceled it. Ranchers who control 90 percent of the area proposed
for the elk hunt had agreed to open their property to hunters but withdrew their approval at the

last moment.

The commission, which is also a regulation-making body under authority conferred by the Legis-

lature, was active in this field during the period.

Regulations Enacted

Annual fishing and hunting regulations were regularly set by the commission during the biennium.

The commission also took the follo\\'ing regulatory actions:

Adopted regulations prohibiting the possession and use of wild minnows in certain waters of the

state, effective January, 1959;

Suspended waterfowl feeding regulations because of a conflict with federal regulations;

Adopted regulations regarding possession and training of hawks used in the practice of falconry
in accordance M'ith new legislation;

Adopted regulations permitting the possession of an additional bag limit of trout taken in Inyo
and Mono Counties in accordance with new legislation;

Set regulations under which special hunts to reduce crop damage from deer may be held, also in

accordance \\ith new legislation.



Report of the Director

Now homes for ftsb! Marine Resources personnel supervise lowering of old car bodies on barges for dumping in offshore ocean areas barren of sport
fish. This program wos initialed by the Department of Fish and Came to investigate the possibilities of improving ocean sport fishing.—Fish and Game Photo

Substantial gains in wildlife conservation which will have far-reaching effects on the generations
of anglers and hunters yet unborn highlighted the many Department of Fish and Game activities

during the biennium.

A marine habitat improvement project, designed to improve ocean sport fishing, was started in

May, 1958.

Gillnets, which were the last remaining obstacles to salmon on their spawning runs up the Sacra-

mento and San Joaquin Rivers, were removed by legislative action.

Wildlife conservation received a further boost when the Legislature directed the State Water

Rights Board to consider all beneficial uses of water, including fish, wildlife and recreation, in its

deliberations.

Public access to fishing and hunting was accelerated when the Wildlife Conservation Board shifted

its program to concentrate on these problems.
The department brought its case for more water for salmon in the San Joaquin River before the

State Water Rights Board in the Friant Dam hearing, under way at the close of the period.
The department began to study ways and means of improving both state-owned and privately-

owned waterfowl habitat.

[9]
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Unit management of deer (by herds) was instituted by legislation in 1957. The department had

recommended this system following experimental management in several regions for several years.

The Hunter Safety Training Program recorded the 100,000th student trained.

Silver salmon were planted in the Sacramento River and a run appeared to be established as the

biennium ended.

MANAGEMENT TOOLS PROVIDED

Further advances were made in providing the department with the tools to perform its necessary

job of wildlife management. These include equipment, facilities and manpower.
Re-codification of the Fish and Game Code was accomplished during the period.

The department applied for withdrawal for recreation purposes of a half million acres of public
land.

New offices in Region 2 (Sacramento) and Region 4 (Fresno) were provided and a start was made
on a laboratory building in Sacramento for statewide game and fisheries investigations.
The department's Beechcraft, twin-engine airplane, obtained as war surplus shortly after the war,

was sold and a new plane of the same type purchased.
The research vessel "Yellowfin," classified as unseaworthy because of dry rot, was sold and the

U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service vessel "Alaska" was leased by the department and outfitted for

department duty.
\\'ork began on a new ocean patrol boat to replace the old "Albacore" which was scheduled for

sale in the fall of 1958 and a new patrol boat, "Silversides," was purchased for duty in Humboldt Bay.
The department was given increased personnel to deal with the highly complex problems involved

in water and pollution laws.

Twenty-five new wardens, approved by the Legislature in the previous biennium, joined the

department in the fall of 1956.

Persons who pollute streams are now required to clean them up at their own expense, thanks to

legislation passed in the 1957 session.

A statewide radio network solely for fish and game patrol activities was placed in operation.

A new warden training program went into effect when the 25 new wardens joined the department
in the fall of 1956. The department-wide training program was extended to all levels, from the

newest employee at the beginning level to the top administrator.

An accident prevention program was started late in 1957, involving safety conferences at all levels

and designed to make all employees safety conscious. In a few months the accident rate dropped

sharply.
A long-range planning program was instituted in 1956 by a planning committee consisting of top

level staff and regional personnel.
Those are some of the highlights in the 1956-58 biennial period. Here are some of the details:

stream Cleanup

The 1957 Legislature enacted a law requiring those who pollute streams to clean them up at their

own expense. Heretofore, fines were the only punishment required legally. The new law also

provides for fines at the judge's discretion, but makes a cleanup mandatory. Already this has had a

deterrent effect on some who have come to realize that the price of cleaning a stream, to the satis-

faction of the department, can be many times greater (in the expense of wages, equipment and time)

than the amount of a fine.

License Fees

The same legislative session approved an increase in license fees to enable the department to con-

tinue its conservation work without resorting to deficit or emergency financing. It was the first

increase in such fees since 1948.
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The purpose of the increased fees was to permit the department to operate in the black, gradually
build up its surplus fund and to provide for expansion of programs.
The first full year under the new revenues found license sales decreasing in numbers from the

previous years, with the result that income has not been as great as anticipated when the legislation

was enacted. Nevertheless, the increases enabled the department to balance its budget (1959-60)
for the first time in five years. The dip in license sales may be only a temporary reaction to the

increased fees and may be due largely to the recession of early 1958.

Netting Bill

In point of interest, certainly the "hottest" bill of the 1957 legislative session was the anti-netting
bill. Sportsmen, who had been asking the Legislature for many years to remove the nets from the

lower Sacramento River, made a convincing presentation in the 1957 session. The result was that the

gill nets were permanently removed by law. The department took the position that the nets should

be removed because they were taking too many salmon bound for the spawning gravels, and that

the nets were their last and biggest obstacle. The department also pointed out that the nets were

killing too many striped bass while in the process of taking salmon.

Water Rights

Although fish, wildlife and recreation have long been considered beneficial users of water, the 1957

State Legislature put it in so many words when it directed the State Water Rights Board to consider

all beneficial uses—including fish, wildlife and recreation—in the course of its deliberations. This

was spelled out in Section 1257 of the State Water Code.
A solid gain in the Water Projects field, and a harbinger of better things to come, was the decision

early in 1958 in the American River water hearing. The State Water Rights Board, in approving
permits for water diversion, prescribed conditions for adequate flows for maintenance and preserva-
tion of fish and wildlife. Even in dry years the flo\\'s will be adequate to protect fish life, particularly
below Nimbus Dam, for migrating and spawning salmon and steelhead. This was a new milestone

in the department's efltorts to assure perpetuation of California's fish and wildlife resources. It is,

further, one more indication of the wider acceptance being accorded to protection and preservation
of fish and wildlife.

Ocean Habitat Project

After considerable planning, the department began a project late in the biennium which was

designed to learn methods of improving ocean fishing. With the aid of federal funds, the Ocean
Fish Habitat Development Project began with the dumping of 20 old car bodies off Paradise Cove,
near Malibu, and a number of large, artificial rocks off Huntington Beach. They were dumped in

"desert" areas devoid of fish life to take advantage of the well known fact that fish tend to congre-
gate around sunken ships, rocks and other objects in the ocean.

Administration

A major reorganization of the marine fisheries section was effected during the biennium. The
purpose was to streamline operations by realigning responsibilities and functions to provide for

greater all around efficiency. The reorganization relieved the Marine Fisheries Branch chief and his

staff of the responsibility for operations and enabled them to concentrate their attentions on the

highly important business of program planning and co-ordinating, and assisting the director with

legislative matters pertaining to marine fisheries. Marine Resources Operations was given the opera-
tional status of a region and a regional manager was placed in charge. All salt water operations from
Crescent City to San Diego are his responsibility. Reporting to the regional manager are a staff of
two supervisors of investigation (one at Stanford and one at Terminal Island), a port captain, a

business services officer and a biostatistical supervisor. The new setup is working very well.
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The 1957 Legislature authorized a full scale survey of fish and game programs and policies and

appropriated $100,000 for the job. A contract was awarded to the management analysis firm of

Booz, Allen and Hamilton and the survey was under way at the close of the biennium.

MAJOR PROBLEMS

Many other accompHshments of the agency are reported in detail throughout this publication. Of

course, there are always problems and the department has had its share of them. However, while

the problems loom large, the gains even in these fields have been significant.

WATER PROJECTS

Except that they have intensified, water problems m the last two years have not differed from those

of the previous two. A growing state needs water for its people, its agriculture and its industry.

These facts have resulted in continually increasing demands for diversion of water from California's

streams. The effects on fish and wildlife M'ould be devastating if the department failed in its re-

sponsibility to investigate each request and recommend measures to protect wildlife or mitigate

unavoidable losses. Such investigations have taken much time and manpower, but they are well worth

the effort. The department has noted a growing awareness of, and sympathy for, wildlife problems

among \\-ater project builders in the last two years. The department no longer sits around the negoti-

ating table as an unwelcome guest.

POLLUTION

The Dickey Act, which went into effect in 1949, is the governing law on pollution. It is ad-

ministered through one state and nine regional water pollution control boards. The state board is,

in practice, only a general advisory and fiscal body. It does not, except upon appeal, review actions

of the regional boards, nor does it have any clear-cut authority over them.

Down through the years there has developed out of the Dickey Act a philosophy of "permissible

degradation." This is the philosophy which permits of maximum pollution of state waters short of

public indignation. The department has opposed this philosophy whenever it has found the oppor-

tunity to do so.

Joining with four other state agencies
—the Departments of Natural Resources, Public Health,

Agriculture, and A\'ater Resources—the Department of Fish and Game recommended a 15 -point

program of improvements in the Dickey Act to the Assembly Subcommittee on Bay and Water
Pollution.

The gist of the recommendations is that prevention of pollution is by far the most expeditious and
least costly way of keeping our waters clean.

The agencies have proposed that the Legislature declare that waste disposal in state waters is a

privilege, not a right, and that such disposal be so regulated as to achieve highest quality consistent

with maximum benefits to the people. The other 14 points detail the manner and means by which
these basic objectives may be accompHshed.

SALMON

Early in 1957, the department warned that fall king salmon spaM'ning stocks in the central valleys
had dropped in 1956 to 200,000 from an average of about 500,000 during the preceding four years.
It pointed out that if the annual spawning count did not increase sufficiently in 1957 the resource

would be in danger.
In 1957 the combined commercial and sport salmon catch tumbled to 5.5 million pounds from

the highs of the two previous record years
— 11.8 miUion in 1955 and 11.4 million in 1956.

In 1958 the salmon spawner count dropped to 121,000. The department recommended a curtail-

ment of the salmon sport fishing season as the only immediate measure that could be taken to combat
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the shortage, but the Fish and Game Commission rejected the proposal because it was powerless to

curtail the much larger commercial catch simultaneously. Only the Legislature has regulatory power
over the commercial fishermen.

The critical salmon situation had one salutary effect—it united sports and commercial fishermen

in a common effort to try to do something about the salmon problem. Under the banner of Salmon

Unlimited, this committee held several meetings before the close of the bicnnium to organize the

group and study the problem. The department pledged its co-operation with the new organization.

Operation "Downstream Plant"

In May, 1958, the department conducted a "quickie" test at the request of this group to determine

whether salmon fingerlings could be successfully transported downstream by barge and acclimated

to increasing water salinity in a short time.

A group of 2,000 fingerling kmg salmon, supplied by the federal Coleman Hatchery, \\'ere placed
aboard a tuna clipper equipped with live bait tanks at Sacramento. River water was pumped through
the tanks as the boat drifted downstream, thus providing some of the changing salinity conditions

that small salmon experience on their natural migrations to the sea.

The trial run was made only to determine whether it was feasible to transport the small fish in

this way and results will be useful in planning future experiments. No attempt was made to check
the effects of pollution on the fingerlings. In fact, the boat steered a clean-water course all the way,
avoiding areas suspected of being even slightly polluted.

Salmon Program Reorganization

Early in 1958 the department began mapping plans for a reorganization of its salmon program.
Divided for years past both administratively and operationally between the Inland Fisheries and
Marine Resources functions, the plan at the close of the biennium was to place all salmon operations
and research under the Marine Resources function, headed by the branch chief. This proposal was

ready to be submitted to the State Personnel Board and Department of Finance for approval at the

close of the period. Purpose of this reorganization was to concentrate and consolidate all salmon
efforts heretofore scattered and strengthen the salmon program by switching personnel from other

duties.

EITHER-SEX DEER HUNTS

The first general experimental either-sex deer hunts in California were held in the fall of 1956.

The way was prepared for these hunts by 37 prior special hunts, dating from the Catalina Island

hunt in the winter of 1949-50.

The commission scheduled the general cither-sex hunts for the last three days of the coast and inland

seasons respectively, and they were held in 3 5 counties. It was pointed out at the time that experience

gained from these hunts could serve as a guide for future hunts.

While the early hunt went off smoothly, a combination of events resulted in severe criticism of

the later inland either-sex season.

Because it afforded the last opportunity for hunters to bag a deer in 1956, the inland season brought
out a great many hunters. Storms in the high country touched off movements of migratory deer
herds and these movements were given widespread publicity. Such movements at the end of the

regular buck season usually bring out many hunters, but this time they had the double opportunity
to take a buck or an antlerless deer. The result was large concentrations of hunters were reported
in such leading deer counties as Plumas, Lassen, Sierra, Modoc, Tehama, Amador, Placer, Shasta,

Butte and Calaveras.

Criticism of the hunts grew out of these concentrations and centered around the bad hunter
behavior reported from many quarters as well as the safety risks involved. Road hunting, reckless

shooting and trespass reports sprung from these concentrations.
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The experience of other states following their first either-sex deer hunts was repeated in California

after the 1956 hunts. Reaction against killing of does and fawns, similar in other states, was strength-

ened by the ^\•idespread reports of hunter misbehavior. Opposition formed quickly and made itself

felt in the form of deer legislation during the 1957 Session.

Deer Legislation Enacted

The result of the legislation is that only bucks may be hunted on a general unrestricted basis and

antlerless deer may be hunted only on a unit-quota, or controlled, system. Spike bucks or spotted
fa\\'ns may no longer be hunted, although spotted fawns are rarely found during the periods when
such hunting will be allowed.

The Legislature provided that antlerless and either-sex seasons must now be ordered on the basis

of management units, crop damage, or restricted instances of surpluses only. Unit hunts may be for

antlerless deer if held during the regular buck seasons, or for deer of either sex if held at other times

of the year. Quotas must be set up for each unit and issued to the public either by drawings or

first-come, first-served sale, or a combination of both. In addition, deer are to be managed by herd

units and reports on the condition of these herds are made annually to the public by the commission.

Commission Policy Unchanged

Through all the debate on the either-sex deer hunts, the Commission's policy on deer management
did not change. The policy, and the department's program, is that the deer population must be bal-

anced with the carrying capacity of its range. Consequently, deer must be harvested by hunters in

numbers equal to their annual increase if this program is to be effective. If they are not harvested,

they tend to eat themselves out of house and home and can destroy their own range beyond restora-

tion. Harvesting of bucks alone will not keep the herds in balance; hunters must take deer of

either sex.

ECONOMIC IMPORTANCE OF FISHING AND HUNTING

In 1955 the department sampled more than 3,000 fishermen and 3,000 hunters with lengthy ques-
tionnaires in two separate mail polls to try to obtain some indication of the economic importance of

fishing and hunting in California.

Results of the polls were completed and announced in March, 1957, and showed licensed sports-
men in California paid a staggering $487 miUion to pursue their favorite sports in California in 1955.

By a 4 to 1 margin, this amount overshadows the combined expenditures of all Californians for

admission to all sportmg events, including professional, collegiate and high school football, baseball

and basketball, as well as movies, plays and concerts.

Outlay by Items

Where did the money go?
If you fished, it went mostly for transportation and food and drink; if you hunted, the big cost

item was equipment, followed by travel and by food and drink, in that order.

Only 16.5 percent of the fresh water fishing dollar went for equipment, while 29 percent went
for travel and 23.7 percent for food and drink. The salt water dollar was similarly proportioned,
with 11.2 percent for equipment, 26.3 percent for travel and 20.3 percent for food and drink.

The average California hunter, on the other hand, was primarily concerned with his equipment
and ammunition. Cost of travel and of dining were second and third, respectively, on his expense
list. Weapons and ammunition formed his biggest outlay (26.4 percent), followed by automobile

expense (19.8 percent) and food (17.7).

The survey shows anglers paid only 1.1 percent of their total fishing outlay for a state angling
license. Hunters paid 1.7 percent

—
slightly more because of additional duck stamps and deer and

pheasant tags. (For more details, see table 13 in the Appendix.)
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CONSERVATION EDUCATION

During the biennium, the potential audience for this increasing volume of wildlife conservation

information grew materially by addition of approximately 1,000,000 citizens to the State. The
number of conservation education and information specialists, as well as funds available to do the

job remain virtually static, however.

Efforts to make the conservation education program more effective by improvement of informa-

tion materials issued, and their use, as well as concentration on aggressive programs on specific prob-
lems such as stream destruction by logging, water pollution and protection of wildlife in water devel-

opments were generally targeted at four publics:

First target for departmental information of all kinds are those who work for the department,

including volunteer reserve wardens, license agents and hunter safety instructors. All these people,
who represent the department officially in varying degrees, are considered keys to informing other

segments of the public.
Information to Employees

In employee orientation and training classes, all regular employees arc informed of the character,
use and availability of all materials published by the department. Information included therein often

are subjects for inservice training and discussion sessions. In addition, two periodicals, the News-
letter and Monthly Progress Report, comprising principally internal and operational information, is

prepared monthly for inservice use.

The other three targets are: licensed sportsmen, the general public, and future sportsmen. The

approach is by two means—special purpose media and mass media, or "rifle" and "shotgun" coverage.
The "shotgun" media are the newspapers, television, radio stations and moving pictures. The

department attempts to reach the general public through these media by means of a weekly press

release from headquarters and periodic news releases from regions. The department's motion pictures
are made available to television stations.

"Outdoor California," a monthly publication of the department, is designed for general newspaper
and magazine use as feature material, as well as for broadening the general wildlife conservation knowl-

edge of employees and others specifically interested in wildlife.

The special purpose media are the materials produced by the department to answer particular

questions most often asked, or for other special purposes. In this class are the "Conservation Informa-

tion Folders," such as "Stop, Look and Live," a new folder produced for the first time in this bi-

ennium. The folder emphasizes the positive approach to safety in the field, as well as good farmer-

sportsman relations. Approximately 700,000 were printed in the last two years and distributed to

license buyers through license agents. Similar information also was included for the first time in the

750,000 copies of the Hunting Regulations Digest distributed to hunting license buyers.

Species identification booklets are also special purpose media, as is the biennial report.
"Trout of California" and "Big Game of California" joined the first two booklets in the series

(on waterfowl and upland game) during the period. The booklets have a threefold purpose. They
are designed to be informational and educational and to provide training to department personnel
across functional lines. The biennial report is designed as an easy-to-read report of the last two years
of wildlife management and research and is sent to newspapers and leaders in the conservation field

as handy reference material. The American Association for Conservation Information honored the

biennial report as the outstanding publication of its kind in 1956 and rated "Trout of California"

as a runner-up in the species identification booklet category in the same year.

Motion Picture Production

Motion pictures serve the double purpose of reaching the general public through mass media and

particular publics through individual showings before small groups, clubs, schools and other or-

ganizations.
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Three new motion pictures were produced during the biennium. "Tomorrow's Salmon and Steel-

head" is the story of the destruction of spa\\'ning beds by careless or uninformed loggers. Designed
to point out a particular problem, the picture has served to highlight the problem so well that log-

ging firms have begun to take remedial measures to prevent future pollution of spawning gravels.

The department now plans to expand this picture to include pollution from other sources.

"Fish in the Sea—facts and fancies" tells the story of ocean research and the problems involved.

It was completed toward the end of the period, but already has been widely booked and well received.

"The Sea Otter" ^\^as completed in the last month of the biennium. It depicts the story of a scarce

resources and the need to protect it from human depredations.
In production as the period closed were films on water development and pollution control problems.

Reaching the Future Sportsmen

To reach the school children of today who are the sportsmen of tomorrow, the department uses

several approaches. One consists of visits by personnel to schools to discuss particular or general

problems involved in fish and game work. The other is by means of department-produced or depart-

ment-reviewed literature, and the motion pictures.

The four species identification handbooks have been made available to schools through the Docu-
ments Section, Printing Division, at nominal cost. They have been well accepted and are gaining in

popularity. Natural science books, which contain chapters on fish and game conservation, are passed
on by the Department of Education for review before they are published. This presents the depart-
ment with the opportunity to learn how much conservation material is going to schools and to add

to it, if necessary.

HUNTER SAFETY PROGRAM

Inaugurated in 1954, the hunter safety program passed two big milestones during the biennium.

Late in the period the 100,000th student passed through the training program and received his

certificate of completion of the hunter safety training course.

California was accorded an international honor for having the outstanding program of 1957 among
the states and Canadian provinces by the International Association of Game, Fish and Conservation

Commissioners. The award, sponsored by the National Rifle Association, is a beautiful plaque known
as the "NRA Hunter Safety Award."

Volunteer Instructors Are Key to Successful Program

Most of the credit for achieving both milestones is due to the 2,600 volunteer instructors who
serve without pay to instruct students, and to the National Rifle Association who assisted with

materials and organization plans to set up the program.
The program began July 1, 1954, the eflfective date of a hunter safety law which requires comple-

tion of a course in safe handling of firearms as a condition for obtaining a hunting license for persons
under 16.

Organized in the Conservation Education Section of the department, the program is co-ordinated

on the local level by game wardens who guide the work of the volunteer instructors. A hunter

safety training officer at headquarters co-ordinates the program.
The program consists of four hours of instruction and results in a certificate of completion awarded

to the student upon successfully completing the course.

It is credited with having a great deal to do with the reduction in California hunting casualties

from a total of 132 in 1955 to 79 in 1957. Since the program began, its effects have been apparent
not only among youngsters, but adult hunters as well.
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Typical of access sites provided by Wildlife Conservation Board funds is this one on tfie Featfier River near Boyd's Pump. Under construction in tfie

biennivmt the ramp is 22 feet wide and has a two-foot walkway down the left side. Boat docks were built by local sportsmen.—Wildlife Board Photo

When the Wildlife Conservation Board was created

by the Legislature in 1947, it was charged with the

responsibilitv^ for establishing "a co-ordinated and bal-

anced program resulting in the maximum revival of

wildlife * * * and in the maximum recreational ad-

vantages."
In pursuance of this responsibility, the board, in the

previous biennium, developed a program of public

hunting and fishing access which reached its stride in

the last two years. This program and the board's

warmwater fish program were given top priority after

the board decided that its fish hatchery and waterfowl

area programs are largely complete.

The finances for the Wildlife Conservation Board

program continue to be $750,000 annually from state

parimutuel funds. After earlier initial allocations of

19 million in 1947 and $3 million in 1951, the Legis-
lature (in 1955) placed the board on this recurring

appropriation basis.

All Wildlife Conservation Board projects continue

to be co-operative in nature. Waterfowl areas and

hatcheries are turned over to the Department of Fish

and Game for operation and maintenance. The public
access developments are all operated and maintained

by public agencies, such as counties, cities, recreation

districts and the U. S. Forest Service. The lakes built

[17]
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and opened to public use are also operated by local

agencies.

Board Membership

The Joint Legislative Advisory Committee was com-

posed of Senators Charles Brown, Ed C. Johnson, J.

William Beard, and Assemblymen Frank P. Belotti,

Thomas i\I. Erwin, and Lloyd W. Lowrey. Depart-

ment of Finance Director John M. Peirce and De-

partment of Fish and Game Director Seth Gordon

continued to serve on the board. Weldon L. Oxley

replaced Andy Kelly as chairman during the biennium.

Everett E. Horn continued as co-ordinator.

WARMWATER PROGRAM

During this biennium, the program of making avail-

able to the public existing water impoundments that

were either closed to fishing or inadequately devel-

oped for public use was intensified.

This has included such projects as the San Diego

City Water Supply Reservoirs—Pardee in Amador and

Calaveras Counties, Santa Margarita in San Luis Obispo

County, Isabella in Kern County, Woodward in Stan-

islaus County and Avocado Lake in Fresno Count}'.

In addition, new waters have been or are being
created for the express purpose of providing warm-
water fishing and recreation. Madera Lake, the largest

project of this type, was under construction during
the biennium. It consists of a 400 surface acre warm-
water fishing lake on 1,200 acres and will be com-

pleted in 1959. This state-owned facility will be oper-

ated and maintained by Madera County.

During the biennium, the board allocated $1,035,000

for capital outlay under this program.

Parking and boat launching area at Santa Margarita toke, construrted with WildlUe Conservation Board funds and opened early in 1957.

—^Fish and Game Photo

-h»-^-^^i^.



Using gilt nets and seines, the Department of Fish and Game periodically samples fish populations in the Saltan Sea to keep tabs on spawning,
survival, food conditions, growth rates and general abundance and health of ocean species from the Gulf of California transplanted here. WC6 funds

made possible the development of this highly saline inland sea. Here is a corvJno, now abundant in the Saltan Sea. The department transplanted
2,000 of these as broodstock from 1950 through 1956. —Fish and Game Photo

ACCESS PROGRAM
A field survey of the Colorado River, the Sacra-

mento and San Joaquin River Systems and the San

Francisco Bay area A\as completed. This survey re-

vealed a considerable need for access to these fishing

waters. The Inland Angling Access Program consists

of acquisition of land, construction of parking area,

boat launching ramps and in some projects fencing,
floats and sanitary facilities.

The projects shown in the upper table on page 20

were all in some state of completion or development
at the end of the biennium. The allocations were
intended to cover the estimated cost of the projects
and recoveries of funds can be expected on some of

the projects.

Coastal Access

A resurvey of the entire California coast line was

completed in 1957. This delineated desirable sites that,

if acquired, would provide access to ocean fishing. To
date, seven coastal counties have agreed to participate
in the program by operating and maintaining any

projects acquired in those counties. Land is often diffi-

cult to obtain at appraised values. This has resulted in

a slower program of acquisition. The 1957 Legislature

granted authority to acquire by condemnation where

necessary if the county boards of supervisors give ap-

proval for such action. This authority was not used

during the biennium.

OTHER FISH PROJECTS

Two trout fishing lakes in the Mendocino National
Forest in Glenn County were completed and afford

fine fishing. Plans were completed and an allocation

was made for another trout lake of about 35 surface

acres in the same forest to be known as Letts Valley
Lake. Legg Lake in Los Angeles County was also

under construction during the biennium.

The Salton Sea project in Imperial and Riverside

Counties was a co-operative project among the De-

partment of Fish and Game, University of California

at Los Angeles, and the Wildlife Conservation Board.

The objective was to establish a fishery in the vast Sal-

ton Sea. The success of this project was even greater
than anticipated and limits of corvina and sargo are

now being taken by anglers.

Somewhat similar projects are under way for the

improvement of fishing in coastal lagoons.

The Berkeley Pier in San Francisco Bay was leased

to the Department of Fish and Game and a WCB
project, to make the pier safe for public use, is nearing

completion. The City of Berkeley will maintain the

pier exclusively for sport fishing.
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Waterfowl Management Areas

The only ne\\^ waterfowl management project for

the period was the purchase of the 59-acre Indian Tom
Public Shooting Area in Siskiyou County. This land

was made available hv the State Lands Commission for

$1,834.

Considerable development was under way toward

the completion of the Lower Butte Creek (Gray

Lodge) Waterfowl Management Area in Butte

County, as well as the Mendota Area in Fresno

County.

For the development and land acquisition of 490

acres at Mendota Waterfowl Management Area there

was allocated $107,000. The Lower Butte Creek allo-

cation for development during the period was

$124,200.

Fish Screens and Ladders

The Wildlife Conservation Board continued to pro-
vide funds for the larger screens on irrigation diver-

sions.

Several fish ladders were completed, the most im-

portant being the Woodbridge fish ladder on the

Mokelumne River at Woodbridge, and the fish ladder

on Clear Creek in Shasta County, a tributary to the

Sacramento River.

Probably the most interesting fish ladder completed
during the biennium is the Iron Canyon Barrier on

Big Chico Creek, near Chico. This rock barrier has

blocked fish passage to the spawning gravels above
for more than 50 years. Details may be found in the

Inland Fisheries section of this report.

Stream Improvement
The stream improvement project in Southern Cali-

fornia was continued during the period, but it became

increasingly difficut to locate suitable sites for the small

dams. By the end of the biennium, it was apparent that

the project should be closed. Future projects in this

area will be evaluated individually.
The stream flow maintenance projects in the El

Dorado National Forest and the Tahoe National For-

est were continued. With the projects completed dur-

ing the biennium, there have been 143 miles of stream

kept flowing during the summer and fall seasons. No
new money was allocated, but $90,000 was expended
during the period.

^tUoMcC /ittfUtt^ ^tce^ 'P%o^fccU'-t956-5?

Name County Access to Allocation Operated by

Julian Wash
6th Ave. Terminus.-
36tb Ave. Terminus.
38th Ave. Terminus.
Anderson
Balls Ferry.- _

Bend Bridge
Tehama Co. Park-__
Tehama City
'Reclamation site 21

Chico Creek. _

Tisdale Weir
Benights landing
Clarksburg. _

Yaba City

Boyd Pumps
Suisun
Alameda
Vallejo
Klamath Glenn
Lost Lake.

Imperial..
Riverside,

Riverside.

Riverside.

Shasta
Shasta
Tehama..
Tehama..
Tehama..
Glenn
Butte
Sutter

Yolo
Yolo
Sutter

Sutter

Solano
Alameda.
Solano
Del Norte
Fresno

Colorado River
Colorado River
Colorado River
Colorado River

Sacramento River
Sacramento River
Sacramento River
Sacramento River

Sacramento River
Sacramento River
Sacramento River
Sacramento River
Sacramento River
Sacramento River
Feather River
Feather River...
Suisun and Grizzly Bays
San Francisco Bay
San Francisco Bay
Klamath
San Joaquin River

*$10,8S0
3,800

7,700
4,000
19,000

23,000

23,000

12,200

21,500

1,260

14,500

2,660

22,000

26,000
20,000

22.600

12,600
26,000
26.000
12,480

27,200

County
County
County
City

County
County
County
County
Coimty
Recreation Bist.

County
County
County
City

County
City

City

City

County
County

* Land Acquisition only.

^to^fccU' Tittctenr 'DeoteUftfttettt

Name



Wildlife Protection

A warden checks a string of bass at Santa Margarita Lake, San Luis Obispo County.
-Fish and Game Photo

Land patrol activities and responsibilities increased

during the biennium in many areas as new reservoirs,

such as Lake Berryessa in Napa County and Lake Isa-

bella in Kern County, began to produce good fishing
within a few hours drive of population centers. Ex-

tended quail and pheasant seasons, introduction of bear

license tags, lengthened chukar partridge seasons, es-

tablishment of a burro sanctuary, an alarming reduc-

tion in salmon spawning runs, numerous special deer

hunts, and other changing patterns all tended to place
additional work upon land wardens throughout the

State.

An increase in workload was also experienced bv
marine patrol wardens as ocean waters gradually re-

ceived heavier angling pressure. Excellent runs of

bonito, white seabass, barracuda and yellowtail in

southern waters, an increased number of commercial

abalone divers in the central coast area, the dwindling

supply of salmon available to commercial fishermen,

greater interest commercial!)' in the northern shrimp

fishery, and a boom in the sport of skin diving all

contributed to the necessity for additional enforce-

ment activities of Marine wardens.

The overall increased hunting and fishing activity
also resulted in a sharp rise in arrests during the bi-

ennium. While the number of enforcement personnel
increased 1 3 percent, arrests surmounted the previous
biennial figure by 30 percent. Some 23,733 hunters

and anglers were haled into court during the 1956-58

period and paid the staggering sum of $696,730.50 in

fines, an average of 129.36 per errant sportsman.

Although angling license sales dropped only four

percent during the January 1, 1958, to June 30, 1958,

period when the new angling license stamp require-

[2.]
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Part of a marine warden's duties, as shown obove, is checking mesh sizes of commercial fishing nets.

-Fish and Game Photo
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merits boosted the fee for inland fishing privileges,

arrests for fishing without a license increased 25 per-
cent compared to arrests during the same period in

the previous year. This one violation led all others with

5,783 cases being processed, or 24 percent of all viola-

tions and an increase of 37 percent over the 1954-56

biennial figure.

leading Violation

Anglers fishing inland waters were well-informed of

the new license stamp provisions which became effec-

tive on January 1, 1958, and only 85 citations were

issued for failure to have the necessary stamp or

stamps.
Hunters (3,058), with apparent disregard for their

own lives and the safety of their companions, were

apprehended while carrying a loaded shotgun or rifle

in a motor vehicle. This one class of violation ac-

counted for nearly one-third of all offenses attributed

to hunters.

The usual high rate of convictions again prevailed

during the biennium which found only 85 cases, or

.36 of one percent of all arrests, culminating in 'not

guilty' verdicts rendered by courts and juries. Dis-

missals reached a slightly higher figure with the courts

dismissing 146 cases, many at the request of the arrest-

ing officer, for a percentage of .61 of one percent.

The combined 'not guilty' and dismissed cases

amounted to .97 of one percent, .03 of one percent

higher than during the previous biennium.

NEW EQUIPMENT AND DUTIES

The Wildlife Protection Branch has been assigned

the primary responsibility of checking water releases

from dams and water diversions throughout the State.

Licenses and permits issued to dam and diversion

owners by the Federal Power Commission and the

State Water Rights Board contain provisions requir-

A warden and fisheries men inspecf a floating holding lank for silver salmon of Pudding Creek, Mendocino County. All construction at the station

was performed by the Silver Salmon Committee of fori Bragg in conjunction with the Mendocino County Fish and Gome Committee.
—Fish and Game Photo
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ing specific water releases to maintain fish life ade-

quatei>- in streams below these structures.

While many of these A\ater projects are easily ac-

cessible and flows may be measured \\ithout difficulty,

others are in remote areas and inspection requires

considerable time and effort, particularly during the

winter months. This function is considered extremely

important to safeguard fish and wildlife habitat as

more and more \\ater projects are developed on pre-

viously untouched watersheds.

Wardens continue to regulate late-summer water

releases from stream flow maintenance dams in the

Sierras, but their tasks have been made easier in many
instances bv the installation of weir-board water meas-

uring devices. With these accurate measuring facilities

wardens are now able to insure the maximum bene-

ficial use of stored water over the desired release

period.

Radiation Defection

In co-operation with the statewide Civil Defense

program, the W^ildlife Protection Branch was assigned

the responsibility of radiation fallout detection which

would be required in the event of any atomic explo-

sion. A number of wardens attended radiological

detection meter operator schools, learning the proper
use of detection instruments provided by Civil De-

fense. These devices, designed to measure the radio-

active intensity of any fissionable materials fallout as

would occur after an atomic bomb detonation, have

been assigned to wardens throughout the State.

Civil Defense plans also call for the use of wardens

to man the base radio stations which will gather fall-

out reading data from the mobile monitoring units.

Captains districts were readjusted during the early

part of the biennium with the addition of six new cap-
tain positions. This increase in supervisory personnel
resulted in a more desirable distribution of districts

of reduced size, enabling the captains to have better

working relationships with their wardens.

New Wardens

The warden complement was increased 13 percent
in the earl\- part of the biennium, when in October,

1956, 25 new men were assigned to the force.

Before taking over duties in their respective districts,

these men attended a comprehensive and intensive

rvvo-week departmental training program held at

Strawberry Lodge in El Dorado County. Indoctrina-

tion and orientation sessions were held, as well as

classes covering patrol practices, court procedures,
law interpretation, rules of evidence and arrest, and

laws governing search and seizure. Experience has

shown the lessons learned in these schools of instruc-

tion are invaluable to both the wardens and the

department.

During their first year of emplo\ment, wardens re-

ceived interbranch assignments which gave them the

opportunity to participate in other functions, learning
first-hand the duties and problems of their fellow

employees in other branches.

Reserve Wardens
Units of reserve wardens contributed thousands of

hours of their time and performed invaluable service

in enforcement work during the biennium. Working
with department wardens, the unpaid reserves enabled

regular patrols to cover greater areas and resulted in

a more thorough check of hunters and anglers.
In many areas where it was suspected that violations

were occurring, reserve wardens were assigned to out-

of-uniform patrol and surveillance, and succeeded in

bringing a number of violators to justice.

These men also devoted many additional hours to

the hunter safety training program, conducting classes

for junior hunters and teaching them the proper use

of firearms by practical instruction on rifle ranges.
With the addition of a new class of reserves in the

San Francisco Bay area during the latter part of the

biennium, the department now has a reserve force of

appro.ximately 277 men.

GENERAL TRAINING PROGRAM
Greater emphasis was placed upon training during

the biennium and wildlife protection supervisors, in

close co-operation with the department training officer

and regional training co-ordinators, formulated basic

training goals for newly appointed wardens and ex-

perienced wardens alike.

Wildlife protection men gathered frequently during
the last two years, usually on a monthly schedule, to

discuss topics of current interest relating to their work.

Representatives of other department functions also at-

tended these meetings, keeping the wardens informed

of developments and progress of game and fish man-

agement programs, administration and personnel pro-
cedures.

While most of these one-day training sessions drew
wardens from two or more captains' districts together,

several regionwide meetings were also conducted. At
these regional training classes representatives of other

law enforcement agencies, including the FBI, Bureau

of Narcotics Enforcement, California Highway Patrol,

Attorney General's Office, and District Attorney Of-

fices, appeared and discussed their law enforcement

practices, court rulings on recent appeals, and proper
methods of arrest and handling of prisoners.

Instruction in public relations and public speaking
was also stressed at interbranch training meetings,

aimed toward the effective presentation of department

programs and policies to sportsmen's groups and civic

organizations.
Wardens gained valuable information from these

training meetings and the end of the biennium found

our enforcement men better qualified to perform their

varied daily duties than at any time in the past.
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Wardens "question" a suspeci at a wardens training session in which field problems were augmented by lectures on various phases of law enforce-
ment and by group discussions. Wardens are Matt Remezane, left, Ted Holladay (the suspeci) and Jack Wilson.

—Fish and Game Photo

Marksmanship Training Program
While informal pistol shoots among wardens have

been held for many years, a pistol marksmanship train-

ing program was not initiated until the beginning of

the biennium.

The uniform regulations specify that wardens shall

equip themselves with a .38 caliber revolver. With the

increase of population, more major crimes are being
committed over a wider area than ever before.

Wardens' vehicles are equipped with two-way radios

and in many localities they have direct communication
with the county sheriff's office. As a result, wardens
are often called upon to assist other law enforcement

agencies in the apprehension of persons who had com-
mitted felonious crimes. The department believes that

if its enforcement personnel have occasion to enter

a dangerous situation, knowingly or in the normal
course of checking armed hunters or apprehending
armed game law violators, the wardens should then

have adequate pistol training to defend themselves

properly and take command of a situation if attacked.

In the first year of the program, 100 rounds of .38

caliber ammunition were purchased for each member
of the force. Prior to this time pistol practice shoots

were held irregularly with wardens furnishing their

own ammunition. Early in the 1957-58 Fiscal Year, the

ammunition allotment was increased to 300 rounds per
man, with the requirement that at least six 30-round

Camp Perry type course scores be fired during the

year. Wardens were encouraged to use the remaining
ammunition for additional target practice at their con-

venience.
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Wardens participated in open competition pistol

matches during the biennium in order to obtain addi-

tional desirable techniques to be incorporated into this

training program.

POLLUTION DETECTION

All regions found public interest and opinions chang-

ing, for the better, toward the increasing problem of

pollution of both ocean waters and inland streams.

Some industrial operations are now cleaning up long-

standing pollution situations at considerable expense.

In the San Francisco and Los Angeles areas, where

industrial pollution is a major concern, wardens were

assigned to pollution enforcement and prevention de-

tails, with such work comprising their primary duty.
These wardens have attended Regional Water Pollu-

tion Control Board meetings and hearings and have

presented the department's recommendations, in co-

operation with fisheries personnel, on pollution prob-
lems and waste discharge quality requirements.

The Fresno area (Region 4) has completed a com-

prehensive survey of all present and possible future

sources of pollution throughout its region, and has

drawn plans to cope with many unsatisfactory condi-

tions.

The Redding (Region 1) and Sacramento (Region

2) areas, not without industrial waste discharge prob-
lems, are also concentrating on log jams and stream

obstructions caused by improper logging practices.

Close co-operation with the State Division of Forestry
was experienced during the biennium and state agen-
cies are now presenting a united front respecting
stream cleanup. Loggers have shown a marked interest

and co-operative spirit in reopening streams closed to

migrating fish by log jams or decaying timber refuse.

Spawning runs of salmon, steelhead and trout are now
able to utilize man>' more miles of suitable streams

because the general public and loggers realize that

streams free of obstructions are necessary to perpetu-
ate these species.

Disposal of radioactive wastes increased greatly dur-

ing the past two years as industry found a multitude

of uses for radioactive materials. Investigations were
instituted and are continuing on the present so-called

"safe" methods of "hot waste" disposal and the effects

upon fish life, particularly in ocean waters. As it is

entirely possible that the disposal of these waste prod-
ucts will be the greatest problem confronting the de-

partment in the immediate future, every effort was
made to get in on the ground floor by keeping abreast

of disposal techniques, laying groundwork for future

monitoring of all possible sources of contamination and

gathering evidence for recommending safer disposal
methods.

Wardens in all regions received training in pollution
enforcement procedures in this all-out effort to pre-

serve present high-quality waters in the state and to

improve the quality of waters now polluted and un-

suitable for fish life.

AIR PATROL

Law enforcement activities were assisted and made
more effective by use of the department's aircraft,

particularly the two light Cessnas. Operating out of

the Sacramento airport, the Cessna 180 was used in

the northern half of the state in co-ordinated air-land

patrols. During the fall salmon runs, air patrol pro-
vided rapid, effective coverage of spawning beds on

many miles of salmon streams and resulted in numer-
ous arrests of violators taking fish in closed areas and

by unlawful methods. With a warden-pilot observer

aloft to direct ground forces, this salmon patrol tech-

nique has proven highly successful and has undoubt-

edly saved hundreds of spawning fish.

Stationed at San Bernardino, the Cessna 170 is used

for patrol in the southern part of California, particu-

larly to check activity in remote desert areas where ac-

cess by motor vehicle is time-consuming and difficult.

Both planes are used to locate isolated hunting and

fishing camps immediately prior to fishing or hunting
season openings, for often these early, remote camps
are sources of various violations.

New wardens, or wardens assigned to a new district,

utilize the aircraft to familiarize themselves with the

overall terrain of their jurisdiction. Many wardens,

having been in an area several years, find aerial obser-

vation invaluable in locating new access roads, camps
and other minute details not readily observed from

the ground.

Shortly before the opening of the 1958 commercial

salmon season, news releases reported the Wildlife

Protection Branch intended to establish an aerial patrol
of northern ocean waters to prevent fishermen from

"jumping the gun." The subsequent offshore patrol

by the twin-engine Beechcraft indicated the effective-

ness of the warning, for although many boats were
on the fishing grounds early, none were engaged in the

preseason fishing activity which was reported to have

prevailed during previous years.

Use of the airplanes by wildlife protection person-
nel was restricted by demands upon the aircraft by
other functions. During the 1956-57 Fiscal Year, 30.26

percent of the total hours flown by the Cessna 180

was for patrol activities. For the period 1957-58 the

percentage dropped to 28.6.

During 1956-57, 32 percent of the flight time for

the Cessna 170 was for patrol, increasing to 35.2 in

1957-58.

The twin-engine Beechcraft, less adapted to patrol

activities, charged only 5.04 percent of its flight time

to wildlife protection in the first half of the biennium

and 8.3 percent during the second half.
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Two Sacramento Valley hunters just a breath away from bagging a couple of pheasants
-Photo by Birdie Boyles

The most important development in game manage-
ment services during the biennium was the reorgan-
ization of the regional game functions into 34 game
management units. This form or organization was put
into effect after detailed studies on ways and means of

improving wildlife management practices and pro-

viding services to the sportsmen of the State.

Under this system, a man (Game Manager I grade)
is assigned to each of the 34 units. He is the unit man-

ager and within his unit he is in charge of all game
management activities except those in major installa-

tions. This style of operation has been a great improve-
ment in game management activities, resulting in a

clarification of duties, elimination of overlapping ef-

fort, improved public contact, and collection of more
basic field data on game species.

Work of the unit managers is directed toward cre-

ating the greatest amount of hunting recreation con-

sistent with sound game management practices. A
great potential exists along this line.

The unit management system is designed to bring
about more efficient game management through im-

proved methods of gathering field management data.

The steady increase in the state's population is creat-

ing mounting demands in the recreational field, of

which hunting is a part. Only through using the re-

source up to the potential can the state keep pace
with the needs of the public for hunting recreation.

Under the U. S. Co-ordination Act of 1946, the

department has requested administrative use of 553,-

572 acres of public lands. The proposal is to keep
these lands in the public domain to insure their con-

tinued use for wildlife and recreational purposes. (See
Table 54 Appendix.) Plans call for habitat develop-
ment and construction of access on these lands as

funds become available.

The present status of the.se \\ithdrawals is in the

hands of the Federal Government. A decision on when
and how many of these withdrawals will be completed
had not been rendered at the end of the biennium.

The waterfowl program continues to be an out-

standing example of successful game management.
Co-operation with the Bureau of Sport Fisheries and
Wildlife through the Pacific Flyway Council has given
California hunters a maximum bag limit and length
of season. It is a prime example of what can be done

through interagency co-operation based on adequate
data gathered through scientific investigations.

[27]
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Mule deer with trophy rack.

—Fish and Game Photo

FEDERAL AID

Apportionments of federal aid money during the

biennium amounted to 11,587,506. California's contri-

bution, as required by the Pittman-Robertson Act,
was $529,169, making a total of $2,116,675 available

for carrying out the federal aid program in California.

Federal aid apportionments were the highest since

the state entered the program in 1940, exceeding the

amount received during the preceding biennium bv

$441,235.

The increase was due to two factors: first, there has

been a steady rise in federal receipts derived from the

excise tax on arms and ammunition; second was the

addition of the Bible Bill funds. Under the Bible Bill,

certain accumulated Pittman-Robertson moneys over

a five-\ear period were released to the states. For the

biennium for California this amounted to more than

$200,000.

The increase in funds came at just the right time.

The development and operation of waterfowl areas,

recently acquired by Wildlife Conservation Board

Funds, at Wister, .Mendota and Gra\' Lodge produced
added expense. During the biennium, a number of po-
sitions, together ^\ith certain operational expenses on
the waterfowl areas formerly supported hv license

revenue, were transferred to the federal aid program.
Moreover the general rise in costs has taken its share

of dollars.

The department's Pittman-Robertson program is di-

vided into 14 projects. Five of these projects are de-

voted to investigations and management. They are by
nature research and fact-finding projects and are the

bases for determining what is necessary for the man-

agement of game species. Approximately 37 percent of

the funds were expended in this category. Six projects
are concerned with the development and maintenance

of waterfowl management areas. Forty-three percent
of the funds go here. Two projects are concerned with

game habitat development and take 17 percent of the

funds. A single project co-ordinates the program and

this takes 3 percent.

DEER

Deer hunters had good hunting during the biennium

although not up to the all-time record bags made dur-

ing the previous two years. The buck kill in 1956 was

70,371 and in 1957, 65,214. This compares with the

record bag of 75,602 in 1954. Actually the third and

fourth best kills on record were made during the

biennium.

The state's deer herds are at high levels, probably
as high as at any time in history. Survival of deer over

the past two mild winters has been exceptional.

General Either-Sex Deer Hunt

California held its first general either-sex deer season

in 1956. The area opened to either-sex hunting con-

sisted of 34 of the state's 58 counties. All hunters who
possessed a "B" deer tag were allowed to use it for

taking one deer of either sex during the last three

days of both the coastal and inland seasons.

At the time the either-sex season was authorized by
the California Fish and Game Commission, there was
considerable public support for the hunts. It was felt

that a definite step forward in the management of the

state's deer herds had been made. As the actual time

for the season approached, public opposition to the

hunt had begun to develop. After the season, a verita-

ble storm of opposition developed and was reflected

in numerous proposals for legislation concerning deer

management in the 1957 legislative session. Out of this

conti-oversy, the Busch Bill was passed and is now the

basis for regulating the deer harvest.

At this time a more sober appraisal of the results of

this first general either-sex deer hunt can be made than

was possible right after the season.

There is no evidence to indicate that any deer herds

were shot down to the point of endangering the breed-

ing stocks. Herd counts and kill figures in the year

subsequent to the hunt remained high.

In the coastal season the area opened to either-sex

hunting produced a kill of 14,151 legal bucks and 5,747

antlerless deer. In the inland area, 30,423 legal bucks

and 32,334 antlerless deer were bagged. It is estimated

that in the coastal area open to either-sex hunting, 9.5

percent of the deer population had been taken; in the
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These three pictures taken on the winter deer range at Lions Point, San

Joaquin County, show treatment, production and utilization of browse
and grass by deer. Upper picture shows a heavy stand of wedgeleaf
ceanothus as it appeared after mashing with a bulldozer. This area was
burned in November, 1955. Center picture shows the same area as it ap-

peared in October, 1957. Verba santa seedlings dominate the scene but

large numbers of wedgeleaf ceanothus seedlings are present. Production
for the 1957 season was 1,000 pounds of browse per acre, compared to

less than 100 pounds per acre prior to treatment. Lower picture was
taken in April, 1958. Deer hod utilized 60 percent of the growth on

the yerba santa seedlings.—Fish and Game Photos

inland area 18.5 percent was taken. Since experience
in other states has shown that 25 to 30 percent of a

deer herd can safely be harvested on a yearly basis,

California's kill was well within safe limits.

One serious management problem did develop dur-

ing the experimental either-sex hunt—the problem of

hunter distribution. Hunters concentrated in danger-
ous levels in certain favorite hunting spots notabh' in

parts of Los Angeles County, at the Tehama winter
deer range, at Doyle, Lassen County, and at the Devil's

Garden in iModoc County. Even here the problem was
one of hunter safety, rather than danger of overshoot-

ing the deer herds.

In appraising the effect of this first general either-sex

season, it can be said that general either-sex seasons

are good management, especially in coast range agri-
cultural areas. In the balance of the state, unit-quota
hunts are indicated for the reason of safety to life and

property.

Special Deer Hunts

Seventeen controlled deer hunts were held during
the biennium, authorized by the Fish and Game Com-
mission for the purpose of controlling deer depreda-
tions on crop lands or for the purpose of relieving

pressure on the deer ranges. These hunts were author-

ized only if the local people involved gave their sup-

port to the hunts.

Wherever these hunts have been held, they have

made a contribution to good deer management.
The permit quota for these hunts was 10,525. Per-

mits sold amounted to 9,670. The permittees bagged a

total of 5,376 deer (see Table 52).

Investigations

Investigations regarding California's deer herds

during the biennium were concerned mainly with

trapping and marking to determine herd migration

patterns and in gathering routine management data

such as range conditions, various herd censuses, and

herd composition counts.

Investigations are continuing on brush manipulation
methods and browse restoration techniques.

Trapping and Marking
Deer have been trapped, marked and released in

several areas throughout the state in order to fill in

gaps in knowledge of herd movements. Some of the

marking devices were bells, ear tags and colored

collars.

The areas of greatest trapping activity were the

Peterson Mountain winter range of eastern Lassen

County, where 211 deer were marked; San Joaquin
winter range, 151; Kern River winter range, 72; and

eastern Siskiyou County summer ranges, approxi-

mately 50.

Brush Removal Studies

The brush removal stud\' is a segment of the federal

aid big game investigation, under a contract agree-
ment with the University of California. Studying the

effect of mashing and burning brush on the San Joa-

quin winter deer range has received major emphasis
for the last two years. Spring burning has been found

to benefit forage production of root-spfouting species
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Pronghorn antelope in northeastern California.

—Fish and Game Photo

best. Fall burning is indicated as most beneficial in

establishing seedlings of nonsprouting species. Either

treatment greatly increases forage production from

the level existing in mature, unmanaged brush.

Browse Restoration Studies

The browse restoration study is a segment of the

big game investigations project, under contract with

the California Forest and Range Experiment Station.

Considerable progress in understanding the conditions

necessary for bitterbrush establishment and this knowl-

edge has been applied to several trial plantings dur-

ing the last two years. An 18-acre planting at Flukey

Well, Modoc County, is receiving intensive follow-

up study.
Several other browse species of importance to deer

are being studied. Of these, four-wing saltbush shows
the greatest promise to date. It is palatable to deer and

is a fast-growing species.

Busch Bill

Legislation of major importance to deer manage-
ment, the "Busch Bill," became effective in 1957. Un-
der this law, deer are to be managed on a herd basis.

Accordingly, the department has divided the state into

114 deer herd subunits. The first annual report on

conditions in each subunit, and recommendations for

antlerless or either-sex hunts, was made to the com-
mission in May of 1958 in accordance with the pro-
visions of the legislation.

ELK

The annual midwinter aerial census of the Owens
Valley tulc elk herd resulted in a count of 174 elk

(33 bulls, 141 cows) in February, 1957, and 225 (63

bulls, 162 cows) in January, 1958. The plan of man-

agement states that \\ henever the census shows a popu-
lation in excess of 275, a hunt will be held to reduce the

population to about 125 head. It is believed that close

adherence to this plan will result in keeping agricul-

tural conflicts at a tolerable level and maintaining a

healthy and productive elk herd in balance with its

range.
It is estimated that there are about 1,000 Roosevelt

elk in Humboldt and Del Norte Counties, about 80

transplanted tule elk in Lake and Colusa Counties,

and about 250 transplanted Rocky Mountain elk in

Shasta, Monterey and San Diego Counties.

The statewide population is estimated to be about

1,500.

ANTELOPE
The annual midwinter aerial antelope censuses in

northeastern California tallied 2,080 in January, 1957,

and 2,165 in January, 1958. The 1958 figure is exactly
the same as the previous five-year average. This shows

that the population has been relatively stable at about

2,100 antelope for this period. Since some animals are

always missed, the actual population is somewhat

higher. An additional estimated 180 animals are present
in Mono County.
The annual midsummer aerial band composition

counts in northeastern California showed ratios of 55

bucks to 100 does to 66 kids in July, 1957, and 58

bucks: 100 does: 70 kids in 1958.

Range conditions are poor on much of the antelope

range. The band composition counts show a surplus of

bucks. Harvesting of the excess males would benefit

the remainder of the herd, as well as provide trophy

hunting.

QUAIL

Quail hunting was fair to good during the bien-

nium. The 1957 reported bag of 1,648,800 was above

average for recent years (Table 47).

Water developments, guzzlers and springs, in the

desert areas were instrumental in keeping populations

going during the dry years prior to this spring. Excel-

lent rainfall last season created extremely favorable

upland game conditions on the desert in the spring
of 1958. As a result, local quail populations have in-

creased and spread throughout the southern part of

the state to where the 1958 fall hunting should have

been the best in recent years.

Investigations

Department personnel trapped and banded 1,231'

quail in the Panoche and Jacalitos areas west of the

San Joaquin Valley. Returns from these bands indi-

cated 23 percent of the population was harvested by
hunters in the Panoche area and 14 percent in the

Jacalitos area. These check areas are in some of the

most heavily hunted quail country. Since a safe har-

vest of quail is about 25 percent, it is readily seen that

more quail can safely be taken.

Statewide, quail are capable of producing much
more hunting recreation than is taking place at the

present time. The sportsmen are not using this resource

to anywhere near its reproductive capabilities.
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Chukar partridge.
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CHUKAR PARTRIDGES

California's first open season on chukars occurred

in 1954 with a four-day season. The average yearly

reported bag through 1957 was 4,300 birds. Consider-

ing the numbers of birds available in the field, the

hunters are hardly touching the resource. Because of

this, the open season has been lengthened so that in

1957 the season extended from November 16 to De-

cember 31, 1957.

It has been known for some time that the species

had established itself in goodly numbers in most suit-

able habitat throughout the state. After four succes-

sive hunting seasons, it is obvious that chukars can

readily withstand hunting pressure. It can now be

concluded that the introduction of this bird into Cali-

fornia fauna was a success.

The department is continuing to try to e.xpand the

present range of the species. There are still some areas

which appear suitable that have not had sufficient

plants of birds. Planting of these areas is progressing
with wild-trapped chukars. One of the latest success-

ful plants was made at Panoche. This area was planted
with wild birds trapped from the Naval Ordnance
Test Station at China Lake.

GROUSE

Sage grouse seasons (September 1-2) were held

in Modoc and Lassen Counties during the biennium.

The average bag has been 2,700 for the past four years

according to returns from mail questionnaires. Sage

grouse occur in other eastside counties but popula-
tions have been too low to allow an open season. Pro-

duction in the spring of 1958 indicated increased pop-
ulations of these birds in the northeast counties.

During the fall of 1957 an open season on Sierra

and ruffed grouse was held for the first time in many
years. Field reports indicated few hunters were out

for the birds and a small kill resulted (see Table 47).

EXOTICS

The department has recognized the increasing in-

terest and demands for the introduction of foreign

game species into the state. Because of this, it is look-

ing into the problem of game-deficient habitats and

is endeavoring to determine what species offer the

most promise of success in introduction.

There are a variety of habitats that are little used

by game birds at present. Among these are the drier

desert areas, the open sagebrush plains, the middle and

high altitude timbered mountain regions and the low
foothill areas surrounding the great valley.

Preliminary studies indicate that some of the birds

of the genus Alectoris, related to the Indian chukar

may offer possibilities. Among these are the Barbary
partridge, the Spanish red-legged partridge and Greek
and Turkish chukars.

In early February of 1958, an initial plant of 152

Barbary partridges was made in the foothills of the

southern Sierra near Lindsay. These were purchased
from a private breeder.

Preliminary negotiations are under way for secur-

ing a stock of Spanish red-legged partridges and Turk-
ish and Greek chukars. It is hoped these will fill in

areas where the Indian chukars have failed to establish

themselves.

The past two years have seen a number of plants of

Coturnix quail and Erkels francolins by private sports-
men and breeders. It is estimated that more than 9,000

Coturnix quail have been released in the Sacramento

Valley the past two years. The result of these plants
is yet to be determined.

Permits Now Necessary

Private breeders now are required to secure permis-
sion from the commission before plants of exotics are

made. This will enable the department to keep track

of all introductions, and data as to the success or fail-

ures can be obtained. In this way, plantings of birds

that may be hazardous to California agriculture and

native wildlife may be prevented.
A word of caution should be inserted regarding

introduction of exotics. Enthusiasm for such a pro-

gram often' runs high. The odds are against successes

such as were obtained in the introduction of the ring-
necked pheasant and the Indian chukar.

WATERFOWL
Year after year, ducks produce the greatest total bag

of any species of game hunted and the past biennium

was no exception. Waterfowl hunters continue to en-

joy excellent sport.

Mail surveys revealed (Table 47) that the 4,025,000

ducks taken during the 1957 season was the best bag

reported during the last four years. The 1956 season

produced a bag close to the average for the last four

years.



Hunter and dog getting set for the next fiight of birds on the Napa marshes. —Fish and Game Photo.

The goose bag is holding up very well. During the

1957 season, 366,900 geese were reported from the

mail surve>-. This is slightly below the four-year aver-

age of 369,300.

Mail survey's reveal a surprising amount of coots

bagged. During the biennium, coots taken exceeded

the numbers of geese bagged.

WATERFOWL MANAGEMENT AREAS

State waterfowl management areas now total 53,-

854.45 acres (Table 55), of which 47,237.55 acres are

owned and 6,616.90 acres are leased. Since the acqui-
sition and development of these areas, waterfowl dep-
redations on agricultural lands is no longer a serious

problem. The feed and water available on these lands

give the birds living space during the critical early

fall depredation period when it is most needed.

Not the least of the benefits derived from these areas

is the hunting recreation provided. During the bien-

nium a record number of hunters made a record bag
of waterfowl (Table 49). State-owned and state-

operated federal areas produced 104,641 man days of

hunting and a bag of 314,862 birds.

At Honey Lake and Grizzly Island, development is

virtually complete with activities confined to water-

fowl food crop production and general maintenance.

During the preceding biennium, additional areas

were purchased with Wildlife Conservation Board

funds at Gray Lodge, Mendota and Imperial. Devel-

opment of these acquisitions is proceeding according
to plan.

Water control structures, pumps and ditches were

under construction at Mendota. These are financed by
Grasslands funds. Pumps, wells and ditches were un-

der construction at Gray Lodge to develop some 4,000

acres of crop and ponded areas. Financing is by Wild-

life Board funds.

Upon the recommendations of the department, the

Madeline Plains Waterfowl Area was declared surplus

property by the 1957 Legislature. Disposal of this land

is now under way by the Lands Acquisition Division

of the Department of Finance. Madeline Plains had

failed to come up to expectations. A rigorous climate

and lack of adequate water supplies doomed its devel-

opment into an eflicient management area.

Winter Inventories

Field studies have shown that waterfowl populations
have been at high levels during the biennium. Winter

inventories are conducted yearly during January. This

is a joint effort with the U. S. Bureau of Sport Fish-

eries and Wildlife. Six airplanes and a helicopter have

been used to cover the state. The refuges and other

large concentrations of birds are photographed. Smaller

pockets of birds are estimated.

In January of 1957 a total of 3,800,000 ducks were

tallied; in 1958 the total was 5,370,000. The 1958 total

was the highest ever recorded during a winter inven-

tory since current census methods were instituted in
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1951. The results of these surveys are indicative of the

number of birds that will return to the breeding

grounds.

Breeding Grounds Surveys

Along with similar surveys in other states, Canada

and Alaska, breeding grounds surveys are used in de-

termining annual hunting regulations. While most of

the waterfowl produced on the Pacific Flyway come

from Canada and Alaska, a sizable number are pro-

duced in California. Mallard ducks and Canada geese

are the principal California breeders.

In the spring of 1957, 240,460 young and old ducks,

and 19,280 Canada geese were tallied on local breeding

areas. In 1958, 264,980 ducks and 25,190 Canada geese

were tallied. Conditions on the breeding grounds were

unusually favorable during the spring of 1958 due to

abundant water supplies.

Marsh Management Studies

A new phase of investigation, the marsh manage-
ment studies, got under way during the biennium. The

goal is to determine the most efficient methods of

developing waterfowl habitat, both government-owned
and private.

The study includes devising techniques for plant-

ing various types of aquatic plants, effects of water

levels and soil conditions on habitat, and methods of

controlling marsh "weeds," such as cattails and tules.

Experimental plantings of watergrass, alkali bulrush

and spikerush have been made on waterfowl manage-
ment areas and co-operating private duck clubs.

As a result of experimentation on various state

waterfowl management areas, there have been some

definite improvements in waterfowl habitat. The in-

creased use of watergrass (millet) as a food plant has

made possible production of abundant ^\ aterfowl food

more cheaply than was possible by using straight cereal

crops. Watergrass has the added advantage of pro-

ducing abundantly by volunteering. The Los Banos

area, especially, has been considerably improved by

watergrass.

Massed flight at Gray Lodge.
Fish and Game Photo by Wm. Anderson
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Hunters with limits on opening day at the Moreno Lakeside Pheasant

Co-op, Son Diego Counfy.—Fish and Game Photo

Banding Program

During the past two years, the waterfowl project
banded 56,940 ducks, 10,121 geese, and 6,287 coots.

Returns from these bands are used to determine mor-

tality rates, population turnover and migration pat-

terns. All are vital to intelligent management of the

resource.

PHEASANTS
The biennium produced better than average hunt-

ing for pheasants. Questionnaire data showed 613,800

cocks bagged in 1956 and 630,500 in 1957. The average
for the past four years was 587,300. The period saw

the second and third years of hen shooting. This pro-
duced more than 100,000 additional birds yearly to

the bag (Table 47).

Investigations during the period were concerned

primarily with assessing the effects of hen shooting
in the better pheasant habitat areas of the Sacramento

Valley. There is no evidence to indicate that allowing
one hen in the seasonal bag was in any way harmful

to the pheasant populations.
Pheasant numbers have fully recovered in the Yuba

City district which was flooded in December, 1955.

Here, hen shooting did not impair the recovery of

the birds.

Game farms

The biennium saw some definite improvement in

efficiency in game farm production. The Los Banos
and Porterville game farms were closed and their pro-
duction assumed by the Fresno farm. The Castaic in-

V
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Nesiing mourning dove. —Fish and Game Photo

stallation was closed and production transferred to

Los Seranos at Chino. These moves had the effect of

reducing costs by cutting down manpower needs and

reducing other expenses.
Production of game farm pheasants has been sta-

bilized at around 75,000 birds per year—50,000 of them
raised by the state and the balance by sportsmen's

organizations. The liberation of these birds by county
is shown in Table 51.

Co-operative Hunting

California's co-op pheasant hunting program peaked
in 1954 when nearly 190,000 acres were available to

the sportsmen. Since then there has been a steady
reduction in the amount of land included in the pro-

gram to 96,000 acres in 1957 (Table 50).

The reasons for the decline of the co-op program
are involved in economics. The good pheasant areas in

California are limited and competition for pheasant

hunting lands between the state, private individuals

and community organizations is keen.

X'irtuallv all pheasant hunting is to be found on

private lands, state and federal waterfo^\•l management
areas being the f)nl\' exceptions. Landowners are be-

coming aware of the possibilities of supplementing
their income through the sale of hunting privileges.
As a result, there has been a steady increase in licensed

pheasant clubs. In 1957, there were 91 "Zone A" clubs

totaling 85,537 acres. These clubs are located in the

better pheasant habitat. The club pays the landowners

for the shooting rights. An idea as to the value of these

hunting privileges can be gleaned from the report that

one club paid a landowner S5,000 for a single season's

hunting on 500 acres.

The growth of community hunting areas is another

factor in the pheasant hunting picture. The commu-

nity areas secure lands and sell hunting privileges as

money-raising activities for various community proj-
ects. In 1957, there were 12 of these projects which
involved 269,000 acres of land. Membership in these

clubs run from |6 to |10 per season per adult hunter.

The trend to more licensed pheasant clubs and com-

munity areas is showing no signs of abating.

Hunting on Waterfowl Areas

Hunting on state and federal areas in 1957 produced
9,975 man-days of hunting for a bag of 4,053 birds

(Table 49). The Gray Lodge unit produced excep-
tional hunting.

DOVES
Dove populations throughout the state have been

at a high level in the last two years and hunters have

enjoyed excellent sport.

Mail questionnaire results placed the bag at 3,233,900

birds in 1957, the highest reported take of doves since

regular mail questionnaires were initiated in 1948. The
1956 bag was also above average (Table 49).

The department's upland game study project has

been concerned during the last two years mainly with

gathering data on doves. Probably the most significant

result of the study to date has been derived from the

banding program. During the biennium, 7,061 doves

were banded. The bands were placed on nestlings and

wild trapped birds. Only about 3.5 percent of the

bands have been recovered. This is a very low rate of

return and certainly indicates that the hunter take is

low, compared to the total population of the species.

.As a comparison, first year band returns from water-

fowl run commonly from 12 to 18 percent.

Banding studies have shown that both resident and

migratory populations of doves exist. The migratory
birds sometimes cover considerable distances, a few

example of which are listed below.

Area Banded

Fort Rock, Lake Co., Oregon
F.dinburg, Texas

Wenatchcc, Washington
Oiso .Mtns., Inyo Co., California

Mather, Sacramento Co., California

Date Area of Return Date

8/21/57 Indio, Riverside Co., California ._ _- 9/12/57

4/14/55 Winton, Merced Co., California 9/ 1/57

7/15/57 Verona, Sutter Co., California _ - 9/ 1/57

8/24/56 Green River, Utah 9/ 6/57

8/ 3/57 Aguililla, Michoacan, Mexico _ 12/ 8/57
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Numerous other phases of dove life history are

under study, including determining migration pat-

terns, nesting studies and food habits.

Protectionist Activities

In 1957, the Legislature was asked to place the dove

on the songbird list and the proposal was passed on to

the Assembly Fish and Game Committee for study.

Sportsmen opposed the proposal and presented its

case for continuing the dove as a game bird. The dove

produces the greatest bag in point of numbers of any

species of game. It is exceeded only by the combined

bag of all species of ducks. Of the bird species, only

pheasants and waterfowl are sought after by more in-

dividual hunters. More people hunt doves than hunt

quail.

In the southern part of the state where hunting

opportunities are most needed the dove is the leading

game bird species. From the standpoint of the welfare

of the species, hunters take only a small portion of the

total population. It is unlikely that if all dove hunt-

ing were stopped that a significant rise in the popula-
tion would take place.

HABITAT IMPROVEMENT

A variety of habitat improvement activities was car-

ried out during the biennium with federal aid funds.

More than 2,000 artificial watering devices (guz-

zlers) for the benefit of upland game are now in

operation. Maintenance work was performed on these

installations. Seventeen new guzzlers were installed,

including one 10,000-gallon unit in Riverside County
for use of mountain sheep. Four sumps were con-

structed for deer watering sites in the Redding (Re-

gion 1) area.

Dove, showing wing primary feaihers.

—Fish and Game Photo

Forty-one new springs \\ere developed, mainly in

desert areas, and 151 others were inspected and main-

tained. This work consists mainly of creating rock

basins, cleaning out silt and controlling excessive

vegetation at spring sites.

Hunter Access Roods

Seven miles of hunter access roads were constructed.

In addition, the department supervised the construc-

Game managers Bob Weed, left, and Walton Smith, center, check the bag of an unidentified dove hunter as part of o program to determine

the age and number of birds being taken. Inset shows development of primary wing feathers which help tell dove's age.—Fish .ind Game Photo
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Treed mountain lion.

-Fish and- Game Photo

tion of 7'/2 miles of access road at King's Peak, Hum-
boldt County, which was financed by county fine

moneys. Twenty-two miles of previously constructed

access roads were maintained.

Approximatel}- 1,350 acres of brush was control

burned in small plots. In addition, department person-
nel have activel}' participated in control burns initiated

by the U. S. Forest Service.

Plantings of shrubs and trees for benefiting game
totaled 4,821. Seven hundred fifty acres of burned

areas were seeded to herbaceous plants. Other miscel-

laneous activities consisted of upland game brush pile
construction and collection of seeds for planting de-

ficient areas.

Considerable effort was expended in surveying the

pending land withdrawal areas for future habitat de-

velopment work and access road sites.

PREDATOR CONTROL
Mountain lions bountied during the biennium totaled

330. Of these, 86 were bountied by the three state lion

hunters and 244 by private individuals. The bounty is

$50 per male and $60 per female lion.

The department's predator control program was re-

duced during the biennium. There are no longer any
employees whose full time is devoted to trapping

predators.

Predator control now is strictly tied in with specific

game management programs. For instance, predators
are reduced on waterfowl management areas just prior
to the nesting season. On these areas local management
personnel trap predators as part of regular assigned
duties.

The old system of using full-time trappers was not

producing sufficient game management benefits rela-

tive to the e.xpenses incurred.

FUR RESOURCES

The number of licensed trappers and amount of fur

taken is influenced by economic conditions more than

the natural supply of animals at the present time. Dur-

ing the biennium, fur prices were low, except for

mink, otter and beaver. The muskrat, which furnishes

the bulk of the fur taken in this state, was priced

under one dollar per average ra^\' pelt. As a result, fur

trapping reached its lowest point in recent years.

During 1956-57 trapping season, the best of the two-

year periods, 858 licensed trappers took 85,252 pelts

with an estimated value of $96,000.

Fur buyer demand has been for the short-haired

luxury type furs such as mink and otter. Buyers \\ere

taking muskrat, but at a low price. Such common
furbearers as raccoons, coyotes, bobcats and skunks

were practically unsalable.

WILDLIFE INVESTIGATIONS
LABORATORY

The laboratory staff continued its investigations on

the broad front of disease, food habits, nutritional and

physiological studies, and on economic poisons as they

are related to the welfare of wildlife.

Botulism

Several outbreaks of this condition occurred dur-

ing the biennial period. One of the more serious situ-

ations was the continued mortality of waterfowl in
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the Colusa National Wildlife Area. Losses were limited

by the adoption of a suggestion made by personnel
of the laboratory that continual hunting over the toxic-

area be used to keep the waterfowl out.

After intensive pilot studies, a large field trial in-

volving over 10,000 birds was used to determine the

effectiveness of toxoid vaccination of pheasants to

limit losses due to botulism on a game farm. Birds

inoculated with toxoid suffered a mortality of one-

fifth of that experienced by uninoculated pheasants.

Trichomoniasis

Ten tons of medicated grain was distributed through-
out the San Diego area in an effort to combat mourn-

ing dove losses attributable to this disease. Although

a high degree of success was achieved by this effort,

complete effectiveness was not realized inasmuch as

not all foci of infection can be found and treated. This

work evolved into a co-operative effort on the part
of the people of San Diego who feed doves and the

department personnel responsible for controlling dis-

ease in wildlife. The present approach has been the

gradual decrease in the amount of feed put out by
the dove feeders so as to avoid large concentrations

of birds, thereby limiting the spread of the contagion.

Anaplasmosis

In co-operation with the School of \^eterinary Med-
icine of the University of California at Davis, a study
of anaplasmosis was initiated. The work was under-

Gome parasitologist Meri Rosen studies a disease problem.
-Fish and Game Photo
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taken to determine the relation between deer and cat-

tle concerning this disease.

Working together, personnel of the two agencies

completed the study and established the following
facts: (1) deer can have a clinical infection of anaplas-

mosis; (2) they may retain infective blood for a year;

(3) the standard test for bovine carriers (a comple-
ment fixation test), will not detect carrier deer three

or four months after the\' have contracted the or-

ganism.

Services

Diagnostic services were performed for state game
farms and other projects of the Game Management
Branch, as well as for personnel on National Wildlife

Refuges. Corrective or therapeutic measures were rec-

ommended for the control of losses in wildlife.

Blood tests and other standard laboratory proced-
ures have been set up and used to detect the presence
of disease in imported exotic game birds, both on the

department's game farms and on private game farms.

Quarantine procedures have been adopted to protect
the wildlife of the state from the introduction of

exotic disease. The full co-operation of the State De-

partment of Agriculture Pathology Laboratory has

been received in testing the blood specimens submitted

from the above sources.

NUTRITION SECTION

A detailed study of the microclimate (subclimates)

on the Do>le deer range has been carried out. Trap-

ping and belling of deer and observations of their

behavior and distribution \\ ith respect to weather con-

ditions has given valuable information which may lead

to a better understanding of the factors responsible
for the changes in welfare and numbers of the deer

herds.

Information gained in the field on this climate study
is being evaluated in the light of certain laboratory

experiments on seasonal variations in feed intake,

measured in deer feeding trials and in field collections.

Evidence at this point is indisputable that feed in-

take varies seasonally, independent of the quality or

quantity of feed present. A particularly low point in

food consumption occurs in late winter at a time that

the animals probably have very high growth and

energy requirements.

Construction of a chamber providing a controlled

environment for deer is essentially completed. With
this device it is hoped that the factors contributing
to the decline of deer numbers or condition may be

objectiveh- evaluated, particularly with regard to the

influence of fluctuating daii\- temperatures, daily mean

temperatures, day length and internal rhythms as they
affect feed consumption.

ECONOMIC POISONS SECTION

Close liaison with agencies and individuals using

pesticides resulted in the accumulation of practical
data regarding pesticide uses and regulations in Cali-

fornia. This data was presented in lecture form to most
of the game management and wildlife protection per-
sonnel.

Field investigations on incidence of wildlife losses

and requests by field personnel resulted in studies on
the effects and toxicity of certain rodenticides, insecti-

cides and fungicides on game species. These studies

provided basic information necessary in determining
causes of poisonings. They also provided background
data for making recommendations to agencies han-

dling and applying toxic chemicals that are intended
to minimize hazards to wildlife.

The immediate effects of pesticides are usually ap-

parent, but a great deal of work is needed to deter-

mine the inevitable long range results of continued

pesticide applications. This can best be accomplished
by studies that actually determine the ultimate effects

on wildlife populations of continued applications of

toxic chemicals. Any adverse findings would require

convincing manufacturers and users of the need for

pesticides of more specific action and greater control,
and understanding of methods of application.

FOOD HABITS SECTION

During the biennium the food habits studies of

game and predator species was continued. A concen-
trated effort was made on waterfowl and mourning
doves. Knowledge of their food preferences becomes
a valuable tool for managing habitat in their favor.

PUBLICATIONS

Two publications on technical studies were released

during the biennium in the form of Game Bulletins

Nos. 7 and 8.

Game Bulletin No. 7, entitled "Pesticides: Their
Use and Toxicity in Relation to Wildlife," was written

by Robert L. Rudd and Richard E. Genelly. This bul-

letin reported on the results of the department's Fed-

eral Aid Project W-45-R "Effects of Economic
Poisons on Wildlife." It has received nationwide recog-
nition as the best publication available on the subject
of pesticides and their effects on wildlife.

Game Bulletin No. 8, entitled "The Black-Tailed

Deer of the Chaparral," was written by Richard D.

Taber and Raymond F. Dasmann. It is a report on

north coast deer range deer and their management.
The work on which this bulletin was based was done

under contract with the University of California as

part of the department's federal aid study on brush

manipulation problems.



Water Projects
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Water diverted from Frianf Dam, background, has left salmon high and dry during spawning runs up the San Joaquin River. The c/epaj ;/fic..i ..as

seeking water for salmon at a State Water Rights Board hearing which began at the end of the biennium.
—Bureau of Reclamation Photo

Through the years the people of California have

been quici< to obtain legislation to prevent overhar-

vesting, or other direct damage, to the publicly owned
fish and game resources. Unfortunately, the absolute

necessity of maintaining a suitable habitat for these

resources has not always been so readily recognized.
Water is a key element in the habitat of our fish and

game resources, and without proper amounts and

quality of water they will be destroyed. Thus, the

maintenance of these resources is inextricably tied to

water supplies, and water development projects can

have major effects on our fish and wildlife resources.

Dams create barriers to migratory species of fish,

preventing access to their ancestral spawning grounds.

Diversion of water in excessive amounts can leave the

stream without sufficient water to provide for fish

food production, spawning, migrations, etc. The fish

may not be killed immediately, but the population

gradually declines and the end result is the same. The
water needs of waterfowl can be impaired and migra-

tion routes of game animals can be disrupted. These

are some of the more obvious adverse effects, although

there are many others.

On the other hand, a water project can result in

improved water supplies or water quality for fish and

wildlife. In some cases they have provided better con-

ditions than existed prior to the development. Creation

of other types of water-associated recreation, and im-

proved access to recreation areas are other beneficial

effects of some projects.

The prevention of damage to the fish and wildlife

resources involves the maintenance of adequate stream

flows, construction of fish ladders, fish screens, fish

hatcheries, project facility changes and many other

special provisions, all of which are costly and some-

times have a major effect on the economics or feasi-

bility of a project.

Enhancement Opporfun'it'ies

In most water development projects there are ex-

cellent opportunities for enhancement of fish and

game, and if advantage is taken of these opportunities,

through multipurpose long-range planning, it will have

a major effect on the economic .strength of the state in

the future.

39.
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The Department of Fish and Game is the state

agency charged \\ith protecting and maintaining the

public resources of fish and wildhfe. In carrying out

these responsibihties the department is guided by legis-

lation and Fish and Game Commission policies, all of

which cause the department to become involved in

the review of proposed water project developments
to analvze and evaluate their adverse and beneficial

effects on fish and wildlife resources.

Federal legislation has recognized the importance of

fish and wildlife and has provided specific mechanics

for the evaluation of the effects on fish and game re-

sources of federal water developments and other water

projects coming under federal permit. Under the pro-

vision of this law the department reviews all Bureau

of Reclamation and Corps of Engineers projects and

applications for Federal Power Commission licenses,

and it has been able to prevent many of the kinds of

losses to fish and wildlife that frequently occurred in

single purpose water development projects prior to

its enactment.

Legislation

With the enactment of Public Law 566 in 1954 and

Public La^^- 984 in 1956, which provide financial assist-

ance to small watershed and small reclamation projects,

a large number of water projects were proposed for

development during the biennium. Thus far the de-

partment has reviewed, or is investigating, 67 applica-

tions under these programs.

Chapter 2052, Statutes of 1957 (state assistance to

small water projects) which was passed by the Legis-

lature in the biennium will give further impetus to

water project development. The law also provides for

fish and game preservation and enhancement assistance

in project development.
Other legislation of signficance includes the addition

of Section 1257 to the State Water Code. This section

gives clear-cut authority to the State Water Rights
Board to condition \\-ater permits for the protection
of beneficial uses of water and cites fish and wildlife

as one of these beneficial users of water.

WATER PROJECT ACTIVITIES

Following are several of the more important water

project activities in which the department \\'as engaged

during the biennium:

State Water Rights Hearings

Effective July 5, 1956, the office of the State Engi-
neer was abolished and the duties of that office per-

taining to the appropriation of water were vested with

the newly created State Water Rights Board. The
board is in the process of acting on a tremendous back-

log of applications to appropriate ^\•atcr, and expedit-

ing filings of many year's standing. The department
reviewed more than 822 applications for water rights

filed with the State Water Rights Board during the

biennium and protests were filed against approximately
half of these applications to protect the water needs of

fish and wildlife. Most of these applications require a

field investigation to determine the effect of the pro-

posed water diversion on fish and game. In some cases

extensive negotiations between the department and the

applicant have been required to resolve the problem of

anticipated damage to fish or wildlife. Twenty unre-

solved cases resulted in formal hearings before the

State Water Rights Board. These hearings involved

considerable preparation and the presentation of exten-

sive testimony.

Although major issues were at stake in most of these

hearings, those of the American and San Joaquin
Rivers are particularly significant. The former case

was heard in 1956-57 and resulted in a favorable deci-

sion by the board which concurred in the recom-
mendations of the department for protection of water

supplies for the fisheries resources. The Bureau of

Reclamation, Sacramento Municipal Water District,

and the department had previously agreed on the meas-

ures necessary to protect fish and game.
The San Joaquin hearings have no precedent as far

as the department is concerned. Currently, the San

Joaquin River frequently goes dry between iMendota

and the mouth of the Merced River. The department
is seeking to obtain water to rehabilitate the river's

salmon runs, which have been decimated by almost

complete diversion of the entire flow of the river.

Major legal and economic aspects are involved. The

hearing was still in progress at the close of the

biennium.

Applications for water rights for the proposed Ruth
Dam project on the Mad River in Humboldt and

Trinity Counties by the Humboldt Bay Municipal
Water District were the subject of a hearing before

the State Water Rights Board in June, 1958. After

extensive negotiations, agreement was reached with the

district on provisions for water releases and other

measures to protect the Feather River fisheries.

In each of the above hearings, a heavy workload

was incurred in investigation the resources affected by
the applications and in preparing and presenting testi-

mony to protect the water needs of fish and game.
These hearings are most important because the deci-

sions rendered will determine the survival of many of

our fish and wildlife resources for all time.

federal Power Commission Projecf Applications

A total of 59 applications and permits involving 53

separate projects, under the jurisdiction of the Federal

Power Commission, ^\ere reviewed or acted upon dur-

ing the biennium. These projects usually involve high

dams, intermittent or widely fluctuating water re-

leases, and frequently they are barriers to anadromous
fisiies. Thus, they often entail extensive investigations

by fisheries and wildlife personnel. Recommendations
most often call for expensive modifications in the



Fish ladders help salmon and sfeelhead to pass dams blocking passage
to upstream spawning beds,—Fish and Game Photo

project or compensation for fishery damages in the

form of stream flow maintenance, hatcheries or other

facilities. Thirty of the 59 projects under review re-

quired investigations and negotiations of some magni-
tude. Seven projects were of major proportions and

would have serious effects upon fish and wildlife.

Since about 1917 the flow of the Klamath River has

been manipulated by the California-Oregon Power

Company through its dam (Copco Dam) and power
installation near Copco, California. The severe fluctu-

ations in the river are a hazard to fishermen and annu-

ally strand millions of fish, including king salmon and

steelhead.

Although the department has been negotiating for

many years with Copco to alleviate the condition,

little success has been attained. In 1950, the matter

was taken to the courts where a legal battle ensued

over matters of jurisdiction. In 1957, Copco applied

for an F. P. C. license to construct a dam and power-
house at Irongate (seven miles downstream from

Copco) and to license its existing plants. The depart-

ment intervened in the matter before the power com-

mission and negotiations were begun \\ ith Copco rela-

tive to provisions for fish and \\ildlife.

During the biennium, negotiations have revolved

around eliminating the nuisance caused by the severe

fluctuations in the river and matters relative to a

hatchery and facilities to compensate for loss of

salmon and steelhead spawning areas above the Iron-

gate Dam site.

At the close of the biennium, an extensive two-

month survey was under way to determine the magni-
tude of fish losses under a revised schedule of releases

proposed by Copco.
The department has intervened in the applications

of P. G. & E. and Copco for Federal Power Commis-
sion licenses for power developments on the Pit and

McCloud Rivers. Studies of the probable effects of the

projects on fish and wildlife were initiated.

The applications of the East Bay Municipal Water
District for a power license and water rights permits
for further development of the waters of the Alokel-

umne River have posed a threat to the salmon and

steelhead runs of that river. Field studies and negotia-
tions with E. B. M. U. D. continued through the

biennium. No permanent solution to the problem of

maintaining the A'lokelumne River fisheries which

A\ould be satisfactory to both agencies had been found.

The Belden Project proposed by the Pacific Gas
and Electric Company on the North Fork Feather

River was the subject of study. Recommendations

proposed by the department. United States Fish and

Wildlife Service and Forest Service have not yet been

accepted by the company and the matter remains un-

resolved.

The Federal Power Commission license for the state-

sponsored Oroville Dam Unit of the Feather River

Project was conditioned for protection of fish and

wildlife based on recommendations of the department,
and Fish and Wildlife Service.

U. S. Army Corps of fngineers. Flood Control Projects

The department investigated 26 flood control proj-

ects proposed by the Corps of Engineers. All but two

required extensive investigation as to the effect of the

projects on fish and wildlife; 1 1 required no action.

Several projects, particularly one on the Russian

River, may have serious adverse eifects on anadromous

fishes. These projects are now under study and nego-
tiation.

U. S. Army Corps of Engineers Navigaiion Projeefs

Only four projects in this category were actively

investigated by the department in the biennium. Two
f)f these are still under investigation and recommenda-

tions have been made for two. They are the Santa

Cruz, /Monterey, and Princeton Harbor Projects and

a private undertaking on Lagunitus Creek. The latter

was unique in that it involved an exchange of state

lands for private lands in a stipulation between the

department and the applicant providing public access

to public fishing waters.

U. S. Bureau of Rec/amofion Projects

Twenty-four projects proposed, or being studied,

by the Bureau of Reclamation were received, but nine

of these did not require action. The others required

more detailed study and field investigation.

Agreement was reached with the bureau on stream

flow maintenance below the Monticello Dam on Putah

Creek in Yolo and Solano Counties and similar agree-

ments were being consummated at the end of the

biennium on flow releases below the bureau's Lewis-

ton and Trinity Dams on the Trinity River and

Whiskevtown Dam on Clear Creek.



Small Reclamafion Pro/ects (P.L. 984)

During the biennium, the department reviewed 27

applications under this program. All hut six, which

would have no effect on fish and ^\•ildlife, were under

investigation by the appropriate regions. Recommen-
dations for protection of fish and wildlife resources

were made in the case of nine applications and five of

these included enhancement features.

An application b)- the Jackson Valley Irrigation

District is unique in that enhancement features for

fish and wildlife recreation call for an expenditure of

more than §250,000. The project plan calls for addi-

tional water storage for fishery purposes, access fea-

tures, and sanitary and recreational facilities.

Small Watershed and Flood Prevention Projects

(P.L.S66& tots;

Forty applications for federal aid under this law

have been reviewed by the department in the bien-

nium. Of these, 18 were found to have no adverse

effects or enhancement possibilities. The remaining
22 are under investigation. Tentative recommenda-
tions have been made on nine of these but are subject
to revision until the project plans are more complete.

Sev'Cral of these projects present serious problems
or enhancement possibilities for fish and wildlife. As
in the case of P. L. 984 projects, investigations and

recommendations concerning these projects usually

involve water releases for the maintenance of fish life,

fish passage facilities, reservoir storage for fishery

compensation or enhancement, access problems, etc.

Major Disaster Projects (P. L. 87S;

The department revie\\ed 178 applications for fed-

eral aid under this law. As provided by Fish and Wild-
life Co-ordination Act, these applications must be sub-

mitted for review by the Department of Fish and

Game for adverse effects on fish and wildlife.

Dam Applications

Thirty-three dam applications were reviewed for

their possible effects on fish and wildlife. Several of

these require further investigations regarding the need

for fish ladders. Fish trapping facilities were recom-

mended at one.

WATER PROJECTS-CONTRACT GROUP

A group of fish and game specialists from the de-

partment's water projects section operates under a

service agreement with the Department of Water Re-

sources. .Members of this group participate in the

early planning stages of developments outlined in the

California Water Plan.

The important projects studied.and reported on dur-

ing the biennium were the Northeast Counties, Upper
Feather River, and Salinity Control Barrier. These in-

volved recommendations for stream flows, evaluation

Dead stripers from the dramatic fisb kilt in San Francisco Bay.—Fish and Game Photo

of effects on fish and wildlife resources and means to

preserve or enhance the existing fisheries.

Studies were begun on the North Coastal Area

Major Development Plan. Ultimate development of

this area involves the export of about 12,000,000 acre-

feet of water annually from the north coastal area.

Other important but smaller local projects were
evaluated and reported on. Table 45 in the appendix
lists the projects and their status at the end of the

biennium.

POLLUTION

Water pollution control activities of the depart-

ment, as well as other regulatory agencies, increased

significantly during the biennium. To a large degree
this increase can be attributed to a growing aware-

ness and desire on the part of the public for positive
measures to effectively eliminate the wasteful and de-

structive effects of pollution.
California is witnessing a population growth which

might appropriately be called an explosion. At the

beginning of the biennium there were 1 3,600,000 Cali-

fornians. By 1975 a projection of anticipated growth
points to a population of 26,343,000 and by 1980 the

State will probably number over 31,000,000.

At no time in California's history has it been more

apparent that the future of fisheries, wildlife, and rec-

reational resources is completely dependent upon ade-

quate supplies of unpolluted water. Intensified pollu-
tion control action and realistic planning for water

quality management in the future are essential to fish

and gam.e management in California.

Since 1949, and the inauguration of California's Water
Pollution Control Law (the Dickey Act), state and

regional water pollution control boards have been

the agencies directly responsible for the regulation of

waste discharges and the control of water pollution.

It is the duty of the regional boards to determine the

beneficial uses of the receiving waters which are to be

protected and to prescribe appropriate waste dis-

charge requirements for the protection of these bene-

ficial uses.
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Although the department has clear authority to act

in cases of "one-shot" pollution which may be detri-

mental to fish and aquatic life, cases of chronic and

continuing pollution must be referred to the regional
boards for corrective action.

While regional board actions have generally met
with co-operation on the part of waste dischargers, it

is the opinion of the department and other state agen-
cies that effective control action has in many cases

been hampered by certain inadequacies and incon-

sistencies in the law.

At the end of the biennium an Assembly Interim

Committee on Bay and Water Pollution was estab-

lished to evaluate the statewide effectiveness of the

law. The Department of Fish and Game, acting in con-

junction with the Departments of Public Health,

Water Resources, Agriculture and Natural Resources

submitted to the committee a series of 15 recom-

mended changes in the law. It is anticipated that these

and other recommendations will be considered by the

committee for legislative action in tlie 1959 Session.

The formation of the Assembly Subcommittee on

Bay and Water Pollution was largely motivated by
public indignation arising from a disastrous fish kill

in San Francisco Bay. The kill, occurring along the

Richmond Shore in Ma}-, 1957, destroyed an esti-

mated 2,000 legal-sized striped bass as well as tre-

mendous numbers of smaller fish and invertebrates.

After extensive field and laboratory investigation by
the department, sufficient evidence was gathered to

institute civil proceedings against a large manufactur-

ing firm. At the end of the biennium the case was still

awaiting court action.

S. F. Bay Fish Kill

Although the San Francisco Bay fish kill was tragic
in terms of the needless loss of fish life, it served the

purpose of graphically pointing out the need for re-

search on the effects of various pollutants on aquatic
life. Bioassays on the effluent in question could have

demonstrated the toxic components of the discharge,
the degree of toxicity, and could have revealed the

likelihood of a kill under certain predictable conditions

of dilution.

Very simply, the bioassay test consists of exposing
fish or other test animals to a range of concentrations

of a toxic substance over a definite time period. On the

basis of the mortality rates in the various test solutions,

"safe" concentrations for long-term exposure can be

calculated.

The value and applicability of such work is obvious.

It has also become obvious that the department will

be called upon with increasing frequency to provide
such technical data and assistance to Regional Water
Pollution Control Boards. During the biennium over

1,000 applications for waste discharges were filed with
the regional water pollution control boards. Many of

these were of great significance to fish and aquatic life

and were investigated by department personnel. The
boards have generall>- shown a \v illingness to prescribe

discharge requirements which recognize the impor-
tance of fish and aquatic life. They are looking to the

department for the technical data necessary for the

writing of appropriate discharge requirements.
In an effort to fulfill this obligation and get the

facts, the department has secured approval to set up a

new technical class of employee—pollution bioanalyst.
These people, trained to evaluate the effects of pollu-
tion on aquatic life will be assigned to Regions 3 (San
Francisco) and 5 (Los Angeles) early in 1959, and
other regions ma\' have this type of help in the near
future. In addition, the department is making plans
for laboratory facilities for both fresh water and
marine pollution investigations.

Major Activities

During the biennium the department, although se-

riously hampered by lack of manpower and facilities,

has increased its pollution investigation work. In addi-

tion to hundreds of smaller studies and actions the

A square ioot area in a pocket that had been covered by the previous
high tide contained five dead shells, three with meal and two without,
an the beach at White Point near San Pedro. Tagging experiments
showed that it required just about a year in the polluted White Point

soup before all the abalones ended up in this condition.

—Fish and Game Photo
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following represent some of its major pollution con-

trol activities:

1. A stud\- to determine the economic importance
of fishing and water sports recreation in the Los An-

geles-Long Beach Harbor. Approximately 45 percent
of the State's live bait catch is taken in the confines

of the outer Los Angeles Harbor. During the bien-

nium the value of this fishery to the bait boats alone

was approximately $600,000 per year. The value of

the party boat fishery, dependent upon Los Angeles
Harbor bait, was estimated to be over 1 1,500,000 per

year—making a total annual value to the economy of

over 52,000,000 per year.

The department is concerned over the possibility
that increasing waste discharges into the Inner and

Outer Los Angeles Harbors will jeopardize this valu-

able resource. The Inner Los Angeles Harbor, once a

source of live bait is now essentially sterile due to

waste discharges. Since the inner and outer harbors

are contiguous, increases in poorly treated industrial

wastes may ultimately degrade the outer harbor as

well.

The major waste discharge into the Los Angeles
Harbor is via the Dominguez Channel which receives

wastes from about 18 major industries. The flow from
the channel is approximately 30,000 gallons per minute

and except during rainy weather consists almost en-

tirely of waste water from the discharging industries.

Bioassays indicate that concentrations above 0.72 per-
cent in the receiving water will be deleterious to fish

life.

2. Since July, 1956, the department has conducted

bioassays on the City of Los Angeles Hyperion sewage
treatment plant effluent. This work has been conducted

for the Los Angeles Regional Water Pollution Control

Board as part of the board's monitoring program. Re-

sults thus far indicate that no direct toxicity can be

demonstrated in areas of Santa Monica Bay designated

by the board to be protected for aquatic life and fish

propagation. At the end of the biennium, plans were

under way for a similar bioassay testing program on

Los Angeles County's White Point sewage treatment

plant effluent.

3. The department expended a considerable amount
of effort working with regional w ater pollution con-

trol boards and other state agencies on the problem of

a potentially expanding pulp and paper industry in

California. The industry needs both a ready suppK' of

timber as well as a large supply of very high qualit)-

water in order to operate economically and has ex-

pressed plans for installations in the Redding area as

well as the Rio Vista area along the Sacramento River.

Since the Redding area of the Sacramento River sup-

ports the most important king salmon spawning area

in the state, the department insisted upon, and the

regional board has written, waste discharge require-
ments which are designed to prevent any damage to

the fisheries resource. By the end of the biennium it

was not certain whether or not the pulp mill would
be constructed in this sensitive area.

Santa fAonica Bay
Late in 1957, the City of Los Angeles instituted a

continuing program of trawling in Santa A'lonica Bay
as a basis for measuring long-term changes in fish pop-
ulations brought about by the sewage discharge from
its Hyperion Treatment Plant. A series of about 30

survey stations in water ranging in depth from 60 to

600 feet are occupied each quarter using a 24-foot

shrimp tri-net. The department has an observer aboard

the cit\''s boat during all trawling operations and all

fish and invertebrates taken in this work are examined
at the California State Fisheries Laboratory. A record

is kept for each species listing drag number and date,

length, weight and sex. Notations are made regarding
state of maturity, food habits, age and particularly any
abnormalities observed.

A new sludge outfall, which discharges seven miles

west of Hyperion, was put in operation late in 1957.

A new effluent outfall which will discharge five miles

west of the plant is under construction and will be in

operation in the near future.

With the information gathered from the trawling

work, the department will be able to assess the amount
of change in fish populations and any danger to them

brought about by the discharges from the new outfalls.

Black Abatone Transplant Experiment

To assess the effect of the White Point sewer outfall

upon abalones in the area, a double transplant and tag-

ging operation was carried out at the end of the pre-
vious biennium. Several hundred black abalones were

gathered at Bird Rock and Catalina Harbor, Santa

Catalina Island, and transported to White Point where

they were tagged, measured, weighed, and trans-

planted. A similar transplant was made back to Santa

Catalina Island.

It took less than a year for all but one of the Cata-

lina Harbor black abalones to die in the White Point

area. One individual of this transplanted lot lasted for

1 3 months prior to being found on its back at the

high tide line—completely defunct.

At Catalina Harbor, a number of the White Point

abalones lived and prospered. Several were found dur-

ing the winter of 1957 and all had healthy animals in

shells that showed, in some cases, more than three-

quarters of an inch of new growth at the margin.



Inland Fisheries

Caitle Lake, Siskiyou County, with Mt. Shasta in the background. The department has conducted angler use studies on this lake.—Fish and Game Photo by Joe Wales

Highlighting inland fisheries developments were in-

creased hatchery production at reduced costs, elimina-

tion of commercial fishing from the Sacramento-San

Joaquin Delta, establishment of a silver salmon run in

the Sacramento River, proof of the threadfin shad's

value as a forage fish, and many new waters opened
to public fishing. All but the commercial fishing and

silver salmon (see Salmon and Steelhead section) are

detailed in this portion of the biennial report.
Water utilization projects continued to require a

great deal of investigational work to protect existing
fisheries threatened by alteration of habitat, as well as

to provide fishing in the new habitat resulting from
these projects.

Listed in Table 30 are some of the major new
reservoirs first opened to public fishing during the

biennium. By far the largest, and perhaps most im-

portant, of these is 19,600-acre Berryessa Reservoir

created by the Monticello Dam on Putah Creek. This

large reservoir was stocked with smallmouth bass,

largemouth bass, redear sunfish, and white catfish dur-

ing 1957. By the spring of 1958, excellent fishing was

being enjoyed by thousands of anglers.

If this fishery follows the pattern of other reservoirs

of this type, it will remain good for several years and
then decline.

Learning how to maintain the excellent fishing that

exists for the first few years in most large warmwater
reservoirs is one of the department's most challenging

problems.

Existing and proposed new reservoirs have a tre-

mendous angling potential. These reservoirs fall into

a number of diverse categories, some of which are:

( 1 ) Coldwater regulating reservoirs such as those

formed by Keswick and Nimbus Dams.

(2) Warmwater reservoirs such as Lake Havasu.

(3) Large, primarily warmwater, fluctuating reser-

voirs such as Folsom, Shasta, and iVIillerton Lakes.

(4) Coldwater reservoirs such as Edison and Hun-

tington Lake.

(5) Waters that provide habitat for both trout and
warmwater fishes, such as Lake Hennessey, Big Bear

Lake, and Isabella Lake.

Each category, and often each reservoir, presents

unique management problems. How to produce the

maximum amount of fishing in these reservoirs will

require all-out effort by fisheries research and man-

agement personnel in future years.

:45]
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Big Bear's Unique Program
In a co-operative program that may well point the

way to vastl\- improved fishing and better business in

California's most popular mountain resort areas, the

community of Big Bear Lake formed a park district

and taxed itself 145,000 a year in both 1957 and 1958

for the sole purpose of purchasing commercially
reared trout to supplement those stocked in their lake

by the Department of Fish and Game.
The community reasoned that when the economy

of an area is based largely on public recreation it

makes sense that the commercial enterprises and prop-
erty owners of that area should help provide the rec-

reation that supports their business and property
values. They stocked Big Bear Lake with more than
20 tons of trout in 1957 and some 32 tons of trout

in 1958. The venture paid off so well businesswise,
that the program will be continued indefinitely.

TROUT

During the period covered by this report the depart-
ment operated 15 trout and salmon hatcheries and one

rearing station, and planted a total of 47,784,267 trout
and salmon weighing 3,736,780 pounds. Catchable

trout, averaging approximately eight inches in length,
made up 33 percent of the total number and 89 percent
of the total weight.
The following trout and salmon hatcheries were

operated during the biennium: Mt. Shasta, Crystal
Lake, Darrah Springs, Cedar Creek, Nimbus, Mocca-
sin Creek, Hot Creek, San Joaquin, Fish Springs, Mt.

Whitney, Black Rock Rearing Ponds, Sequoia, Moore-
house Springs, Kern River, Fillmore and Mojave.
Two outmoded hatcheries, Tahoe and Yosemite,

were closed. Both of these stations were high cost

per pound units and could not be brought up to a

state of higher efficiency. Waters formerly stocked

by these hatcheries are now being planted by airplane
with fingerlings produced at modern and larger

hatchery units at a lesser cost.

Wildlife Conservation Board funds made it possible
to construct new broodstock ponds and spawning fa-

cilities at the Alt. Shasta Hatchery. This installation

has an ultimate capacity of 21,000,000 eggs. Those
facilities are of the latest design and contribute much

Big Bear Lake in the Son Bernardino Mountains.
-Fish and Game Photo



New bfood stock ponds and spawning house of Mt. Shasta Hatchery. Fish are pushed into the spawning house without removing them from the

water, resulting in less injury to the fish and better quality eggs taken. —Fish and Game Photo

to the health of the brood stock. Excellent eggs are

obtained at this station and are distributed widely to

other hatcheries.

Several fish transportation trucks were remodeled

to incorporate newly developed features in tank de-

sign. These features include a pump intake underneath

a raised screened floor, and the distribution of the

aerated, recirculated water either by spray or injec-

tion near the top of the tank.

These changes, especially the raised screen floor,

greatly reduced the tendency of the fish to congre-

gate in areas of low circulation and smother from lack

of oxygen. Furthermore, they increased carrying ca-

pacity. A 500-gallon tank was reduced to 400-gallon

capacity, while its fish-hauling capacity was increased

from an average of 700 pounds to 1,200 pounds per
load.

Sufficient brood stock of the nearly extinct Eagle
Lake trout have been retained at Crystal Lake Hatch-

ery to insure the perpetuation of this species. Plans

have been made for an artificial propagation program
to assist the Eagle Lake trout fishery. A fish-counting

weir, and a trapping and egg collecting station are to

be installed on Pine Creek, the lone spawning tribu-

tary for the Eagle Lake trout.

Fish Feed

Considerable progress in the use of dry food at state

hatcheries was made. With a steady decrease in pur-
chase of meat products for fish food, the use of dry

pellet-type feeds is becoming more important eco-

nomically each year. Fortunately, dry feeds which

provide a nearly complete diet for trout and salmon

are now available from commercial manufacturers.

However, at some hatcheries it is still necessary to

feed a meat and ocean fish diet one or two days a

week as a supplement to the dry feed, because the

fish have not done well when fed only dry feed.

Two devices for dispensing dry feeds were

developed by department personnel. A pellet blower

mounted on a pickup truck for blowing pellets into

rearing ponds and a modified valve funnel for use in

feeding powdered and granular-type feeds to troughs
and nursery tanks have proven highly satisfactory.

In spite of the rising cost of doing business because

of inflation, the cost of producing trout decreased

from 85 cents per pound in the 1956-57 Fiscal Year

to 77 cents per pound in the 1957-58 Fiscal Year.

Perforated aluminum grates for pushing brood fish into the spawning
house at Mt. Shasta Hatchery.—Fish and Game Photo
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Pellet blower for blowing fish food pellefs into raceway ponc/s provides better distribution of food and reduces time required in feeding.—Fish and Game Photo by Hal Wolf

Trout Brood Stock Improved

Efforts were continued to improve California's trout

hatchery brood stock, with much of the emphasis

placed on adjusting spawning periods to fit more

closely \\ith hatchery production schedules.

Selective breeding and the introduction of new
strains have extended the spawing period. Because of

the small volume of water required, trout egg incu-

bators have proved highly successful. It is possible to

heat or cool water to obtain specific temperatures
which control the rate of egg development.

The combination of altered spawning periods and

controlled water temperatures during egg incubation

and hatching resulted in lengthening the period of time

that trout eggs and fry are available to the hatcheries.

This improved timing permits better scheduling of

hatchery production and assures the desired number
of trout of the correct size for planting when required.

Disease Investigations

Inland Fisheries Branch disease specialists were kept

busy assisting the state hatcheries with disease and

nutrition problems, as well as inspecting loads of live

fish imported from other states and at California's

commercial hatcheries. It is extremely important that

all planted trout, whether state or commercially

reared, be free from any disease that can be trans-

mitted to wild fish.

During the biennium, 180 shipments of live trout

entered California from other western states. This

number of shipments represents approximately 1,800,-

000 live trout. In almost all cases the fish being im-

ported were in good condition. Only one shipment

Trout ftngerlings in hatcfyery troughs being fed dry food granules v/iih a modified valve funnel.—Fish and Game Photo by Joe Wales
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was found to be seriouslv diseased, and it was not

allowed to enter California.

Alost of the diseases and parasites at state hatcheries

responded readily to treatments. Controlling the gill

fluke Savgumicola davisi at Darrah Springs Hatchery

required an approach not usually employed in hatch-

eries.

Because no drugs or chemicals were known to con-

trol this parasite, a biological method was employed.
After the life cycle of this worm had been studied it

became apparent that removal of the snails (which
were found to be the intermediate hosts) and the wild

fish (the definitive hosts) from the water supply
would break the life cycle. The water supply ditch

was cleaned \\ ith a bulldozer which mechanically re-

moved man\' snails as well as the aquatic plants im-

portant in their habitat. The water supply was treated

with chlorine which removed the fish. After a short

period it was found that a few fish had survived in the

water supply.
Due to the hatchery production schedule, it was

not possible to retreat the water supply. However, in

the following vear's fish production it was found that

the gill fluke had been virtuall\' eliminated, and no

losses of fish were attributed to the parasite.

TROUT RESEARCH

Much of the effort of the federal aid trout research

project was devoted to a search for methods of im-

proving the state's large catchable trout planting pro-

gram. Approximately 500 waters are managed as

catchable trout fisheries, and by far the largest portion

of the department's inland fisheries budget goes
toward this program.
The project has developed a statistical procedure

from which the number of trout ultimately caught
from any particular plant can be determined from a

few days of field work. These field methods and sta-

tistical procedures have been tested on 28 catchable

trout waters. In the great majority of the waters

studied thus far, more than 50 percent of the planted
trout are caught.
Some waters have shown a return in excess of 90

percent of a plant. These are represented by June
Lake and Rush Creek of Mono Count\-, Green V^alley

Lake and the South Fork Santa Ana River of San

Bernardino County, and Little Truckee River of

Sierra County. In general, such high returns are a

reflection of high angling pressure, as shown below.

California catchable trout waters support angling

pressure which far exceeds that found in wild trout

waters. The project has found that the angling hours

per acre per day of catchable trout waters exceed the

angling hours per acre per year of most wild trout

fisheries.

The department is further analyzing angler use on

catchable trout waters by comparing the number of

Name of water

South Fork Santa Ana River ..

Green V'alley Lake

June Lake -



Young corp removed by poisoning at Puddingstone Reservoir, Los

Angeles County. —Fish and Game Photo

are being tested to determine which are the most suit-

able for the various types of California trout waters.

At Upper Sardine Lake subcatchable rainbow trout

(average size 4.7 inches) have returned well. This is

in contrast with the poor returns from earlier plants
of fingerling trout. It is believed that in planting sub-

catchables the competition between trout and the
lake's large population of Tahoe suckers has been
overcome.

Fingerling survival of brown trout in Lower Sardine
Lake continued to be poor, with some strains doing
slightl\- better than others, but none doing well enough
to conisder the planting of fingerling brown trout as a

proper management tool for this lake.

The eastern strains of catchable-size brown trout
that had been planted in Lower Sardine Lake con-
tinued to show a higher return than catchable-sized

brown trout reared from eggs taken in California. All

strains have shown good growth in the lake after plant-

ing and, instead of being caught out in the first few
weeks, have entered the catch over a two- to three-

year period.

During the spring of 1958, a group of catchable

brown trout of the California strain and a group of

catchable brown trout from the long-domesticated
Massachusetts stock were planted together into the

lake from Fillmore Hatchery. While these fish were

being reared in the hatchery, the Massachusetts fish

g^e^v twice as fast as the .Mt. Whitney strain, and their

survival in the hatchery was almost rwo-thirds greater.
Returns so far have been much greater from the .Massa-

chusetts fish, but this may be only the result of their

larger size when they entered the lake. The final test

on catchable brown trout in this lake will be made in

1959, with equal plants of three different strains of

brown trout being used.

The principal study conducted at Upper Salmon
Lake involved the testing of different strains of rain-

bow trout fingerlings for natural spawning capability.
This was done by checking the rainbow trout through
a counting weir, as they migrated to the spawning
areas in the only tributary to this lake. During the late

summer of 1957, three different strains of rainbow
trout fingerlings were planted. The survivors from
these plants will probably enter the spawning stream

during the springs of 1959 or 1960.

At Packer Lake it was found that eastern brook
trout from eggs supplied from A4assachusetts produced
returns many times greater than brook trout reared

under identical conditions but from eggs supplied from
the State of Washington. As a result of this test, a

large number of brook trout eggs was ordered from
Massachusetts. The eggs are to be used for the regular

fingerling planting program.

In the Castle Lake, Siskiyou County, investigation,
which was begun in 1941, the principal objective dur-

ing the biennium was to discover the optimum number
of fingerling trout which should be planted per acre

in such mountain lakes. This figure appears to be about

300. Further tests are under way to determine if

smaller or larger numbers would provide more angling
recreation.

ROUGH FISH CONTROL

During the period covered by this report, 26 trout

lakes were chemically treated and restocked. Appendix
Table 31 lists these lakes.

One of the most successful fisheries management
projects of the biennium was the chemical treatment

of Big Bear Lake, in the San Bernardino A4ountains,

in the fall of 1956 and the restocking of trout in the

lake. The chemical treatment removed some 250 tons

of stunted adult crappie, weighing only two ounces

apiece, that had been utilizing most of the lake's fish

food and growing room.

In January of 1958, 75,000 rainbow trout fingerlings

were stocked in Big Bear and catchable-size trout were

planted in the lake at regular intervals throughout the

spring and summer. The result was the best fishing in

Big Bear Lake's history. Creel checks showed that

fishing was four times as good as it had been in the

previous year. Although planted trout had put on very

Ko^anee Rescue. Mid-December rains in J 957 triggered a spawning run

of Kokanee up the tributaries to Lake Arrowhead in the San Bernardino

Mountains. Since eggs would be left high and dry when the stream

flow dropped, the Department of Fish and Game rescued spawners by

trapping them (in photo top left and bottom left) and took their eggs
which were placed in the department's Son Joaquin Hatchery. The re-

sulting salmon fry were restocked the following spring in Arrowhead and
the resulting fish (sample at right) has been phenomenal,—Fish and Game Photos
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little growth in 1956 while in competition with the

swarming crappie, they grew better than an inch a

month in 1957. The relatively inexpensive fingerlings

stocked in January put on such good growth they

provided more than half of the trout caught from mid-

July on through the fall.

Bridgeport Reservoir, Mono County, was chemi-

cally treated in October, 1955, ^\'hen the reservoir \^'as

at an extremely low level, to remove a large popula-
tion of carp. Unusually heavy runoff during the winter

and spring of 1955-56 filled the reservoir for the first

time in \ears and provided excellent water conditions

for the fingerling and catchable-size rainbow trout re-

stocked into the reservoir in the spring and summer
of 1956. Fishing was surprisingly good in the late part

of the 1956 season and was phenomenally good in

1957, when limit catches of I'/z- to 2-pound average
rainbows were the rule. Trout growth in the carp-free

water was so excellent that subcatchable-size rainbows

stocked in the spring of 1958 provided the Bridgeport
area's best fishing during the summer and fall. The

improved fishery was quickly reflected in increased

angler activity. Prior to the treatment, Bridgeport
Reservoir normall>- attracted 30 to 40 boat-fishing

parties for opening day. On opening day of 1958 more

than 700 boats were on the reservoir.

FLOW MAINTENANCE

Rutherford Lake Flow Maintenance Dam was com-

pleted with Wildlife Conservation Board funds during
1956. This dam and Lillian Lake Dam assure a flow

in the West Fork Granite Creek, Madera County,

during late summer periods. Cow iMeadow Dam was
rebuilt and two saddle dams were repaired on Cherry
Creek in Emigrant Basin, Tuolumne County.

Flow-measuring weirs were built below five lakes

in Emigrant Basin so that releases can be measured

each >"ear to keep Cherry Creek flowing with stored

water.

Highland Lake Dam, El Dorado County, was com-

pleted to improve flows in the Rubicon River. A
debris-clearance crew removed unsightly snags, the

remains of trees killed by raising the lake levels at Big

Downey Lake, Nevada County, and at Buck Island

and Rockbound Lakes, El Dorado County. A lake

level maintenance dam was constructed on Wheeler

Lake, Alpine County, to deepen it and prevent peri-

odic winter kills. Investigations have been continued

to find new places where stream flow maintenance

dams are needed. Good dam sites are becoming scarce,

and it appears that the flow-maintenance dam program
in many areas is almost complete.
The Southern California stream improvement pro-

gram, made possible b>- Wildlife Conservation Board

allocations, was completed at the end of the biennium.

The chief function of this project was to create addi-

tional pool areas in Southern California streams. Dur-

ing its last two years of operation this project con-

structed 71 new stream improvement devices.

KOKANEE SALMON
The first salmon spawning run in the history of

Southern California's San Bernardino Mountains area

ended at Lake Arrowhead in late December, 1957, and
the department collected an additional half million

kokanee salmon eggs as the result of it.

The fertilized eggs were placed in troughs at the

DFG's San Joaquin Hatchery, near Fresno, from
which the bulk of the resulting salmon fry were
restocked into Arrowhead early the following spring.
The kokanee is a small-sized, land-locked strain of

sockeye salmon and, like all true Pacific salmon, inev-

itably dies after spawning.
In Lake Arrowhead, where 200,000 fry were experi-

mentalh' introduced in April of 1955, the kokanee
reached 10 inches in length in two years and produced
phenomenally good fishing in the spring of 1957.

They averaged 12 to 14 inches in length when they

spawned in December, 1957, in their third year.
The spawning run at Arrowhead was triggered by

mid-December rains that turned the lake's nearly dry
tributaries into sizable streams. Since eggs deposited
in the streams would be left high and dry when the

streamflow dropped, a DFG crew netted the spawning
fish and took every egg they could get. Eggs stripped
from the female kokanee were fertilized with milt

from the males and each day's take was rushed to

San Joaquin hatchery.

If all goes well. Lake Arrowhead should again have

good kokanee fishing by late fall of 1959 or early

spring of 1960. The lake's trout fishing will continue

as usual and the relatively few kokanee that did not

mature in 1957 will be there for catching in 1958.

WARMWATER FISHES

The major effort of the statewide warmwater re-

search program was directed toward the evaluation of

the threadfin shad introduction into the Colorado
River. The shad, imported from Tennessee in 1953

and planted in the Colorado River in 1954, was ex-

pected to supply sorely needed forage for largemouth
bass and other warmwater game fishes.

Much field and laboratory work connected with
the shad investigation was completed during the bi-

ennium. The results demonstrated that the shad helped
both the game fish populations and fishing success in

Lake Havasu on the Colorado River. The largemouth
bass responded to the shad with an increased growth
rate and better survival. The average increase in

growth for bass was about two inches for each year
of life.

The black crappie fishery in Lake Havasu was
stimulated greatly by the shad. Prior to 1955, crappie



fishing was of negligible importance; however, in the

winter of 1957-58 crappie were providing the most

successful angling in the area. The average catch per

angler effort was about five crappie, compared with

an average catch of 0.06 crappie in 1950-51.

The effect of the shad on the important channel

catfish population of the Colorado River was not

well defined. There were some indications that growth
had improved slightly; however, the pre-shad growth
rate was so variable because of other environmental

factors that the response to the improved forage fish

supply was obscured. Since knowledge of the biology

of the shad is fundamental to a complete evaluation

of its effect in the Colorado River and its possible

effects in other California waters, it was imperative

that life history data be secured rapidly.

The food habits, growth rates, reproductive char-

acteristics, and early development were investigated.

These data were utilized to predict the possible con-

sequences of an introduction of shad into the Sacra-

mento-San Joaquin Delta. It was concluded that the

benefits from such an introduction would outweigh

any possible harm to existing delta fisheries.

Tagging Studies

The development of adequate methods for obtaining

accurate measurements of the mortality rates within

Threadfin shad (larger one eigh* inches^ token from on Imperial Valley

Irrigation ditch that drair\s into the Saltan Sea.
—Fish and Game Photo

fu//-grown gulf crooder from the Saltan Sea. Introduced as food lor

larger game fish, this small ocean species from Mexico's Gulf of Cali-

fornia is now the principal food of larger corvina.

—Fish and Game Photo

California's natural warmwater fish populations re-

ceived considerable attention. This type of informa-

tion is difficult to secure; nevertheless the demand for

such data is urgent in view of greatly expanding fish-

ing pressure, particularly in Southern California.

Mortality data can best be obtained through tag-

ging studies, consequently much effort was expended
on the development of efficient tags and tagging tech-

niques. Sutherland Reservoir, a municipal water sup-

ply reservoir in San Diego County, was established

as a test water for tag experimentation. Complete
creel censuses, in connection with a largemouth bass

tagging study, were operated during the 1956, 1957,

and 1958 fishing seasons. The results demonstrated

that the disk dangler tag, used in the department's

successful catfish tagging studies, is also the most suit-

able tag for largemouth bass.

The Sutherland Reservoir experiments will even-

tually show how largemouth bass populations react to

various levels of fishing and at what level the popula-

tion should be harvested to obtain the best fishing

during following years.

Economic Value

An estimate of the economic value of fishing in

California's warmwater lakes and reservoirs was de-

termined by personal interviews in 1956, in co-opera-

tion with the California Department of Water Re-

sources. The expression of warmwater fishery values

in monetary terms is vital to the proper planning and

development of water projects. It was found that an

average of 1 12.50 was spent daily by largemouth bass,

crappie, sunfish, and catfish anglers. The total annual

recreational value, in terms of actual cost to the an-

gler, of warmwater fishing in California was about

$46,000,000.

Central Valleys Hatchery and Chino Fisheries Base

continued their roles as the centers for warmwater

fish salvage and transplanting. Appendix Table 35 lists

the number of fish. The great difference in totals be-
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Catfish eggs being agUaled at Elk Grove Warmwaier Fiih Hatchery.—Fish and Game Photo

nveen 1956-57 and 1957-58 reflects the poor black

bass spawning season experienced in the spring of

1958, when heavy rainfall and high winds caused a

heavy mortality in newly hatched bass fry.

The AU-American and Coachella canal systems that

carrv irrigation water from the lower Colorado River

to the Imperial and Coachella Valleys of Southern

California began drawing really heavy angler use for

the first time. The big change came in the spring of

1957, when crowds of fishermen such as those associ-

ated with the opening of trout season lined the banks

of the Coachella canal near Niland and the All-Amer-

ican canal near Winterhaven to share excellent catches

of channel catfish and largemouth bass.

Pine Flat Crappie

Censuses carried on at Pine Flat Reservoir, Fresno

County, during the 1956-58 period revealed that about

25,000 anglers use this reservoir each year. What was

developing as a smallmouth bass fishery of notable im-

portance last biennium has now become one depend-
ent largely upon the much less desirable black crappie.

Crappie, planted by unknown persons, began to ap-

pear in March, 1957, and by March, 1958, constituted

87 percent of all fish caught. This is a good example
of the tragic results from unauthorized plants of fish.

Farm Ponds

Most of the farm ponds listed in Table 33 in the

Appendix are warmwater fish ponds. Many of the

ponds were stocked with fish provided by the de-

partment at no charge. Even though practically all

farm ponds are closed to fishing for the general pub-
lic, they relieve angler pressure on public waters.

CHANNEL CATFISH

During the biennium, for the first time, the stock-

ing of young channel catfish became an important part

of California's fisheries management program. In the

past there has been a general belief that the channel

catfish requires a flowing current in which to spawn
and thrive, but in several Southern California reser-

voirs they are now reproducing naturally and putting
on unusual growth. Fish weighing from 10 to 20

pounds are now being taken. At Lake Hodges and

Puddingstone Reservoir, numerous small channel cat-

fish continuously enter the catch, while trophy-sized
fish add tremendous rewards to the angler. In these

lakes the channel catfish is now more sought after

than the largemouth bass, which formerly was con-

sidered the top trophy among warmwater fishes.

An experimental program to test the feasibility of

rearing channel catfish under artificial conditions was
initiated at the Central Valleys warmwater fish hatch-

ery. Brood stock was obtained by trapping adult fish in

the Sutter Bypass and Honcut Slough areas. Tech-

niques for incubating the eggs and rearing the fry
were perfected. In spite of the newness of this under-

taking, with only improvised facilities, over 130,000
channel catfish fingerlings were reared.

SALTON SEA FISHERY

It took some doing and some patience, but the de-

partment's program of introducing ocean fish from
the Gulf of California into Imperial Valley's 350-

square-mile Salton Sea began paying handsome re-

turns to sport fishermen during the biennium. These
returns were in the form of 5- to 15-pound orange-
mouth corvina, the offspring of 2,189 adult corvina

transplanted from 1950 through 1956.

Biologists pronounced Salton Sea's corvina ready for

fishing in the early fall of 1957, when they estimated

there were approximately a million of these finned

fighters there for the taking. Few of the fish were

caught, however, until the spring of 1958, when surf-

casters tossing wobbling spoons suddenly began taking

Newly hatched catfish at Elk Grove Hatchery.—Fish and Game Photo
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Saltan Sea corvino collected in gill net sample by the department.—Fish and Game Photo

six-fish limits. As summer approached, fishing was

best in somewhat deeper water, where salmon-type

spoons cast from boats took hard-fighting corvina up
to 15 pounds. The fish proved firm and delicious.

The Wildlife Conservation Board's three-year

Salton Sea study carried out by U. C. L. A. research

biologists was to end in October of 1958, but the de-

partment planned to continue regular sampling with

nets to monitor this rapidly developing sport fishery.

The corvina continued to spawn successfully every

spring and early summer through 1958, offering the

promise of even better fishing still to come.

HABITAT IMPROVEMENT

Chemical treatment to improve warmwater fisheries

by eliminating unwanted fishes and replanting desir-

able fishes continued as an important tool for fisheries

managers. Table 31 in the Appendix lists the waters

treated during the biennium.

In addition to control of undesirable fishes, a num-

ber of other habitat improvement projects were under-

taken to improve warmwater fisheries.

Following chemical treatment and restocking of

Woodward Reservoir, Stanislaus County, 41 spawning
nests were installed for channel catfish. Nests were

concrete pipe sections 10 inches in diameter by three

inches long, and truck tires with "windows" cut in

them.

At Los Banos Waterfowl Management area, 18

brush shelters were built and installed as shelter for

crappie, bluegill, and other warmwater species. Brush

shelters were also installed in Atascadero Lake, San

Luis Obispo County, and in Lake Havasu. These

shelters cause the fish to concentrate near them, and

increase angler success.

Spawning nests for largemouth bass were installed

at May Pond, built in 1957 on the Mendota Water-

fowl Management area. This lake now serves a dual

purpose—waterfowl hunting and angling.

Following exploratory methods of cattail removal

at Lost Lake, Fresno County, full-scale treatment was

undertaken here to open up more fishing area. Ap-

proximately 20 acres of cattails choking this 48-acre

lake were sprayed with chemicals by helicopter. Re-

sults were almost 100 percent effective, since anglers

can now utilize the entire lake whereas angling was

quite limited before treatment. Two lakes at Los Banos

Waterfowl Management area were also sprayed by

helicopter to remove cattails and provide angler access.

Here again success was evident, since anglers can reach

open water formerly grown over with dense cattail

beds. Some 23 acres on these two lakes were sprayed
with chemicals. Use of a helicopter to spray dense

masses of vegetation not only made complete coverage

possible but saved considerable time and expense.

Whereas a two-man crew can spray up to 10 acres a

day, the helicopter can do this job in half an hour,

using about one-fourth the amount of chemicals.

STRIPED BASS

The striped bass and sturgeon federal aid project

continued gathering information about the striped

bass fishery—one of the state's most important sports

fisheries—and the sturgeon fishery, which was re-

opened in 1954 after a 37-year closure.

During the first year of the biennium, the data

gathered in the surveys of the delta commercial salmon

and shad fisheries were analyzed. These surveys were

made to determine the number of game fish caught
and accidentally killed in the nets used in these com-

mercial fisheries. It was estimated that 455,000 pounds
of striped bass were caught in nets during the 1955 fall

season and the 1956 spring season, and that 250,000

pounds of these bass were dead when removed from

the nets. The department used these findings in recom-

mending that the commercial fisheries be restricted to

provide more protection for the sport fisheries.

The remainder of the biennium was spent collecting

and analyzing data on the status of the bass population

and the sport fishery. The general purpose of this work

was to get the factual information necessary to evalu-

ate the angling regulations which were changed in

1956, and to develop a background of statistical data
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Striped bass.

-Fish and Game Photo

that can be used as a basis for evaluating future changes

in the fishery.

One group of data concerns the tow net surveys that

have been made annually since 1953 in an attempt to

develop a technique that will provide an index of

annual spawning success. The 1953-1956 surveys were

carefully analyzed, and several deficiencies were dis-

covered. The 1957 and 1958 surveys were modified to

overcome some of the deficiencies, but the evaluation

is continuing, since the surveys are not fully perfected.

The 1957 and 1958 surveys indicated that spawning
success continued to be far below what it was in 1953

and 1954.

An annual fall seining survey for juvenile stripers

was initiated in 1956 to obtain an independent estimate

of spawning success as part of the evaluation of the

tow net surveys.

Most of the 1957-58 Fiscal Year was devoted to

planning and starting a three-year striped bass tagging

studv. The primary purpose of this study is to estimate

the proportion of the bass population that anglers

harvest each year and the proportion that dies annually

from natural causes. The study will also serve to sup-

plement information about bass migrations.

The initial tagging for this study was done in April

and May of 1958. A total of 4,378 bass were tagged in

the delta near Antioch, and 891 were tagged in the

Sacramento River at Knights Landing. A reward tag

program was incorporated in the study in order to

get an estimate of the number of anglers not returning

tags from fish that they catch. Some preliminary results

from this study will be available in the summer of 1959.

The project has also started a striped bass age and

growth study to determine whether environmental

changes have affected the growth rate in the last 30

years. Most of the data needed have been collected

and the analysis was under way at the end of the

biennium.

STURGEON
No new sturgeon investigations were started during

the biennium. The sturgeon fishery continued to be

of minor importance in the state, partially because no

effective angling methods have been found. Most

sturgeon are caught accidentally while anglers are fish-

ing for other species.

The final results from the 1954 sturgeon tagging

study were analyzed. There are two particularly sig-

nificant results: 1. Only 2 percent of the tags were

returned by anglers during the first year of the study,

and another 0.6 percent since then; 2. One of the 994

white sturgeon tagged and three of the 25 green stur-

geon tagged have been recovered in Oregon. There-

fore, it is obvious that anglers harvested a very small

proportion of the San Pablo Bay white sturgeon popu-

lation, and that there is an interchange among the

white and green sturgeon populations of California

and Oregon.

Tagging o striped bass in the department's current striped bass studies.

—S. F. News Photo by Eddie Murphy



Salmon and Steelhead

This ]3'/2-pound steelhead wos taken in Battle Creek, Shasta County, by Mrs. Lewis Phillips of Claremont, Calif.

—Fish and Game Photo

Activities aimed toward maintaining salmon and

steelhead consisted of surveys and investigations in

connection with water developments, inventories of

spawning runs, artificial propagation, construction of

fish screens and ladders, removal of barriers to mi-

grating fish, salvage of fish from drying streams and

research into the factors affecting these important
fishes.

Salmon continued to increase in popularity during
the biennium both as a commercial food fish and as a

sport fish. New boat liveries were built along the

California coast where skiffs could be rented for ocean

salmon sport fishing; the number of private skiffs used

for salmon fishing also increased.

At the same time, the commercial ocean troll fleet

grew in numbers. More and more boats now have

fathometers aboard that aid fishermen in locating a

particular spot known to produce fish. Many boats

have automatic pilots that permit a fisherman to spend
more time tending his gear than was formerly possible.

Some owners of large "trip boats" who customarily

"ice down" their catch and remain on fishing grounds
for days, installed brine tanks for storage of their fish.

Refrigeration units keep brine at correct temperature,
and pumps circulate it through the tanks. This method,

pioneered in the north, produces a superior product

compared to that resulting from the old icing method.

In addition, from a fisherman's point of view, the

brine tank method is more efficient than ice.

Total ocean landings rose to an all-time high of

over one million fish in 1956. However, catch per
unit-of-effort dropped slightly, indicating that such a

record yield was produced primarily by increased

fishing effort rather than increased abundance or

availability of fish.

SPAWNER SHORTAGE

Dramatic support of this premise came to light

during the winter of 1956 when it became evident that

a drastic reduction had occurred in the number of

salmon spawners using Central Valley streams.

57.
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Marking results indicate stocks in these streams are

not only the mainstay of California's salmon fishery,

but are also important contributors to fisheries north

of California. Total ocean landings in 1957 dropped to

about half those of 1956, or to about 600,000 fish.

Again spawning escapement decreased. Tables 38 and

39 in the Appendix illustrate these trends.

Possible explanations for these decreases are numer-

ous. For example, in the ocean, temperature, salinity,

and food factors must be considered. Unusually warm
coastal waters, higher in salinity than normal, did

occur off the coast in 1957. These conditions are not

favorable to salmon, and judging by the rather poor
condition of fish landed, food \\-as either scarce or

salmon could not catch it.

Conditions inimical to salmon caused by man's popu-
lation and industrial gro^\'th could have increased to a

point beyond the tolerance of salmon. For example,
removal of water for irrigation, industrial, and do-

mestic use; removal of gravel from streambeds; pollu-

tion of streams by waste disposal, and mining and log-

ging debris; blocking access to spa\\ning areas by
dams or other barriers. These man-made adversities

are additional to age-old ones existing in nature.

PROGRAM PROPOSED

Efforts of the department to reorganize and bolster

the salmon and steelhead investigations in an attempt
to solve the perplexing problems of this critically im-

portant fishery were being made at the close of the

biennium.

Responsibility for salmon historically has been di-

vided betAven the Inland Fisheries and Marine Re-

sources branches. The reorganization plan, as pro-

posed by the department, placed the Marine Resources

chief in overall responsibility for salmon research and

operations.

Laie model fish screen which prevents salmon and steelhead from stray-

ing up irrigation ditch. —Fish and Game Photo

r

A research analyst heads the program, with a staff

of four reporting to him and the Marine Resources

chief. The proposal was presented to the State Per-

sonnel Board and the Department of Finance for ap-

proval at the end of the biennium.

Simultaneously, the department compiled a list of

most urgent problems facing it as the protector of

salmon. Here are the items listed, not in order of

priority:

1. Determine necessary water flows for salmon and
steelhead passage and spawning in all rivers, in ad-

vance of water project construction. Each water proj-
ect changes a stream. Water flows must be insured and
the department has to know how much to demand.

2. Develop ways to predict water temperatures that

will result from water projects. Will the downstream
water be suitable for salmon?

3. Continue to conduct and improve annual spawn-
ing stock inventories for all rivers. Not only must the

adequacy of the stock be known, but inventories are

essential in justifying fishery facilities (i.e. Nimbus

Hatchery).

4. Determine optimum number of spawners for each

stream. Too few fish spell disaster; too many means
that the fishermen could have taken more.

5. Determine production of downstream migrant

fry. Determine causes and amount of loss along fresh-

water migration route, during brackish water exist-

ence, and until time of entry into ocean catch (22-inch

king salmon are in their second year of life). Mark-

ing experiments have indicated that only 1 percent of

the
fr_\' survive to be taken by fishermen or to spawn.

Of this number, fishermen landed 0.75 percent and

0.25 percent escaped to spawn. Causes of this high

mortality must be found and corrected insofar as pos-
sible.

6. Determine effect on survival of variations in

oceanic conditions. Recent information indicates that

catches vary in relation to changes in salinity, tem-

perature, and other factors in ocean water masses.

7. Further measure the effects of logging on salmon

and steelhead habitat. More specific data would be

helpful in solving this problem.

8. Test artificial spawning channels. This might be

a better alternative to lost spawning areas than hatch-

eries—but no one has ever demonstrated their success

on a large scale.

9. Test further the role of artificial propagation in

salmon management. This controversial subject has

never been settled to everyone's satisfaction. Is it

merely an alternative to lost spawning area, or can it

really add fish to the catch and at what cost?

10. Develop a better fish screen program. Determi-

nation of needs, development of types needed, priori-

ties. Much has been done, but there is a long way to

go, especially to expedite installations.



11. Develop methods of identifying stocks of salmon
in the ocean. Knowledge of contributions made by
each stock (Sacramento, Klamath, Eel, etc., and tribu-

taries) is essential in assessing production.

INLAND RIVER STUDIES

The federal aid Sacramento-San Joaquin River

salmon and steelhead project made good progress
toward attaining its two principal goals.

The first is an evaluation of salmon and steelhead

losses in the multitude of irrigation diversions, leading
from streams utilized by these species as migration
routes to and from the sea. There are more than 900

irrigation and industrial diversions above the Sacra-

mento-San Joaquin River Delta, very few of which
are screened to prevent fish losses. This part of the

study was nearly completed during the biennium,
with an overall picture of the diversion fish loss prob-
lem having been obtained. These data will lead to a

more adequate screening program.
The second goal is to determine the effectiveness of

supplementing natural steelhead production in the

Sacramento River system with hatchery-reared fish.

Facts obtained will form the basis for a sound manage-
ment plan for Sacramento River steelhead. A major
part of this phase of the study was also completed dur-

ing the biennium.

Aside from the two principal goals, this project
initiated the introduction of silver salmon into the Sac-

ramento River system to provide more and better

fishing. This phase of the program was completed
during the biennium when the third and final annual

plant of yearling silvers was made in Mill Creek dur-

ing April 1958.

Fish Losses Evaluated

During the previous two bienniums, studies were
conducted in typical diversions along the Sacramento
and San Joaquin Rivers and in the Sacramento-San

Joaquin River Delta. It was demonstrated on the Sac-

ramento River that during years of normal runoif the

bulk of the young fish migrate out of the upper river

and into the Delta before the irrigation commences,
thus accounting for a much smaller loss than might be

expected. However, it was also shown that if pumps
are operating when fish are migrating, the un:icreened

diversions do take fish—even when near-flood condi-

tions are prevailing in the river. A change in agricul-
tural practices, resulting in an earlier irrigation season,

or installation of year-round diversion canals for

transporting water to other areas of the state, could

prove disastrous to salmon and steelhead resources

unless adequate screens are provided.

This situation was found to be somewhat reversed

on the San Joaquin River, where the diversions were
found to be taking water near the peak of the seaward

I 1 H,M
Photo indicates trout fishing quality available in the Sacramento River

during summer months. Most trout are probably young steelhead who
have not yet been to sea.—Fish and Game Photo by Dick Hallock

juvenile salmon migration and accounted for a much
more serious loss of young fish.

Evaluation of Steelhead Planting

With the increasing popularity of the Sacramento
River as a steelhead stream, it is necessary to determine

whether or not present angling regulations are ade-

quate to assure continued excellent fishing, as well as

whether or not it is economically feasible to maintain

or even improve the fishing by planting yearling

hatchery-reared steelhead.

To answer these questions, marked yearling hatch-

ery-reared steelhead have been planted in the Sacra-

mento River during each of the past six years. To
evaluate the returns of marked fish from the sea, the

planting is supplemented by an adult steelhead trap-

ping and tagging program in the lower river near

Knights Landing each fall and winter. Adult fish are

also examined upstream from Knights Landing at the

project's counting station on iMill Creek, at the U. S.

Fish and Wildlife Service's Coleman Fisheries Station

traps on Battle Creek, and while doing creel census

work along the upper Sacramento River and tribu-

taries.

During the biennium, 6,091 adult steelhead were

trapped and examined for marks and tags near

Knights Landing. Of the total trapped, 5,244 were

tagged before being released. As during the previous

biennium, the excellent return of tags by sportsmen
has shown that anglers have continued to land an

average of 30 percent of the total Sacramento River

steelhead run during the past two seasons.

The steelhead planting program is being carried out

in co-operation with the U. S. Fish and Wildlife Serv-

ice and two sportsmen's organizations
— California
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Taking silver salmon at the Pudding Creek, Mendocino County, egg-

taking station.

Kamloops, Inc., and Steelhead Unlimited. The steel-

head are reared to yearling size at Coleman Station,

\\here the eggs are taken from wild fish trapped in

Battle Creek. The sportsmen's groups pay for the food
fed to the young steelhead during the year that they

spend at Coleman Station.

planted Fish Returns

A total of 378,514 marked yearling steelhead was

planted into the Sacramento River during the bien-

nium, including 227,113 in 1957 and 151,401 in 1958.

Since its inception, the project has marked and re-

leased 1,041,754 yearling steelhead.

Hatchery fish made up approximately 17 percent
of the entire run of adult steelhead into the upper
Sacramento River system in 1956 and 14 percent in

1957.

COASTAL STREAMS STUDIES

During the biennium, a total of 209,439 hatchery-
reared steelhead was marked and released from the

Cedar Creek Experimental Station, in order to provide
data with w^hich to evaluate the potentiality of hatch-

eries to improve runs of steelhead in the north coastal

streams. The specific information which present ex-

periments are designed to yield is:

(1) The size at which young steelhead should be
released for maximum returns;

(2) Relative returns from releases made in upstream
and downstream areas; and

(3) Possible diff^erences in returns from different

strains of steelhead.

The 1957 crop of steelhead totaled 63,609, which
were divided into four marked groups for release.

They varied in size from 7.9 to 13.9 per pound. Half
of each of these size groups were released into the

South Fork of the Eel River at Cedar Creek, and the

other half were released at Fortuna near the mouth of

the river. All of these fish were from eggs taken at

the Snow Mountain egg collecting station on the main
Eel River.

In 1958, a total of 145,830 steelhead was marked
and released in the same manner as in 1957, except

that this year two groups of steelhead from Cedar
Creek stock were added. These were also distinctively
marked and released to provide a test of possible dif-

ferences in returns from the two strains of fish.

Returns from these releases are counted at the Ben-
bow Dam Counting Station on the South Fork of
the Eel River and at the Cedar Creek Station farther

upstream. At each of these points there is a dam with
a fish ladder and trap, so that all fish may be held and
examined for marks before passing upstream.

Fish released so far in this study are not expected
to begin returning in significant numbers until the

1959-60 season.

SILVER SALMON
The department introduced silver salmon into the

Sacramento River system during the latter part of the

previous biennium, when 43,025 yearlings were

planted in Mill Creek in March, 1956. This was fol-

lowed by plants in Mill Creek of 53,503 yearlings in

1957 and 48,800 in 1958.

Although silvers are found in streams both north
and south of the Golden Gate, they were not found
in the Sacramento or San Joaquin Rivers prior to the
introduction. Silvers are spectacular fighters when
hooked on light tackle, and now fill in a gap in the

early part of the fall fishing season on the upper
Sacramento.

During 1956, a total of 3,220 two-year-old silvers

returned from the sea to the upper Sacramento. These
were mainly small males, ranging in size between 15

and 22 inches in length. They readily took both arti-

ficial lures and bait. In 1957, the Sacramento River
silver run consisted of 4,180 two-year-old fish plus
2,240 three-year-old fish. The three-year-old fish

ranged between 24 and 34 inches in length and reached
over 16 pounds in weight. Again, excellent silver

salmon fishing was enjoyed on the upper Sacramento
in 1957.

Studies on iVIill Creek in the spring of 1958 showed
that there was natural reproduction by silvers, since

juveniles were present. Although it is too early to

tell whether or not a permanent self-sustaining silver

salmon population has been established, the natural re-

production by these introduced fish is a good indica-

tion of success.

Improvised ponds were installed in the ditch lead-

ing out of Crystal Lake, Shasta County. These ponds
were used to test the feasibility of rearing silver salmon
in water from Crystal Lake. Tests proved highly satis-

factory and demonstrate the possibility for future ex-

pansion of Crystal Lake Hatchery for silver salmon

propagation. To assure sufficient silver salmon eggs
for carrying on the new silver salmon propagation

program, an egg collecting station was established,

with co-operation of sportsmen, on Pudding Creek
near Fort Bragg, Mendocino County. Sufficient eggs
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were obtained during this first year's operation to meet

requirements.

OTHER ACTIVITIES

Considerable difficulty was encountered at the Nim-

bus salmon and steelhead hatchery on the American

River. Water temperatures reaching a high of 66 de-

grees were encountered during the fall months, when

the early king salmon arrived in the river. High

temperatures resulted in heavy losses to fish and, in

some instances, considerable loss of eggs. A plan was

worked out whereby the salmon trapped at the hatch-

ery were taken to cold water holding ponds at higher

elevations and allowed to mature. Even though this

poses an additional burden and expense on the hatch-

ery's operation, it appears to be the only method of

obtaining eggs from the American River salmon.

An attempt was made to develop a late-running

strain of salmon, one which would arrive in the Amer-

ican River later in the season after temperatures be-

came favorable. One million eggs were obtained from

the United States Fish and Wildlife Service trapping

facility at Keswick Dam on the Sacramento River.

Fry resulting from these eggs were liberated in the

river during the spring of 1958.

Screens and Ladders

An important development in the salmon and steel-

head programs was the invention of a vertical, cylin-

drical plate fish screen with a water jet-type cleaner.

This screen was developed at the Elk Grove Screen

Shop, and the first working model constructed on the

Granlee diversion from the Cosumnes River, Sacra-

mento County. Preliminar\' evaluation indicates that

it will solve some of the problems in screening very

large diversion canals.

A total of 62 fish screens was maintained and oper-

ated by the department on salmon and steelhead

streams during the biennium. Nine new screens were

constructed and installed.

Sandblasting facilities were built at the Red BlufT

and Yreka screen shops, and screen panels are now
cleaned by sandblasting at the end of the season.

A major project aimed at the rehabilitation of Big

Chico Creek, Butte County, as a salmon and steelhead

stream got under way near the end of the biennium.

In June, 1958, a Division of Forestry honor camp
crew commenced the difficult task of constructing

fish passage facilities around Iron Canyon Barrier, a

jumble of huge boulders which have blocked migra-

tory fish in Chico Creek since about the time of the

San Francisco earthquake. The project, financed by
an allocation from the Wildlife Conservation Board,

will make 15 miles of spawning stream available to

salmon and steelhead. Overall direction and supervi-

sion of the project was provided b>' the department.

A new tunnel-t\'pe fishway around the McCormick-

Saeltzer Dam on Clear Creek, Shasta County, neared

/

Spawning silver so/mon at the Pudding Creelc, Mendocino County, egg-

faking station. —Fish and Game Photo

completion at the end of the biennium. This unique

fishway is 434 feet long and is completely covered

over its entire length. It was bored through solid rock

most of the way. This ladder makes available an addi-

tional 25 miles of good salmon and steelhead spawning
stream. The Wildlife Conservation Board financed this

important work \\ith a total allocation in excess of

160,000.

Small fish ladders \\ ere completed on Hutton Creek,

Siskiyou County, and Bolinas Creek, .Marin County.

Existing ladders on many other salmon and steelhead

streams were maintained by regional fisheries person-

nel, and repairs and modifications made as needed.

A total of 21 barriers consisting of rocks, logs, or

debris was removed from salmon and steelhead streams

bv fisheries habitat improvement crews. The streams

on which this work was performed are listed in Table

32 in the Appendix.

Logging Damage
Considerable effort has been made to acquaint the

logging industry with the destruction of fish habitat

which has resulted from certain logging practices. The

department is also encouraging industry development

of a co-operative program to institute voluntary

changes in harmful logging practices.

In order to learn more specificall>- what environ-

mental changes take place in northcoastal streams fol-

lowing logging, a systematic collection of gtream bot-
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A ihree-year-old silver salmon (12 pounds) returned from a planting in

the Sacramento River near Los Molinos.

—Fish and Game Photo by Wm. Van Woert

torn organisms from streams above and below logging

operations was started in the summer of 1958. The

principal effort has been to locate places where clear

comparisons of species and numbers of insects present
in streams above and belo\\', or before and after, log-

ging may be made to provide both a direct measure

of changes in a stream's productivity of fish food or-

ganisms, as well as possible indications of other en-

vironmental changes which would affect fish popula-
tions. This is part of the coastal streams salmon and

steelhead studies, financed by federal aid.

New fish counting racks were installed on the

Shasta River in Siskiyou County. Counts of salmon

and steelhead were made on this river during the bien-

nium, as well as on a number of other important

spawning streams. Results from these counts are listed

in Table 37 in the Appendix.

Fish Rescue

Fish rescue crews salvaged totals of 6,519 king
salmon, 20,928 silver salmon, and 1,109,898 steelhead

from drying streams. These salvaged fish were trans-

planted to waters having a permanent flow, usually
in the same river system, where they could continue

their natural life cycle. Nearly all of the salmon and

steelhead salvage work was done in the northcoastal

counties.

Size Regulations

One objective of the Pacific Marine Fisheries Com-
mission is to develop a joint program of coastal regu-
lations as a means of promoting better utilization of

fisheries.

At the start of the biennium some Pacific coastal

areas did not have ocean size limits on salmon, and

there was disagreement about whether size limits were
desirable. Opponents of size limits contended that re-

leased salmon suffered a high mortality; thus these fish

were, in fact, being wasted. Proponents thought that

even if high mortality occurred, and this had not been

proved to their satisfaction, a size limit still operated
as a conservation measure by forcing fishermen to

avoid areas of concentrations of sublegal fish for eco-

nomic reasons.

Size limit opponents countered by noting that per-

haps concentrations of sublegal fish are not common,
but that fish occurred in the ocean in groups of mixed
sizes.

It seemed advisable to evaluate ocean salmon size

limits. This evaluation was approached from two

angles—determining occurrence frequency of under-

sized fish concentrations and determining degree of

hooking mortality. Areas where concentrations of sub-

legal fish occurred were termed "ocean nursery
areas."

During the 1957 ocean commercial season, depart-
ment personnel interviewed fishermen to gather infor-

mation about these problems. Interviews indicated that

concentrations of undersized fish do commonly exist,

and that predictions about their occurrence in time

and space could be made.

Additional information was collected on hooking

mortality and ocean nursery areas. Special troller re-

ports were filled out voluntarily by fishermen and

spot checks were made by department personnel who
accompanied fishermen on trips as observers. Informa-

tion about location and movement of undersized fish

along the coast, and mortality prior to release of

hooked sublegal fish was recorded in both cases. This

work will give detailed and conclusive information on

nursery areas and hooking mortality. It is being
continued.

River Gill Nets Removed

As of September 27, 1957, the last commercial fish-

ery for salmon in inland waters of the state ceased

to exist. The Legislature passed a bill prohibiting the

use of gill nets to capture salmon and shad in the

Sacramento-San Joaquin Delta.

Preceding passage of the bill, which one legislator

termed "the hottest of the session," were many em-

battled hearings pitting sportsmen against gill netters.

Throughout the discussions, the department took

the position that the gill nets were the last major ob-

stacle of the salmon on their way to the spawning

grounds and recommended their removal for the rea-

son that more spawners are needed if the resource is

to be maintained. The department also recommended
their removal on the grounds that nets were killing

too many striped bass while fishing for salmon.

Pink Salmon

Pink salmon appeared in the ocean catch in 1957

as expected, although the reduced fishing effort, due

to scarcity of king salmon, kept their number very
low. The year 1955 remains as the best of the three

in which these salmon have been noted in the catch,

although even then they were insignficant except as

oddities, making up less than one-half of 1 percent of

the total landings for that year.
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Department skindiving biologists C. H. Turner, Jack Carlisle and Jerry Sexsmiffi prepare to check artificial reefs in the department's newest project,

ocean habitat development. —Fish and Game Photo by Jack W. Schott

Fewer vessels are participating in the sportfishing

industry. The count was down to 500 during 1956

and 1957, as compared to 600 boats in 1953.

The industry shows signs of settling down to a well

organized and well financed status. Some independent

operators are finding that competition and costs are

strong arguments for retirement. Furthermoie, the

need for safety regulations was recognized by the Fed-

eral Government several years ago, and as a result.

Public Law 519 was enacted and put into effect June

1, 1958. This law sets safety requirements for vessels

carrying six or more passengers and, as many boats

cannot meet the specifications, their owners are being

forced out of the sportfishing industry.

On the other hand, a number of new boats have

been built, specifically for sportfishing. These boats

are equipped with single or dual diesel engines, plenty

of bunk space, galley service, fishfinders, and all of

the latest safety devices.

In 1956, party boat fishermen accounted for more

than 314 million fish of many species. In 1957, the

total catch was 3 '/z million, but the composition of the

catch was markedly different. Most of the difference

occurred in Southern California where almost unprec-
edented numbers of barracuda, bonito, and yellowtail

moved into range. Along the central and northern

coastline, salmon made a very weak showing, the

poorest since 1949. The sudden appearance of barra-

cuda, bonito, and yellowtail in the southland appears

to be a result of physical changes in oceanographic

conditions, primarily increased ocean temperatures
over a wide area. Their abundance gave the rockfish a

chance to rest from the increasing angler pressure of

the last several years.

In March, 1956, the California Fish and Game Com-
mission increased the minimum size limit of sport-

caught kelp bass from lO'/a inches to 11 inches. In

March, 1957, the commission again increased the mini-

mum-size limit to 1 1 Yz inches. These increases are in

line with the management plan proposed by the De-

partment of Fish and Game and supported by ocean

anglers to protect the kelp bass fishery.

Near the end of the biennium, in the area between

San Clemente and Oceanside, anglers were boating

from 8 to 10 kelp bass per day, two of which were

legal. (The sublegal fish had to be returned to the

sea.) In 1952 and 1953, a day's angling in this area

yielded only two or three fish per fisherman.

The California halibut is a welcome addition to the

party boat angler's bag, but is seldom the object of

deliberate search. Its importance as a market fish far

outweighs its importance as a game fish. Nevertheless,

[63]
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the angling pressure exerted by the sportsman is felt

to be an important link in the decline of the halibut,

particularly since 1947.

Tagging ^\as started in March, 1956, and approxi-

mately 8,000 halibut were tagged by the end of the

biennium in California waters. Tag returns have aver-

aged about 5 percent a year, but improved methods

recently developed should increase returns substan-

tially. Commercial fishermen have all but abandoned

the fishery, with the exception of two or three tram-

mel net operators. Trawlers catch halibut incidentally
while tra\\"ling for other species.

SURF FISHES

The detailed results of the surf fishing investigation,

which terminated near the end of the biennium, will

appear in two biological bulletins, one on barred surf-

perch, the other on California corbina and spotfin and

yellowfin croakers. These bulletins wall cover the life

histories, tagging studies, voluntary catch statistics,

and a creel census analysis. The barred perch bulletin

gives a considerable amount of ecological information,

especially that from beach seining operations, in which

P<!wCef So^ 0<!iCcA^
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No new regulations appear necessary for these four

surf species at present.

YELLOWTAIL

The Dingell-Johnson Yellowtail Study was con-

cluded in March, 1958. Prior to the start of this proj-

ect, the yellowtail fishery in Southern California had

steadily declined. Very little was known about this

very important game fish and an extensive research

program was begun in 1952 to learn the necessary

biological information on which to base a sound man-

agement program. The study area included the Pa-

cific Coast of Southern California and Baja California

and part of the Gulf of California.

The results of the study show that California anglers

are fishing the fringe of a yellowtail population which

is centered in Baja California waters.

Good fishing in California is dependent on migration

of yellow tail from Mexican waters. This was demon-

strated by the large number of returns by the Cali-

fornia sport fishery of fish tagged and released at the

population center.

An extremely abundant yellowtail population exists

along the central Baja California coast; the vagaries

of the environment, rather than the present commer-

cial fishery, limit the availabilit\- to California anglers.

This fact was made readily apparent in 1957 when

ocean temperatures off California reached their high-

est average in 26 years. Under these highlx- favorable

conditions hordes of yellowtail moved north from the

population center. Over 240,000 were caught from

California party boats alone, this does not include the

untold numbers taken from skiffs and private boats.

That is three times the number caught in any previous

year in the recorded history (since 1936) of party

boat fishing. The year 1958 was also characterized by

warmer-than-average ocean waters. Through June,

1958, about 41,000 had been taken-not so spectacular

as the 1957 catch but alread>' ^ell above the postwar

average of 30,000 per year.

Commercial yellowtail landings on the other hand

remained at a very low level. The 1957 catch was

508,872 pounds compared to a postwar average of

5,350,000 pounds.
Since the \-ellowtail population appears healthy,

there is no present need for further restrictions. How-
ever, the fishery will be kept under a limited sur-

veillance so that any adverse changes in the present

status of the population will be made known.

BARRACUDA AND WHITE SEABASS

Barracuda and \\ hite seabass are among California's

most important sport fish in desirability and in num-

bers caught. Both species range from Magdalena Bay,

Baja California to Alaska, but are most abundant from

Southern California to Central Baja California where

they are subject to heavy fishing pressure by com-

mercial and recreational fishermen. White seabass are

also common in some localities in the Gulf of Cali-

fornia.

The available barracuda population has been de-

creasing in numbers since 1952. Catches of both the

sport and commercial fisheries dropped to an all-time

low of 1,100,000 pounds in 1956. The landings im-

proved substantially in 1957, principally in the sports-

man's bag, but were still far short of the 30-year

average.
The \\hite seabass fishery is apparently subject to

highly variable fluctuations in abundance. Although
the catches for the last 20 years trend slightly up-

ward, anglers are taking increasing numbers of juve-

niles and fewer adults. The latter situation is not a

healthy one, usually signaling trouble ahead.

With the increasing human population in California

and the accompanying increases in fishing pressure,

there is a growing need for factual assessment of the

fishery conditions. A little life history work has been

done on both species. However, there are insufficient

data on which to base management recommendations.

Therefore, early in the biennium plans were laid to

initiate a study on these species.

The Barracuda-White Seabass Management Study
was inaugurated April 1, 1958, as a federal aid project,

with the goal of evaluating the condition of these fish-

eries for their maintenance at the most productive
level.

The project began with compilation of data by a

survey of the literature, planning and implementing a

sampling program, a survey of the various phases of

each fishery, and in making a preliminary catch an-

alysis of the barracuda fishery.

The barracuda catch analysis study revealed impor-
tant facts about the intrarelationships of the fishery:

1. The sport fishery takes as much as, and frequently

more than, the California commercial fleet.

2. The postwar commercial fishery, from an op-

erational point of view, \\as quite similar to that of

the 1920's and 1930's. The season off Southern Cali-

fornia usually begins in April and ends in August with

peak landings in May and June. The Mexican fishery,

composed of California vessels, is active from August
to April with two peak periods of catch, September
and February.

3. Perhaps the most significant factor is that each

segment of the fishery reaches a climax at a different

time. It is not clearly understood why the sport fishery

makes its peak catches in Jul\' while the California

commercial fleet makes its peak landings in May and

June. Both fish are almost side by side in the same

waters at the same time.

Although the sampling program was barely started

in this biennium, it revealed that the 1958 barracuda

fishery may be an unusual one. A relatively high early



Biologist Jack Carlisle checks construction of artificial rocks to be used
in ocean habitat development project to make underwater "reefs" for

sport fish. —Fish and Game Photo

spring catch appears to be related to above-normal
\\ ater temperatures.

OCEAN HABITAT DEVELOPMENT
This project, which began in April, 1958, is designed

to explore the possibilities of improving sport fishing
in coastal waters. The two principal means to be used
are:

1. Development of artificial reefs.

2. Transplantation of kelp and development of new
kelp beds.

In the short time before the end of the biennium
rvvo artificial reefs were placed along the coast. The
first was a car body reef in an area devoid of fish and
cover off Paradise (near Malibu) in 50 feet of water.

At last check, about 150 fishes of six species had been
attracted to the "reef." A second area, similarly bar-

ren of fishlife and cover, was selected off Huntington
Beach. Some large artificial rocks, made of gunite for

a Hollvwood movie, were placed in 55 feet of water.

The "rocks" weigh up to t\\o tons apiece. Lines \\-ere

tied into place for the later attachment of kelp. This
"reef" had not been checked since its placement.

Observations and evaluation of results, as well as

kelp transplantation, will be made by the project's

biologist divers, using SCUBA (self-contained under-
water breathing apparatus).
As part of the program, a study is also being made

for comparative purposes of natural rocks and reefs

and other habitat, as well as of .shipwrecks which are

the homes of great numbers of fishes. Marine life on
and around offshore oil islands and platforms is also

being studied to evaluate the changes occurring
around manmade habitat.

Other phases of the Habitat Development Study will

include a study of the possibilities of:

Predator control, especially sea urchins and starfish;

Transportation of fishes, both natives and exotics;

Obtaining fishing access to oil piers and closed

beaches; and

Development of back-bays and coastal lagoons as

spawning and rearing grounds.

ABALONE
The largest catch of abalone ever landed in Cali-

fornia in a single year was delivered in 1957 when 5.4

million pounds were taken by the commercial fishery.
This is almost 750,000 pounds greater than the pre-
vious record of 4.7 million pounds taken in 1952.

In contrast to this record catch is the considerable

decline of the entire fishery in the last quarter of the

biennium. Principal cause appears to have been the

almost complete disappearance in some areas of the

kelp which provides the major portion of the food of

the abalone. The disappearance of the kelp is in all

probability associated with the influx of warmer water

along the coast. In 1956, the department's investigation
noted the lack of kelp in the abalone beds in Central

California and reported at the time that future abalone

catches might be affected. The intensive harvest of

1957 and the lack of an adequate food supply strongly
indicate that the 1958 catch will be among the lowest

since the war.

The department's investigation has revealed that the

red abalone of Central California, which contributes

the major portion of the statewide catch, will main-

tain its numbers as long as an adequate food supply

Department biologist-diver gathers abalone for tagging.—Fish and Game Photo by Glen Bickford
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is available and size limits are observed. As the com-

mercial catch of the pink abalone, a southern species,

has shown a decline since 1952 (\\ith the exception of

1957) the investigation has shifted emphasis from

Northern to Southern California.

Over 800 pink abalone were tagged and transplanted

during the biennium and their progress is being fol-

lowed. Techniques of collecting, holding, and trans-

porting have been developed and considerable valuable

knowledge is available regarding these processes.

MARKET CRAB

The crab fishery has undergone change and expan-
sion in recent years. Contributing factors are the in-

creased market demand for the whole and processed
crab products and the evolution of highly efficient

fishing gear and techniques.
The commercial harvest of the market crab reached

record highs of more than 14,000,000 pounds during
1956 and 19,000,000 pounds in 1957. These landings
far surpassed the previous high mark of 13,000,000

pounds set in 1952. The increased catch during the

biennium may be attributed to an increase in fishing

pressure and the availability on the fishing grounds of

highly successful dominant year classes of marketable

crabs. The harvest for 1958 appears destined to be

above the average for recent years but somewhat be-

low the record take of 1957.

Gear studies were made during the biennium to

determine the optimum size for an escape opening in

the crab pots that would allow a maximum number of

undersized crabs to escape.

Tagging programs have supplied data concerning

migrations of the market crab. Recent development of

a new tagging method is expected to furnish data on

growth as well as migration.
Other research activities include analysis of catch

statistics and compilation of life history studies of the

market crab.

OCEAN SHRIMP

California's ocean shrimp industry continues to ex-

pand with new plants and new vessels entering the

fishery each year. Gains in total landings have oc-

curred annually since 1952, despite fluctuations in

local areas along the coast.

Year Landings

1952 205,485

1953 287,410

1954 - -—- 296,857

1955....„ _.. - 827,733

1956 - - 1,168,519

1957 - - 1,376,641

Shrimp landings for 1958 totaled 706,350 pounds

through June 30th—the best early production ever

recorded by this fishery.

Morro Bay beds, closed in 1956 by action of the Fish

and Game Commission, were resurveyed by Fish and

Game personnel aboard the research vessel Nautilus.

Shrimp were present in commercial quantities. Conse-

quently, the commission reopened this area to fishing

in 1958.

A quota system that limits annual landings of ocean

shrimp, functioned for the first time in Area A (Eu-

reka-Crescent City) during 1956 when the 1,000,000-
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Year

1953...

1954...

1955...

1956...

Landings

Marine biologist Walter Dahlstrom inspects seed oysters in Japan.

pound quota for this area was reached. During 1957,

t\\o areas v ere closed under the quota system. Area

B-2 (Bodega Bay) was closed in July, 1957, when its

quota of 400,000 pounds was reached. This area's early

closure prompted the fleet to work in Area B-1 (Fort

Bragg)—the first time commercial interests had at-

tempted shrimping in this ai-ea. Its quota of 200,000

pounds was then reached by late September.

OYSTERS

California oyster production skyrocketed during
1956-57 and continued to hold strong in 1958. Oyster
culture on allotted state lands and priv^ate beds yielded
over 1 1 million pounds of Pacific oysters. Oyster allot-

ments comprising 3,290 acres have been issued by the

commission since 1955. There are now 12,700 acres

designated shellfish culture areas.

A Highly Developed Fishery

0\ster culture represents one of the most highly

developed marine fisheries. California oystering may
be called "aquaculture," paralleling agriculture in that

seed is planted, a growing crop is cultivated, protected
from pests, and fattened for harvesting. Aquaculture
of oysters is dependent upon a successful spawning

resulting in an abundance of free swimming larvae.

Then actual culturing can begin.

Unfortunately, California waters do not become
warm enough for the length of time required for the

development of Pacific oyster larvae. Therefore, seed

production, the first step in oyster culture, is accom-

plished in Japan where the Pacific oyster is native.

Strings of oyster shells are put in Japanese bays and

larvae attach themselves to surfaces of the shells at

termination of their free swimming stage. These

young oysters on shells are imported as "seed" for the

industry. Fortunately, the oysters transplanted to Cali-

fornia waters enjoy an environment and an abundance

of food ver\' favorable for growtli and production of

full-bodied meats. Within 14 to 20 months after plant-

ing, oysters are ready for harvesting.

Pounds

161,520

458,493
..- -. 1,635,067

6,101,220
1957 11,071,422

This phenomenal growth of the industry on marine

water bottoms will soon be slowed. Though California

has vast areas where oysters could be produced, the

Department of Public Health cannot certify many
more acres as safe from contamination. Californians

have relegated large portions of Humboldt, San Fran-

cisco, San Pablo, and San Diego bays to sewage dis-

posal and until these areas are cleaned up, further

growth of this industry will be hampered.

Multiple Use of Bays Sought

The department's shellfish program fosters full use

of resources of all California bays. Surveys of many
bays along the coast are being conducted to evaluate

areas in terms of natural production along with other

uses in the public interest. Oyster production is boom-

ing and the Fish and Game Commission is anxious to

keep it booming, but has decreed this "gold rush" must
be compatible with the production of other forms of

wealth and recreation harvestable from the public
domains. With the ever-increasing sport activities re-

sulting from growth in human population it is neces-

sary to reserve particular areas of bays for public use.

Commercial tuna fishing.
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TUNA
The California tuna industry forged ahead during

the biennium, attaining record production levels. In-

creased advertising, price cuts on some items, and

favorable market conditions resulted in a larger con-

sumption of the product.

However, the American fishermen's share of this

expanding market is becoming smaller each year and

prices are declining, while foreign imports continue

to increase.

PACIFIC ALBACORE

Since 1950, the eastern Pacific albacore fishery has

been limited almost exclusively to the ocean waters

oiT Baja California and California. During this bien-

nium, however, oceanographic conditions changed

markedly and the fishery expanded northward. As a

result, California landings included albacore caught all

the way from central Baja California to northern

Washington.
The year 1950 was tops for the number of boats

landing albacore in California. During that year, 3,162

different vessels, not including skiffs, caught and de-

livered fish. Each following year many boats dropped
out and near the end of the biennium only 1,404 re-

mained in the fishery.

Log Book System Pays Off

Department scientists are making rapid progress

toward an ultimate goal of improving the fishery. The
new log book system, started experimentally and in a

limited fashion during the last biennium, has come of

age and is now standard. It is currently providing the

most complete picture of the west coast albacore fish-

ery ever compiled. It is now possible to determine

where and when about 25 percent of the fish landed

in California are caught and how many days of fishing

effort were required to catch them.

In addition, the log books are yielding valuable in-

formation concerning the sea surface temperatures
that are the most productive. They have shown that

the heaviest catches of albacore were made within a

relatively narrow sea surface temperature range of

60-64 degrees F. This albacore catch-temperature re-

lationship should be of tremendous value for use in

locating areas most likely to produce good fishing.

Exploratory Fishing Successful

Two albacore research cruises were conducted

aboard department vessels during the last two years.

These cruises were designed to intercept incoming
albacore school groups prior to the start of the regular
commercial fishing seasons in June and to chart their

migration routes as they sweep in toward the west

coast of central Baja California and Southern Califor-

nia. In addition, oceanographic data were obtained

throughout the survey areas in an effort to correlate

the apparent preference of albacore to travel along
certain paths.

The results obtained from these cruises verified

seasonal data obtained by log book analysis concern-

ing the relationship between the catch of albacore and

sea surface temperatures. It was also found that major
coastward migrations occurred in that part of the

ocean where sea surface temperatures ranged between

60 and 65 degrees F. This means that when tempera-
ture data are available it is possible to predict likely

fishing areas before the season begins. Such informa-

tion will be of great economic value to fishermen in

the future, saving much time and expenses formerly

expended by the fleet in prospecting.

CALIFORNIA BLUEFIN TUNA

The wily bluefin tuna is more suspicious of hooks

than is its close relatives. Therefore, harvesting of this

marine resource is accomplished by means of large

purse seines. Purse seiners realize their largest catches

in the coastal waters between Point Conception and

southern Baja California and offshore near Guadalupe
Island. Warm sea temperatures during 1957 appar-

ently influenced their distribution and larger than

usual catches were made in the northern portion of

the range. In general, the fishing season begins in June
and ends by October although some catches are made

throughout the year in the Guadalupe Island area.

Fluctuations in demand for the product characterize

the bluefin fishery in general, although catches tend

to be sporadic even with a steady demand. In spite of

this instability, landings reached high levels during the

last two years.

Attention was focused on the bluefin problem early

in the biennium and plans made to increase research

returns on this species. As a result, basic catch data

concerning 80 percent of the total landings have been

obtained and there is now the most complete picture

of the West Coast bluefin fishery ever compiled.

With this information gathered, an understanding
of the erratic catches should place the fishery on a

more stable yield basis.

PACIFIC YELLOWFIN TUNA AND SKIPJACK

These "tunas" prefer more tropical climes than do

albacore or bluefin tuna and are harvested the year
around in the tropical eastern Pacific by large Cali-

fornia-based tuna clippers capable of ranging far afield.

During the previous biennium these fishing vessels

operated offshore from southern Baja California south

to Peru, including the outlying banks and islands.

During the present biennium, however, some commer-
cial vessels cruised several hundred miles farther south

into inhospitable waters off the coast of Chile, while

others fished all >'ear off Baja California. The Chilean
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skipjack tagged wifb "spaghetti" type tag. —Fish and Game Photo

authorities did not approve of California fishermen

operating near Chile and welcomed some of them with

machinegun fire.

Tagging Discloses Migration Mysteries

Eleven department tagging teams, each composed
of two men, went to sea aboard commercial tuna clip-

pers and were successful in affixing tags to many
thousands of yellowfin tuna and skipjack. Some teams
remained at sea up to four months during a single
cruise and all worked over 14 hours per day in their

efforts to obtain additional oceanographic and biolog-
ical data that should eventually lead to a better under-

standing of the habits of these species and thus improve
the fishery.

Tags returned to the Department of Fish and Game
State Fisheries Laboratory at Terminal Island from
these and other cruises have provided valuable infor-

mation concerning yellowfin tuna movements. They
have revealed that fish tagged in the Gulf of Panama
have moved northward into waters off Costa Rica.

Yellowfin tagged off the coast of El Salvador have
traversed the stormy Gulf of Tehuantepec and entered
the fishery off central Mexico. Those tagged off cen-
tral .Mexico traveled northward into the Gulf of Cali-

fornia, into the fishing grounds off southern Baja
California, and offshore to the Revilla Gigedo Islands.

Yellowfin tagged near these islands have entered the
southern Baja California fishery.

These data indicate that there is a relationship be-

tween the Central American stocks and those off Baja
California. The extent or magnitude of this relation-

ship is yet to be determined.

There is no doubt that these fish are capable of

covering tremendous distances during their lifetime.

The pattern of these movements is beginning to take

form and, when fully understood, will enable fisher-

men to fish more economically.

Size Composition of the Catch

The size composition of the catches made by tuna

clippers landing their fish at Terminal Island is sampled

by department personnel on a routine basis. These
data explain the various long-term fluctuations in the

fishery. In the past, lack of manpower made it impos-
sible to obtain maximum results from this information.

During the biennium, however, a significant step for-

ward was made toward the solution of this problem.
As a result of reorganization, the biostatistical section

has been able to undertake processing of several years
of past size frequency information. This increase in

efficiency will result in more rapid analysis and timely
publication of results.

SARDINES

Sardine landings were poorer than they were during
the preceding two years. The 1956-57 canning season

accounted for 33,000 tons and 21,000 tons were proc-
essed in 1957-58.

In Southern California, fishing was carried on from
October 1, 1956, through February 1, 1957. The sea-

son started promptly at Port Hueneme where a small

fleet delivered to trucks which hauled most of the fish

to canneries in Central California. The Los Angeles
fleet could not agree upon a price so did not start fish-

ing until October 8 when a settlement was reached at

147.50 per ton.

In 1957-58 Southern California season was changed
by the State Legislature from October 11 -February 1

to September 1 -December 31. Fishing again started

promptly at Port Hueneme, for $52.50 a ton, but a

price and labor dispute in the Los Angeles area tied

up most of the fleet until the night of November 10.

The final price agreed upon was |55 per ton. Sardines

were quite abundant in the Hueneme area in 1956-57
and boats did well at the beginning of the season.

In 1957-58 fish were much less abundant and the fleet

turned to mackerel fishing early in the season.

There were practically no fish taken in Central

California during either season.

A fleet of 160 boats operated during the 1956-57

season, a drop of 20 from the preceding year. This
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fleet consisted of 98 large boats (over 60 feet) and

62 small. In 1957-58, the fleet was further reduced to

132 boats, 76 large and 56 small.

Since its inception, the live bait sampling program
has been used as a means of evaluating the relative

strength of incoming year classes of sardines. Until

1957, the largest percentage of "firecracker" fish of

the year recorded in the live bait catch was 0.3 percent

of the total "scoops" taken. In 1957, a tremendous

influx of young fish was observed. Based on prelim-

inary figures, it seems likely that the 1957 year class

of sardines contributed as much as 6 percent to the

total live bait catch. Biological and oceanographic
data obtained by member agencies of the California

Co-operative Oceanic Fisheries Investigations substan-

tiate these findings and indicate that 1957 contributed

a strong year class of sardines.

MACKEREL

Commercial landings of Pacific mackerel during the

1956-57 season were 28,000 tons, a 100 percent in-

crease over the previous season, while jack mackerel

landings totaled 48,000 tons, an increase of 30 percent.

During the 1957-58 season, landings of Pacifies were

28,000 tons, the same as the previous year, while jacks

declined 62.5 percent to 18,000 tons.

In 1956-57 about one-third of the season's catch was

landed in October and November while in 1957-58

about one-half of the entire catch was landed during

the same two months.

Of those vessels fishing mackerel in 1956-57, 160

boats used roundhaul nets and 50 were scoop boats. In

1957-58, there were 147 boats using roundhaul nets

and 132 using scoop nets. Because of poor sardine fish-

ing, larger boats are becoming fewer while smaller

boats, which are cheaper to operate and require less

division of profits are increasing in number.

The 1955 year class of Pacific mackerel comprised
60 percent of the 1956-57 catch with 1953 and 1954

contributing about equal amounts to the remainder.

These three year classes dominate the 1957-58 catch

also, with the 1955 class again contributing the largest

amount. Neither the 1956 nor 1957 year class has con-

tributed enough to the catch to be considered sig-

nificant.

Prices during the 1956-57 season were $45 per ton

for Pacifies and 142.50 for jacks, until January 4, 1957,

when 142.50 was paid for both. In 1957-58 the price

for species varied from $40 per ton to $55 per ton.

landed in the Los Angeles area. During the good year
of 1953, 75 percent of the fish taken was credited to

central California ports.

The 1957 Legislature did not renew the quota, and

by late spring of that year market demands were good,

approximately 12,500 tons being landed during the first

six months. This figure was almost 2,000 tons more

than that recorded during the same period in 1956.

However, due to an almost total failure in the central

California area, the 1957 season ended with a total

catch which was the smallest in six years—20,259 tons,

95 percent of w hich was credited to the Los Angeles
area.

Sampling of the catch from the two major fishing

areas. Central and Southern California, indicated that

two-year-old fish contributed well over half the num-
bers of fish caught. Of the incoming year classes, the

1956 group did not appear to be outstanding in either

area, but the 1955 appeared to be strong in Southern

California. Information obtained through live bait

sampling, aerial scouting, and commercial fishing

records indicates that the 1957 and 1958 year classes

are good. Data from the above sources show that

heavy concentrations of "pinhead" fish-of-the-year

and one-year-olds are present along most of the coast,

particularly in the Central California region.

Analysis of plankton samples taken in May, 1958,

by the California Co-operative Oceanic Fisheries In-

vestigations shows that heavy anchov\' spawning took

place between Point Conception and Monterey. Larvae

were widely distributed between Point Conception
and Dana Point, some being taken as far as 200 miles

ofi'shore. Larvae were abundant throughout an area

where bait and commercial fishermen have had no

success in obtaining adult anchovies. Perhaps these

larger adults have been unavailable because of an off-

shore movement into deeper, colder water. This theory
was substantiated earlier in the year when purse seine-

caught bluefin tuna taken between San Clemente Is-

land and Santa Catalina Island were found to be

gorged with five- and six-inch anchovies. Samples from

the live bait catch show that two-vear-old and older

anchovies were plentiful during 1956 and 1957, but are

rare in the 1958 catch. Fish-of-the-year did not appear

Deep-bodied anchovy.—Photo by AI Johns, San Pedro

ANCHOVIES

Commercial landings of anchovies for the year 1956

were 28,390 tons. Although the 35,000-ton quota then

in effect was not reached, this tonnage was the largest

landed by California boats since 1953 when 42,252 tons

were taken. Eighty-one percent of the 1956 catch was
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in any quantity during 1956 but were plentiful during
the latter part of 1957 and have been abundant in

1958.

New' aerial survey techniques were developed dur-

ing the biennium and the program was intensified. A
method for determining the aerial magnitude of

pelagic fish schools was worked out, photographic ex-

periments were attempted and an effort was made to

use surface vessels in conjunction with the airplane.

Flights during 1956 revealed only moderate concen-

trations of anchovy schools most of which were ob-

served in Southern California and Baja California. Re-
sults of 1957 flights showed an increase of school

groups in Central California late in the year, while

Southern California and Baja California remained

about the same as 1956. Counts of anchovy schools

resulting from aerial surveys during the first half of

1958 indicate that a very large population is present
off Central California. Many thousands of schools

were obser\'ed from San Francisco to, and into, Mon-
terey Bay. Localities south of this area also contained

fair to good concentrations of fish.

Even though anchovies appear to be abundant, the

1958 commercial season through June was not good.
The prospect for coming \ears is good as long as this

large population of young fish survives and becomes
available to the fishermen.

BOTTOM FISHERIES

California's otter trawl fleet continued to produce
more than 30 million pounds per >'ear of assorted

fishes for use by local markets in a fresh and fresh

frozen state. Foreign imports increased and became a

deterrent to continued high production. "Tight" mar-
kets characterized the latter months of the biennium.

Most markets placed strict limits on species and pound-
ages delivered by their vessels.

Dover sole continued to be the leading species taken

by the trawl fleet with over seven million pounds per

year landed in 1956 and 1957. Bocaccio landings in-

creased again and may exceed those of dover sole in

the near future.

The animal food industry expanded with an addi-

tion of one plant. This industry now utilizes about

3 million pounds of whole fish that in former years
were considered unsalable and discarded at sea. Market
leftovers of fish frames and viscera are the major
source of raw material for these plants. About 8 mil-

lion pounds of frames are used annually.

Sampling of trawl catches, both at sea and in

markets, was carried out at Eureka, Fort Bragg, and
Morro Bay. In the northern part of the state fishing

emphasis is on flat fishes; southern ports land more
rockfishes. A program of sampling animal food land-

ings for species and size composition was initiated this

biennium. A continuing long-term analysis of trawl

vessel log books enables the department to keep abreast

of new developments within the fishery.

Catch of rockfish, mainly bocaccio and ch/Z/pepper, about to spill on
the deck of the otter trawler "Franklin." A pull on a slip-knot in a

purse line opens the end of the net. This catch was made at a depth of

7 70 fathoms about five miles off San Simeon.—Fish and Game Photo by J. B. Phillips
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Unsorled catch of roctfis/i, moin// faocaccio ond chi/ipepper, mode by

hauling an otter trawl (drag net) on (he bottom of o depth ot 110

fathoms, six mi/es offshore between Combrio ond Son Simeon.

—Fish and Game Photo by J. B. Phillips

ROCKFISH

The commercial catch of rockfishes or "rock cods"

in California waters has shown a fairly steady increase

from six million pounds in 1949 to a high of 16 million

pounds in 1957.

The port of Monterey continues to lead other Cali-

fornia ports in the amount of rockfishes landed each

year. Landings at Alorro Bay have increased in recent

years and this port now ranks next to Monterey in

quantity of rockfish landed. San Francisco is third,

followed by the Northern California ports of Fields

Landing, Eureka, and Fort Bragg. Commercial land-

ings of rockfishes at Southern California ports are not

of great importance.
The greater portion of the total catch of rockfishes

landed is by otter trawls (drag nets). Hook-and-line

gear (longlines) account for the rest of the catch.

Most rockfishes landed at wholesale fish markets are

filleted and marketed fresh or frozen.

The species of rockfish which appear in greatest

abundance in commercial catches are bocaccio, chili-

pepper, canary rockfish, vermilion rockfish, yellowtail

rockfish, olive rockfish, widow rockfish, and black

rockfish. A number of other species appear in lesser

quantity. Several species are too small, even when

fully grown, to be of commercial value, but they do

form part of the diet of larger fish.

Life history studies have been started on the more

important rockfishes. Information on the size at ma-

turity, rate of growth, and spawning periods are facts

that need be considered in a management program.

NORTHERN CALIFORNIA SPORTFISH

On July 1, 1957, Federal Aid Project F-12-R-3,

Ocean Salmon Study, was amended to assume new ob-

jectives. This project is now designed to assess the

marine fishing population from Point Conception to

Oregon and determine the kinds, size and number of

fish being caught by each method.

Similar projects have been and are now being under-

taken on the east coast, but this is the first to be set

up along the Pacific Coast. The Pacific Coast is unique
in having very large centers of population near the

coast interspersed with sparsely populated areas. In

fact, large sections of the study area are inaccessible

due to lack of roads and trails.

The first six months were spent in exploratory field

work. Surveys were made to locate areas being used

by fishermen, and biweekly trips were made over the

entire area to count fishermen and record the species

caught. During this period basic data were collected to

determine the methods that must be used to solve the

project's objectives.

The vast area encompassed by the project and

limited manpower precluded any attempt to gather

simultaneously data toward the solution of all objec-

tives over the entire area. As the department has an

efficient system of recording the effort and general

catch of the party boat fleet, project personnel were

Surf fisherman on the Sonomo coast.—Fish and Game Photo
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able to concentrate on sampling the party boat catch

for specific breakdow n of the catch. The skiff, pier,

shore casting, surf netting, and skindiving methods

likewise will be assessed by the project.

Since Februar\", 1958, the biweekly coastal coverage
has evolved into a sampling procedure involving turn-

over rate of fishermen determinations, obtaining inter-

view data from fishermen, sampling the catch of those

who completed fishing at these turnover localities,

aerial counts from state-o\\ned airplanes, and estab-

lishment of a volunteer log system for skiff rental and

launching concessions, private shorelines and state

parks.

SPECIAL ACTIVITIES

During the biennium the biostatistical unit was re-

organized to facilitate closer working relationships
with the biological investigations. The reorganization
included the establishment of a technical assistance and

biometrical analysis section. This section assists in the

analysis of existent biological data and in the design of

data collection and sampling methods compatible with

statistical evaluation.

Tabulation of regular commercial catch reports was
continued. This information provides the basis for

publications and is used to answer requests from the

Legislature, the commission, and the public. Such data

are indispensable for the management of marine re-

sources.

Other departmental needs for tabulated reports were
fulfilled as requested. Angling questionnaires for both
inland and ocean fishing were tabulated. Striped bass

logs. Lake Merced post card questionnaires, and de-

partmental training records were among scheduled

reports.

Requests for figures have been fulfilled for inter-

national agencies such as the International North
Pacific Fisheries Commission, International Pacific

Halibut Commission, and the Inter-American Tropical
Tuna Commission. The United States Fish and Wild-
life Service continued to make use of our records for

their biological investigations and for its fisheries

market news section.

Processing procedures for marine sport catch rec-

ords were modified to make greater use of the ac-

counting machines. Preparation and distribution of the

monthly party boat sport catch letter was incorporated
into the program of the biostatistical unit. With assist-

ance from the sport fish investigation, these summary
figures were in the hands of the sportsmen, party boat

operators, and interested individuals about 30 days
after the end of each month.

PUBLICATIONS

The staff issued four publications during the bien-
nium. Statistical Circulars 31 and 32 presented the an-

nual statistics of fresh and canned fishery products for
the years 1956 and 1957.

Aerial photos of kelp bed off El Capitan Point, Santa Barbara County,
taken three years apart. In May, 1955, the kelp bed grew solidly
around the point as shown in above photo taken at 7,200 feet ele-

vation . . .

Fish Bulletin No. 104, entitled "A Review of the

Rockfishes of California (family Scorpaemdae)" pre-
sented the first comprehensive report in history on the

52 members of this fish family that are known to in-

habit the ocean off California. Each of the 52 kinds was
illustrated and detailed information was given on meas-

urements and other means used in distinguishing them
from each other.

Fish Bulletin No. 105 included the complete com-
mercial fishing catch landed in California as well as all

fish shipments that were processed in California. This

record covered the years 1955 and 1956. "Rockfish

Review" by J. B. Phillips, was the article included in
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. . . worm waler of 1957 and 1958 thinned most kelp beds south of

Pt. Conception. This is well illustrated in the J 958 phofo, ofaove, of El

Capilan Point taken at 10,800 fee* elevation. Note the track of fhe

kelp cutler through the center of the bed.

—Fish and Game Photo

this year's bulletin. The primary difference between

bulletin and circular figures is that the circular records

final case pack, processor records, and preliminary

landing figures, while the bulletin presents final land-

ings and the value of these landings for all California

ports.
KELP

In 1955, the California Fish and Game Commission

formed a standing committee that is now known as

the Kelp Study Committee. This group has been in-

strumental in establishing co-operative working agree-

ments between members of the kelp and sportfishing

industries. Perhaps more important, the Department of

Fish and Game, acting on the recommendation of the

Kelp Committee, has set up a five-year kelp study pro-

gram with the University of California. The re-

searchers doing this work are headquartered at Scripps

Institution of Oceanography, La Jolla.

Two years of research by this team of investigators

have produced some important answers in the field of

kelp physiology and ecology. A third phase of the

work, now about one year old, is aimed at discover-

ing some of the more important relationships between

the kelp plant and its attendant fishlife.

In Alay, 1958, a series of aerial photographs was

taken of the coastal kelp beds between the Mexican

boundary and Pt. Arguello. Comparisons of these

photos with similar photos taken during the last bien-

nium showed some changes in the densities of many
of the more southerly beds. These changes were

especially apparent with respect to thinning during

the past two years. This thinning is thought to be, for

the most part, a result of extensive warm water condi-

tions during the last 16 to 18 months of the biennium.

SPECIAL PROJECTS

With the start of the year 1958 new positions were

established at the Stanford and Terminal Island offices.

The object was to designate one biologist at each loca-

tion to be available for such jobs as did not fall into

the pattern of the organization as now set up. These

unscheduled and often pressing items frequently in-

terrupted the work of the men assigned to the larger

and longer term studies.

One of the jobs done by the special project men

included collection of shellfish samples for analysis of

gonyaulax poison. Due to exceptionally warm ocean

temperatures in the fall of 1957 there was a prevalence

of red water along the whole Pacific Coast. During

the summer such occurrences are not remarkable but

this year it continued in a lesser degree on through

the winter. Even bay dwelling clams picked up appre-

ciable amounts of poison. However, no concentrations

were found that required a quarantine.

Another special project consisted of a trip at the

importer's expense to New York State to inspect a

shipment of oysters destined for California waters. The

possibility of having the oysters disqualified for plant-

ing after arrival more than offset the importer's trouble

and expense of sending a biologist clear across the

country.
A project involving the disposal of radioactive waste

was also completed. One method of getting rid of

waste from industries working on fissionable materials

is to sink the material in the deeper parts of the ocean.

A series of sample containers was made and taken to

an area off the Farallone Islands. Here they were

lowered from the vessel N. B. Scofleld to determine

their resistance to the tremendous pressures of deep
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1

The "Alaska," newest member o^ the department's research fleet,

—Fish and Game Photo

Avater. From the information gained, recommendations
can be made to the disposal agencies which will help
reduce the contamination of marine life by radioactive

wastes.

RESEARCH VESSELS

YellowFin

In May, 1956, extensive dry rot was found through-
out the Yellowfiv, rendering the vessel unsafe for fur-

ther biological work. It was stripped of all salvageable
research equipment and in Februarv, 1957, was sold

for a high bid of £55,555.55.

Alaska

In the summer of 1957 the department negotiated
a 10-year loan agreement with the U. S. Fish and
Wildlife Service for the use of the M/V Alaska. The
Alaska had been decommissioned by the USFWS in

1953 at Brunswick, Georgia. It was reconditioned and

outfitted in .Miami, Florida. After a shakedown cruise

the vessel arrived at San Pedro, her home port, Febru-

ary 12, 1958.

The Alaska is a West Coast purse-seine type vessel

of steel construction. She is 100 feet long with a cruis-

ing range of 7,500 miles, and has accommodations for

10 crewmen and seven scientists. Fishing platforms,
three large bait wells, a large freezing compartment,
crawl winch and davits, a blanket net, two large A.C.

generating plants, a sea scanar, ship-to-shore radiotele-

phone, radar, and two fathometers make the Alaska

well suited for all of the department's major investi-

gations.

The Alaska was constructed in 1947 at Long Beach,

California, and first used in fisheries exploratory work
around Pacific islands but later modified and equipped
for oceanographic work in the Gulf of Mexico and
Caribbean Sea.

During the biennium, the Alaska completed three

cruises in 61 operating days. Two of these cruises were
made to carry out pelagic fish investigations and were
conducted in the waters of Southern California.

The third cruise was made in an effort to determine
the migration route of albacore as they approach the

Pacific Coast prior to the commercial fishing season.

N. B. Scofield

The A^. B. Scofield completed 19 cruises during the

biennium in 363 days of operation. Thirteen of these

cruises were made to carry out pelagic fish investiga-
tions on the commercially important sardines, ancho-

vies, and mackerels. For the most part these investi-

gations were made in coastal waters of California and

Baja California between San Francisco and Magda-
lena Bay. On several of these cruises experiments were
made with electrofishing devices.

Three trips were made into offshore waters of Baja
California and Southern California to determine alba-

core migratory routes.

Three trips utilized trawl gear—two to carry out

exploratory work on shrimp off Southern and North-
ern California, and one to investigate crab populations
in Northern California waters. Two of the trips were
of 45 days duration.

Mollusk

The 26-foot diving boat Mollusk is designed for

working close to rocks in shallow water where it can

operate in areas which would result in the destruction

of less maneuverable craft. The boat has been used

exclusively in the abalone investigation. Equipped with

compressor, diving stage and ladder, deep sea diving

equipment, hose, and underwater telephone, it enables

department personnel to work in comparative safety
while conducting underwater surveys and operations.

Nautilus

The Nautilus continued its primary function, that of

mother ship, and base of operations for the abalone

investigation. Because the Mollusk is small and has no
accommodations to sleep or feed the necessary crew,
the 50-foot Nautilus goes along whenever the investi-

gation is so far from the port that it is not practical
to return to harbor each evening.

In addition to being equipped to carry out the aba-

lone investigation, the Nautilus is well-rigged for other

work.

During the biennium the vessel operated 338 days,
225 of which were to carry out abalone investigation.
The balance was exploratory work and was evenly
divided between shrimp and crab.

In the spring of 1958 the Nautilus underwent a

major overhaul that included replacement of its main

engine.
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Waierfow! on the Sacramento National Refuge —Fish and Game Photo

TABLE 1

FISH AND GAME PRESERVATION FUND
SUMMARY OF REVENUES, EXPENDITURES, AND SURPLUS

56-57 Fiscal

Year
57-58 Fiscal

Year

56-57 Fiscal

Y'ear

57-58 Fiscal

Year

Total state revenue—all sources

Total expenditures
Subdivision of expenditures:

Salaries and wages
Number of positions:

Support (includes Marine Research Committee)
Filled --

Gross authorized

Federal aid

FiUed -
Gross authorized

Operating expense

Equipment
Less reimbursements

17,713,199

9,029,409

4,533,738

(837.3)

(905.5)

(116)

(130.5)
3,084,580

365,608

—338,10!

$8,742,533

9,464,889

(854.7)

(881.9)

(129.2)

(133.1)
3.117.918

260,663

—384,348

Subdivision of expenditures
—Continued

State Employee's Retirement (includes P. R. and D. J.) .

Pittmaii-Robertson (state funds)

Dingell-Johnson (state funds)
Board of Control claims

Capital Outlay
Pacific Marine Fisheries Commission
Studies and Investigation of Kelp Beds
Studies of Pollution of the Sacramento River

Joint Legislative Study
Marine Research Committee

Prior year adjustments to surplus
Accumulated surplus

—June 30 -.

Operating deficit (includes prior year adjustments)

$467,390
231,729

72,271

1,717

460,617

17.600

30,000

5.067

97.19'3

-1-2,183

3,516,223

-1,314,027

$535,719
271,897
78,212

1,031

447,202

17,900

50,000

2,828
20.549

127.684

4-2.440
2.796,307

—722.356

[77]
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TABLE 2

FISH AND GAME PRESERVATION FUND
STATEMENT OF REVENUE

56-57 Fiscal

Year
57-58 Fiscal

Year
56-57 Fiscal

Year
57-58 Fiscal

Year

Department of Fish and Game, License Sales

Angling. _-

Commercial hunting club

Commercial hunting club operator
Deer tags
Fish breeder

Fish importer
Fish canners and processors
Wholesale fish dealers and preservers
Fish tags

Fishing party boat permit
Boat registrations
Salmon tags
Game breeders

Game bird club license

Game bird club tags
Game tags

Migratory game bird feeding

Hunting
Kelp harversters

Commercial fishermen

Trapping
Guide licenses

Deer meat permits
—locker plants

Deer meat permits—wardens
Controlled hunting area permits
Pheasant tags

Special big game hunts
Bass tags

Napa marsh permits
Colorado River permits
Perch tags
Abalone boat registration
Shellfish cultivators

Live freshwater bait fish

Nutria breeders

Pheasant and coot permits
Bird net tags
Bird net permits
Bear tags __

J4.147.237
975
350

452.873
5.490
365

4,500

8.978

8.544

1,968

42.060
171

10,905

9.600

3.181

1.854

555

1.938.141
30

97.174
860

2.170

12.876

3.157

93.304

231.167

19.180
21

1.447

10.962
833

3,960
250

2,600

8,525
38
2

20

$4,098,857

1.125
410

425.233

4.815
115

4.125

9.150
22.231

1.767

39.680
105

9.970

10.700
4.166

1.875
470

1.870.216
30

115,677
827

1,980

8,491

1.996

104.730

425.110
28,230

1,775

13,220
923
960
275

2.140

8.425

10

160

19,914

Department of Fish and Game. License Sales—Continued
Scientific collector's permit
Falconry
License stamps
Catfish tags
Coturnix tags

Inyo-Mono possession tags

Totals, license sales..

Less:

Commissions retained by agents selling licenses.

Net revenue from license sales

Court fines

Taxes:
Fish packers and fish dealers tax.

Salmon tax

Kelp harvester iax

Oyster tax

Miscellaneous revenue

Total..

Marine Research Committee, Taxes;
Sardine
Mackerel
Anchovies

Herring
Squid

Total. Marine Research Committee

Total revenue excluding interest on investments.

Interest on investments

Total revenue

$7,126,323

—341,666

6,784.657

164,520

350.997
59.920

5.549

1,335

107.078

$7,474,056

33,303

76,119

26,260
749

9,501

$145,932

$7,619,988

93,211

$1,060
495

1.095.849

1.928
65

5.825

$8,345,105

8.011.400

175.786

301.126
29.743

3.841

1,627

46,397

$8,569,920

21.751

48.418

7.899

1.157

7.000

$86,225

$8,656,145

86.388

$7,713,199 $8,742,533

TABLE 3

FISH AND GAME PRESERVATION FUND
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TABLE 4

WILDLIFE CONSERVATION BOARD
1956-57 FISCAL YEAR EXPENDITURES

TABLE 7

HUNTING LICENSE SALES

TABLE 5

WILDLIFE CONSERVATION BOARD
1957-58 FISCAL YEAR EXPENDITURES

TABLE 6

(Wildlife Protection)

ARRESTS AND FINES

t65,315
3,034

Support
Salary and wages -_. $40,301

Operating expenses 23,866

Equipment 1,148

Contribution to Retirement System

Total Support. --

Capital Outlay Projects
Fish hatchery and stocking,

Warmwater and other fish projects

Flow maintenance and stream improvement
Fish screen and ladder

Waterfowl - --

General

Special

Total Capital Outlay.

TOTAL EXPENDITURES

$68,349

$95,027
282,804
39,976

34,401

340,945
7,327

10,218

$810,698

$879,047

$63^21
4,118

Support
Salary and wages $40,678

Operating expenses 23,053

Contributions to Retirement System

Total Support _

Capital Outlay Projects
Fish hatchery and stocking projects
Warmwater and other fish projects
Flow maintenance and stream improvement
Fish screen and ladder

Waterfowl
General

Special

W Total Capital Outlay .—

TOTAL EXPENDITURES

$67,939

$46,021
61,871

50,564

11,541

154,631

159,339

—2,138

$481,829

$549,768
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TABLE 10

PHEASANT TAG SALES

Year
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TABLE 14

(Marine Resources)

COMMERCIAL FISHING FLEET

Homeport

Eureka
Sacramento
San Francisco

Monterey --

Santa Barbara ---

Los Angeles __

San Diego
Alaska, Washington, Oregon.

Total number of boats

1956-57

558
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TABLE 21

(Marine Resources)

SALMON LANDINGS IN POUNDS

Year
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TABLE 26

(Marine Resources)

SEASONAL CATCH IN TONS * OF SARDINES ALONG THE PACIFIC COAST-EACH SEASON
INCLUDES JUNE THROUGH THE FOLLOWING MAY
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TABLE 29

(Marine Resources)

ANCHOVY LANDINGS IN POUNDS

Year
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TABLE 32

(Inland Fisheries)

STREAM IMPROVEMENT

July 1, 1956, through June 30, 1958

Name of Water and County

Region 1 ^ ...
Trinity River. Trinity

Elli Creelc. Sisltiyou

Lassen Creek .
M odoc

Bin Creels, Trinity

Beaver Creelt, Sisliiyou

Fall Creeli, Siskiyou

Button Creek. Siskiyou

Grassy Creek, Humboldt

Clear Creek, Siskiyou

Mill Creek , Tehama
Salmon Creek, Humboldt

Mill Creek, Del Norte

Kiiopti Creek. Del Nort«

Battle Creek. Shasta

Pine Creek, Modoc
Clear Creek, Shasta

Deer Creek, Tehama
Patterson Creek, Siskiyou. --

Mill Creek. Siskiyou

Shackleford Creek, Siskiyou.,

Region II ^ , ^ , ,^ ,

Mokelurane River, South Fork, Cala-

veras

Ward Creek, Placer

Feather River, South Fork, Butte.

Upper Truckee River, El Dorado..

Blue Creek, Alpine

Rubicon River, El Dorado

ig -11 a-s

ZJ3

Region 111 „ , ,,
San I Jerommo Creek, Mann .

Big Sulphur Creek, Sonoma..

Bean Creek, Santa Cruz

Bolinas Creek, Marin

Region IV

Kaiser Creek, Fresno

Ward Mountain Creek. Fresno..

Granite Creek, Madera

Big Creek, Fresno

Peppermint Creek, Tulare

Cherry Creek, Tuolumne
Little Kern Lake Creek, Tulare.

Beasore Creek , M adera . -

Region V
Fish Canyon Creek, Los Angeles.

San (iabriel River, Los Angeles..

Lion Canyon Creek, Ventura

Reyes Creek, Ventura

Sespe Creek, Ventura

Tequepis Creek, Santa Barbara..

31

16

10

2

1

1

* Fish ladders on these streams were built by the owner of the dajii after investi-

gation by Department of Fish and Came peisoniiel demonstrated that the ladders

were necessary and feasible.

TABLE 34

(Inland Fisheries)

FISH SALVAGED AND TRANSPLANTED

Species

Warmwater fish

Largemouth bass.

Smallmouth bass.

BluegiU
Warmouth bass..

Black crappie
White crappie
Channel catfish...

White catfish

Brown bullhead - .

Black buUhead...

Striped bass

Redear sunfish

Green sunfish

American shad . . .

Threadfin shad
Fathead minnow.
Golden shiner

Number

865,806

66,620

43,336
365
997
405

16,163
17,092

31,025

133

25,210

6,650
3,800

11,100

205,685

21,926

10,398

22,047

4,235

2,887

35,497

9,213
600
316
758
80
56

23,450

1,350
225

Total - ---
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TABLE 37

(Salmon and Steelhead)

SALMON AND STEELHEAD COUNTING STATIONS

Klomathon Racks, Klamath River, Siskiyou County

Season King salmon

1956-57 6,770
1957-58 2,436

Shasta River Racks, Shasta River, Siskiyou County

Season King salmon

1956-57 No count
1957-58 2,234*

Sweasey Dam, Mad River, Humboldt County

Season King salmon Silver salmon Steelhead

1956-57 129 21 2,717
1957-58 495 11 1,957

Benbow Dam, South Fork Eel River, Humboldt County

Season King salmon Silver salmon Steelhead

1956-57.. 1,530 5,717 12,333
1957-58 3,050 5,432 7.910

dough Dam, Mill Creek, Tehama County

King salmon King salmon Silver salmon Steelhead
Season (fall run) (spring run)

1956-57 131 1,201 201 1.443
1957-58 1,341 2.213 1.523 1,302

Woodbridge Dam, Mokelumne River, San Joaquin County

Season King salmon Silver salmon Steelhead

1956-57 474 13
1957-58 2,400 1 7

• New counting station constructed 150 yards above confluence of Shasta and Kla-
math Rivers. Counts from 1938 through 1955 were made upstream 6J miles
from present station. Earlier counts were made at site of present station.

FISH AND GAME

TABLE 38

(Salmon and Steelhead)

CALIFORNIA SALMON CATCH SAMPLING
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TABLE 41

(Inland Fisheries)

HATCHERY-REARED TROUT AND SALMON DISTRIBUTION

1956-57 Fiscal Year
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TABLE 42

(Inland Fisheries)

HATCHERY-REARED TROUT AND SALMON DISTRIBUTION

1957-58 Fiscal Year
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TABLE 43

(Inland Fisheries)

SUMMARY OF TROUT AND SALMON PLANTED BY SPECIES

1956-57 Fiscal Year
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TABLE 45

(Water Projects)

WATER PROJECTS UPON WHICH ACTION WAS TAKEN DURING BIENNIUM

(Most of these projects inv(tlve(l extensive review, investigation, compilation of reports and recommendations, and negotiations
with the project sponsors.)

Region Project name or watershed County Region Project name or watershed County

FEDERAL POWER COMMISSION PERMIT OR LICENSE APPLICATIONS

Region 1:

FPC So. 233.--.
FPC No. 747.---
FPC No. IS67
FPC No. 1937.---
FPC No. 20-19

(FPC No. 2202)
FPC No. 20S2.-.-
FPC -Vo. 2099-...
FPC No. 2106
FPC No. 2137
FPC No. 2200
FPC No. 2202

(FPC No. 2049)

Region 2:

FPC No. 78.

FPC No. 137,

FPC No. 444.

FPC No. 1302.
FPC No. 1962..

FPC No. 2067- ,

FPC No. 2079_.

FPC No. 2088..

FPC No. 2100,
FPC No. 2101,
FPC No. 2105.

FPCNo. 2124-.

FPCNo.2125-.
FPCNo. 2126-.

FPC No. 2128-,

FPCNo. 2130.,

FPC No. 2134-,

FPC No. 2136-
FPC No. 22.38..

FPC No. 2240.
FPC No. 2246.

Region 3:

FPC No. 2049
fFPC N'o. 2202) ,

FPC No. 2202

(FPC No. 2049) .

Region
FPC No.
FPC No.
FPC No.
FPC No.
FPC No.
FPC No.

FPC No.
FPC No.
FPC No.
FPC No.
FPC No.

Region
FPC No.
FPC No.
FPC No.
FPC No.
FPC No.
FPC No.
FPC No.
FPC No.
FPC No.
FPC No.

4:

67..

120..

1520,.

1925..

1930,
1988..

2085-
2086.,

2130.,

2174..

2179..

5:

176.

433..

1397.,

1764..

1890.,

1932..

19.33..

1934..

2153..

2198..

Pit River (No. 4 and No. 5)

Pine Creek
Bill Berry and Swamp Creeks
Middle Creek (tributary to Scott River) .

Eel River Drainage (Castle Peak).
Klamath River (2200)
McCloud River

McCloud and Pit Rivers --

Pit River
Klamath River

Eel River Drainage (Castle Peak) .

South Fork American River (Chute Camp).
Mokelumne River and tributaries

North Fork Feather River __.:

Long Lake and Gray Eagle Creek
North Fork Feather River

Stanislaus River-. .- ---

Middle Fork .\merican River _

South Fork Feather River (OroviUe-Wyan-
dotte) --

Feather River (OroviUe Dam)
Upper American River (S-M.U.D.)
North Fork Feather River (Belden Project)

(FPC No. 616. No. 1352. No. 2108)
Middle Fork Feather River

Lights and Moonlights Creeks
F^t Branch North Fork Feather River

(FPC No. 2125)
Mokelumne River
Stanislaus River
Middle Fork Feather River
Middle Fork Feather River
Yuba River, Dry Creek and Deer Creek
North and Middle Forks Yuba River

Yuba River and tributaries---

Eel River Drainage (Castle Peak).

Eel River Drainage (Castle Peak) .

South Fork San Joaquin River
San Joaquin River

Whiskey Creek _

Kings River
Kern River -.

North Fork Kings River and Helms Creek

(FPC No. 175. No. 1990)
San Joaquin River (Mammoth Pool)
Mono Creek (FPC No. 2174, No. 2175).--.
Stanislaus River
San Joaquin River
Merced River _

LakeWohlford
North Fork Rush Creek.,

Darwin Wash
Milner Creek (Owens River)..

Lytle Creek --

Santa Ana River.-
Mill Creek
Piru Creek ,

Santa Ana River

Shasta
Modoc
Siskiyou

Siskiyou

Mendocino and Trinity
Siskiyou
Shasta and Siskiyou
Shasta and Siskiyou
Shasta

Siskiyou

Mendocino and Trinity

El Dorado
Amador, Calaveras, Al-

pine
Plumas
Plumas
Butte and Plumas
Calaveras and Tuolumne
Placer and El Dorado

Butte. Plumas,Yuba,Sierra
Butte
El Dorado

Plumas
Butte and Plumas
Plumas

Plumas
Amador and Calaveras
Calaveras and Tuolumne
Plumas and Butte
Plumas and Butte
Yuba and Nevada
Sierra. Nevada, Yuba
Yuba. Sierra, Nevada

Mendocino and Trinity

Mendocino and Trinity

Fresno
Fresno
Madera
Fresno
Kern

Fresno

Fresno. Madera
Fresno

Calaveras, Tuolumne
Fresno
Merced

San Diego
Mono
Imperial

Inyo
Mono
San Bernardino
San Bernardino
San Bernardino
Ventura and Los Angele:
San Bernardino

Region 3:

Region 5:

U. S. BUREAU OF RECLAMATION PROJECTS—Continued

Guadalupe Creek Santa Clara
Monticello Reservoir (See Region 2) Napa, Solano and Yolo

Calleguas Project
Colorado River
Ventura River
Walker River Project.

Ventura

Imperial and Riverside
Ventura
Mono

STATE WATER RIGHTS BOARD HEARINGS'

Region 1:

Region 2:.,-

(Before Water
Com.)

Region 3:.

Region 4:

Region 5:,

Eagle Lake
McCloud River -- _ -.-

Mad River -.-

Sacramento River

American River
Bear River and Coon Creek

Feather River
South Fork Feather River
Mokelumne River

Mokelumne River -.-

Putah Creek
Sacramento River
Truckee River
Whaler Creek

Old Creek
Sacramento River

San Joaquin River
Tuolumne and Stanislaus Rivers

Sacramento River

Santa Clara River, Sespe and Piru Creeks
Santa Margarita River. -..

Lassen

Siskiyou and Shasta

Trinity

El Dorado and Placer

Yuba, Placer, Nevada

Plumas
Yuba
Amador, Calaveras, San

Joaquin
Amador
Yolo
Numerous
Nevada and Sierra

El Dorado

San Luis Obispo
Numerous

Fresno
Tuolumne and Stanislaus

Numerous

Ventura
San Diego

WATERSHED AND FLOOD PREVENTION PROJECTS (Public Laws 566 and 1018)

Region 1: Antelope Creek- Tehama

lion 2:

Region 3:

Region 4:

Region 5:.

U. S. BUREAU OF RECLAMATION PROJECTS

Region 1:

Region 2:.

Butte Valley .

Cow Creek Recreation Unit
Klamath River Project Studies..

Upper Klamath River
Red Bluff Dam
Sacramento River Canals

Trinity River Project

Auburn Dam
Nashville Project (Coaumnes River).

Folsom South Unit

Monticello Reservoir
Sacramento River Canals (See Region I).
Truckee River (Washoe Project)
Yolo Zamora Unit

Siskiyou
Shasta

Siskiyou, Trinity

Siskiyou
Tehama
Several

Trinity

El Dorado
El Dorado, Amador,

Sacramento
Sacramento, San Joaquin,

Stanislaus

Napa, Solano and Yolo
Several

Nevada
Yolo

Morrison Creek
Bear Creek
San Juan Ridge Ditch
Markleevitle and Indian Creeks.

Sonoma Creek

Arroyo Grande Creek.
Marsh Kellog Creek...

Central Sonoma
Pescadero and Butano Creeks-.

Carnadero and Llagas Creeks -.

Bryant Canyon
Adobe Creek...

Laguna Watershed

Napa River
Alisal Watershed

Tule River.,,.

Firebaugh Drainage
Los Banos Drainage
Upper Tehachapi Creek.
Lewis Creek

San Timoteo Creek,.

Upper Perris Valley..
Salt Creek
Bautista Creek
Smith Creek
Small Canyon
Upper Chino Basin,.

Avenue H
Buena Vista Creek
Monroe and Big Dalton Canyons..
Cable and Devils Creeks
Morena Reservoir

San Antonio Creek
Diaz Drainage Area _

Green Canyon
Mission Creek
Escondido Creek
Coachella Valley.

Upper Warm Creek _._

Sacramento
San Joaquin
Nevada
Alpine

Sonoma
San Luis Obispo
Alameda and Contra
Costa

Sonoma
San Mateo
Santa Clara

Monterey
Lake
Sonoma
Sonoma
Monterey

Tulare
Merced
Fresno and Madera
Kern
Tulare

San Bernardino
Riverside

Riverside

Riverside

Riverside

Riverside

San Bernardino
San Bernardino

Riverside

Los Angeles
San Diego
Los Angeles
San Bernardino
San Diego
Santa Barbara
Santa Barbara
Santa Barbara
Santa Barbara
San Diego
Riverside

San Bernardino

and

and

• Includes Inresllgatlons and preparations for pending hearings, as well as those in which testimony was presented.
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TABLE 45—Continued

(Water Projects)

WATER PROJECTS UPON WHICH ACTION WAS TAKEN DURING BIENNiUM

RegioD Project name or watershed County Region IVoject name or watershed County

Region 1:.

Region 2:.

SMALL RECLAMATION PROJECTS (Public Law 984)

Pit River and Ash Creek Modoc

Region 3:.

Region 4:.

Region 5:.

San Joaquin River

Dry and Oregon Creeks
Pilot and Onion Creeks
Jackson Creek
Nevada Irrigation
Orovilie Wyandotte
Mill and Antelopw Creeks
Webber Creek Drainage
Camp Far West Project, Bear River.

French Dry Creek

Arroyo Del Valle and Alameda Creeks.

Middletown-Dry Creek

Arroyo Del Valle and Alameda Creeks.

Potter Valley
Hernandez Project, San Benito River.,
Santa Cruz Project
Penitencia Creek

Alpaugh Irrigation District.

South San Joaquin

Perris Valley
Santa Margarita River..

Cachuma Reservoir

Palo Verde Project
Santa Clara River

Santa Ynez River

Walker River

San Joaquin
Yuba
El Dorado
Amador
Nevada
Plumas
EI Dorado
El Dorado
Placer and Yuba
Yuba

Alameda
Lake
Alameda
Mendocino
San Benito

Santa Cruz
Santa Clara

Tulare and Kern
Stanislaus and Tuolumne

Riverside

San Diego
Santa Barbara
Riverside

Ventura
Santa Barbara
Mono

U. S. ARMY CORPS OF ENGINEERS-FLOOD CONTROL PROJECTS

Region 1:.

Region 2:.

Region 3: ,

Region 4:.

Region 5:.

None

Bear River
Butte Creek

Dry Creek

Littlejohn Creek.

Stony Creek
Truckee River

Coyote Creek
Corte Madera
Coyote Valley Dam (Russian River).
Corralitos Creek..

Dry Creek
Eel River and tributaries, __ __

Middle Creek

Pajaro River

San Francisco Bay studies..

San Lorenzo Creek
San Lorenzo River
Walnut Creek

Kern River (Isabella Reservoir)
Merced River
Success Reservoir (Tule River)
Terminus Reservoir (Kaweah River).

Los Angeles Harbor.,

Mojave River

San Dieguito River..
Tahcheva Creek
Burbank Western

Sacramento
Butte
Butte
Calaveras
Glenn
Nevada

Marin
Marin
Mendocino
Santa Cruz
Sonoma
Mendocino
Lake
San Benito and Santa

Clara
several

Alameda
Santa Cruz
Contra Costa

Kern
Mariposa
Tulare
Tulare

Los Angeles
San Bernardino
San Diego
Riverside

Los Angeles

U. S. ARMY CORPS OF ENGINEERS—NAVIGATION PROJECTS

Region 3:.

Region 5: .

Lagunitas Creek

Monterey Bay Project.
Santa Cruz Harbor

Noyo Harbor

Long Beach Harbor and Navigation Pro-

ject.

Marin
Monterey
Santa Cruz
Mendocino

Los Angeles

STATE WATER PROJECTS AND COMPACTS
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TABLE 46

(Water Projects)

WATER PROJECTS CONTRACT GROUP INVESTIGATIONS

1956-1958 BIENNIUM

Project
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TABLE 49

(Game Management)

WATERFOWL MANAGEMENT AREA OPERATIONS

Region Area

! Madeline Plains

1 Honey Lake

2 Gray Lodge
2 Colusa --.

2 Sutter
2 Grizzly Island

4 Merced
4 Los Banos
4 San Luis Wasteway
4 Mendota..

5 Imperialf

Totals

Acreage open
to hunting
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TABLE 51

(Game Management)

GAME BIRD RELEASES

Liberation of Game Farm Chinese Ringneck Pheasants

County
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Region

2,3

2.3

2.3

3.4

3, 4

3,4

3,4

5

5
5
5

TABLE 54

(Game Monagement)

DEPARTMENT LAND WITHDRAWALS PROGRAM
STATUS-1958

Name

Withdrawals complete

—public land orders

issued

Madeline Plains

Honey Lake Dakin
No. 1

Honey Lake Dakin
No.2

Tower House Springs

Topaz Lake

ToUl-

Pending withdrawals

Mt. Dome
Copco Lake__ _.

Klamath River

King's Peak
Cinder Cone
YollaBolly .---
Madeline Reservoir,.

Biscar Reservoir

Goat Island

Hay Fork.
Clear Lake No. 1....

Clear Lake No.2..

Clear Lake No. 3.

Panoche

New Idria

Temblor..

Caliente..

McCain Valley

Otay Mountain
Jacumba
Rattlesnake Canyon

Lower Colorado
River

Total.

Purpwse

Waterfowl area..

Waterfowl area..

Waterfowl area

Band-tailed pigeon area.

Trout fishing access

Deer range
Trout fishing access

Trout and salmon fishing..

Deer range
Deer range
Deer range
Waterfowl area
Waterfowl area

Trout and salmon fishing.

Deer range
Deer range, upland game-

Deer range, upland game..

Deer range, upland game..

Upland game range

Upland game, deer range-

Upland game range

Upland game range...

Upland game, deer range. -

Upland game, deer range...

Upland game
Upland game, deer range...

Upland game, big game
range

County

Lassen _

Lassen.
ShasU.
Mono.,

Siskiyou

Siskiyou

Siskiyou
Humboldt. .

Shasta
Tehama
Lassen

Shasta.

Trinity

Napa, Lake,

Colusa,
Yolo

Napa, Colusa,
Lake

Napa, Yolo,
Glenn

Fresno, San
Benito

Fresno, San
Benito,

Monterey ..

Kern, San
Luis ObisfKt

Kern, San
Luis Obispo

San Diego
San Diego
San Diego
San Bernar-

dino

Riverside,

Imperial . .

Acres

640.00

673.65

185.18
570.00
200.00

2.268.83

22,275.88
200.00
40.00

20,764.32
27,703.94
4.620.00
1,361.32

4,965.19
59.80

2.744.45

41,304.33

59,507.49

11.704.98

49.120.99

62,154.70

57.361.02

58,111.45
38.691.57
15,436.85
6,400.04

22.395.08

46,649.56

TABLE 55

(Game Management)

SUMMARY OF DEPARTMENT OF FISH AND GAME LANDS-1958

Gome Branch
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